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The location and kinematics of the 
emission line regions in AGN 
J. R. Mullaney 
Abstract 
This thesis contains the results f rom a study of the optical emission lines of various sam-
ples of active galactic nuclei (AGN). We have used three separate techniques to deter-
mine the precise kinematics and the relative location of theemission line regions of A G N : 
a detailed study of a small sample (10) of A G N , a study of the general emission line prop-
erties of two larger samples, and the interpretation of the results f rom observations using 
numeric photoionisation models. 
Although we present results on both the broad line and narrow line regions of A G N 
the main drive behind this work is the study of the poorly defined intermediate line 
region using emission from highly ionised species (high ionisation emission lines). Our 
results derived f rom observations indicate that a significant proportion of the emission 
from these species is produced wi th in the central void of the putative dusty torus and 
that emission f rom more highly ionised species increases at radii closer to the central 
engine of the A G N . Furthermore, we f ind strong evidence that the intermediate region 
traced by these high ionisation emission lines is generally outf lowing f rom the central 
engine but there is little evidence of any significant acceleration or deceleration of this 
material between the inner and outer regions traced by the higher and lower ionisation 
lines, respectively. Our results derived f rom numerical photoionisation codes support a 
model in which this outf lowing material responsible for the high ionisation line emission 
is launched f rom the inner edge of the the dusty torus. 
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much more extended in frequency space 5 
1.4 The standard (or unified) model of A G N . Printed wi th the kind permis-
sion of R. Smith and G. Collinson 
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1.5 Left: Ground based image of the spiral galaxy NGC 5728 which hosts a 
type 2 A G N . Right: HST image of the central regions of this A G N clearly 
showing the extended narrow line region ([O III]A4959,5007 emission) i l -
luminated by the strong ionising continuum of the obscured central en-
gine. The overall extent of the [O III]A4959,5007 emitting region is 1.8kpc 
(Wilson et al. (1993)). Image taken f rom STSci web pages 9 
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approximately 200kpc across. Image courtesy of N R A O / A U I 10 
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the case of Mrk 573 shown in fig 1.2 15 
2.1 Flux calibrated, redshift corrected, Fell subtracted spectra. Flux has been 
normalised to the level at 5100Aand offset for clarity. The dotted lines 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 History 
When, in 1908, E. A. Fath published the first spectrum of the nucleus of the (then-
classified) spiral nebula, NGC 1068 (described in Fath 1908), he began one of the most 
important lines of study in astronomy of the last 100 years. On inspection of the photo-
graphic plates onto which the image of the spectrum had been transferred, Fath noted 
that the emission f rom the nuclear region of this spiral nebula appeared distinctly differ-
ent f rom the others in his sample. Included among the familiar absorption lines typical 
of other objects of this morphological type were strong emission lines. 
During the years directly fol lowing the first discovery of this "emission line neb-
ula", a small number of objects were added to this category, but the archives show no 
concerted effort to study them in any depth until C. K. Seyferf s seminal work (Seyfert 
1943). His study of six of the nuclei of the brightest emission nebulae (which were, by 
then, known to be extragalactic) revealed that the emission lines in some of these objects 
were significantly broader than those observed in the "emission knots" in the periphery 
of other extragalactic nebulae- up to 8500 k m s - 1 f u l l w id th zero intensity (FWZI). It is 
due to this study that these and similar objects came to be known as Seyfert galaxies 
(abbreviated to Sy). 
Later, w i t h the appreciation that these extragalactic nebulae were galaxies external 
to our own, it became evident that the nuclei of these emission line nebulae were highly 
luminous; i t is not uncommon for the point-like nucleus of a Seyfert galaxy to have 
approximately the same luminosity as the host galaxy's combined stellar population 
(see Fig. 1.1). The fact that this nucleus is unresolved in even the most nearby Seyfert 
galaxies implies that there is an extremely large amount of activity wi th in the central 
lOOpc of these objects- hence the umbrella term 'active galactic nuclei' (AGN) for this 
class of object. 
Although the evidence for the separation of Seyfert galaxies into two distinct sub-
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Figure 1.1: Seyfert 1 galaxy, NGC 5548 (left) plotted alongside an image 
of the non-active galaxy NGC 3277. Both galaxies are similar face on 
spirals that have been exposed for approximately the same period (500s 
and 600s, respectively) using the same instrument on the Hubble Space 
Telescope. The strong flux emitted by the A G N in the centre of NGC 5548 
has saturated the detector. 
classes was present i n Seyfert's early work, Khachikian and Weedman (1974) were the 
first to point out that these galaxies could be further categorised in terms of the profiles 
of the Hydrogen emission lines. In type 1 Seyfert objects (Syls) the hydrogen lines con-
sist of a broad base which often has a superimposed narrow 'core', whereas in type 2s 
(Sy2s) only the narrow core is present (see Fig. 1.2). This sub-classification was to have 
important ramifications for the unification of the subcategories of active galaxies and the 
development of the standard model of A G N (see later). 
It is a quirk of history that, as those key early studies of A G N in the optical wave-
bands were taking place, the development of radio astronomy was enabling astronomers 
to independently detect A G N without the acknowledgement that these objects were re-
lated (see Weedman 1976 for a review). During the 1950s, radio surveys of the sky were 
f inding strong sources that could be identified as the radio counterparts of objects found 
in optical surveys and/or pointed observations. Although it was realised that some of 
these objects were associated w i t h resolved extragalactic sources1, a large number were 
found to have an almost star-like appearance when studied in optical wavelengths. This 
'Of particular interest is that some of these resolved objects were, indeed, known Seyfert galaxies that 
had already been identified as having peculiar nuclear spectra, although little was made of this at the time. 
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Figure 1.2: The H a emission line of the Sy2 A G N Mrk 573 (red) super-
imposed onto the H a line of the Syl , NGC 985 (black). I n both spectra, 
the narrow H a core is bounded by the narrow [ N II]AA6548,6584 lines, 
however, in the case of NGC 985, the broad base of the H a extends wel l 
beyond these neighbouring lines. 
led to these objects becoming known as quasi-stellar objects, shortened to "quasars". I t 
wasn't unt i l Schmidt (1963) recognised the very broad optical emission lines in the radio 
source 3C 273 as the hydrogen Balmer lines that the realisation dawned that these objects 
were the most distant objects yet to be discovered and, i n turn, the brightest individual 
objects i n the Universe yet observed at that time. So bright, i n fact, that the nuclei of 
these objects far outshine their host galaxies' stellar populations. 
It is beyond the scope of this brief history of the study of A G N to delve into the debate 
that surrounded the interpretation of the evidence associated w i t h the study of quasars 
(i.e. the redshift controversy; see Weedman 1976). I t is sufficient to say that by the end 
of the 1970s, the large number of studies of Seyfert galaxies and quasars had shown that 
the earliest discovered Seyferts and quasars were, i n fact, situated at opposing ends of a 
continuous scale of A G N luminosity. 
Wi th the development of electronic detectors and space based telescopes capable of 
observing the Universe f r o m radio, through infra-red and optical wavelengths to X-ray 
and 7-ray energies, i t became evident that A G N were powerful emitters across the f u l l 
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electromagnetic spectrum. In particular, w i t h the dawn of UV and X-ray astronomy, i t 
became clear that A G N were strong emitters of high energy photons (i.e. wavelengths 
shorter than the optical bands). In fact, Elvis et al. (1978) showed that a common theme 
among type 1 A G N is their strong X-ray emission. Today, it is possible to plot the energy 
output of an A G N as a function of photon wavelength across more than ten decades of 
the electromagnetic spectrum, f rom the radio to 7-ray energies, as is shown in Fig. 1.3. 
These spectral energy distributions (hereafter SED) provide the evidence that all A G N are 
prodigious emitters of electromagnetic radiation, the total bolometric f lux of which can 
far outstrip that of the combined output of all the stars in the host galaxy. 
It is now accepted that the same underlying process, albeit with a considerable amount 
of variation in detail between objects, is at the heart of all A G N , producing the extreme 
luminosities, strong radio-to-X-ray emission and the broad emission line profiles. We 
w i l l cover the details of this process i n a later section. In the fol lowing section, however, 
we w i l l give a brief introduction to the physics behind the production of emission lines 
in A G N . 
1.2 Emission lines of AGN 
We have already seen how the study of emission lines has played an important role i n 
the discovery and classification of A G N . Produced by the release of photons as electrons 
fal l f rom higher to lower atomic energy states, emission lines provide a wealth of infor-
mation regarding the physical conditions of the atoms that produce them. Throughout 
this thesis, we w i l l predominantly use the emission line spectra of A G N to deduce the 
kinematics and the relative location of the emitting gas. 
Emission lines f rom astronomical sources typically fall into one of three different 
categories- permitted, forbidden and semi-forbidden. The fundamental differences be-
tween these categories are f i rmly rooted in the discipline of quantum mechanics, and as 
such we w i l l not venture into a discussion into the causes of these differences. It is suffice 
to say that the type of lines that a given cloud of gas can produce is largely dependent on 
its density. While permitted lines can be produced in both high (electron density, ne > 
l C ^ c m - 3 ) and low density clouds, only low density clouds (n e < 1 0 4 c m - 3 ) are capable of 
producing forbidden lines. The precise maximum density, however, is dependent on the 
forbidden line of interest. As the name suggests, semi-forbidden lines can be produced 
in somewhat higher density clouds than forbidden lines, but which are still significantly 
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Figure 1.3: The average spectral energy distribution of the quasar, 3C 
273 (taken f rom Tiirler et al. 1999). The upper plot (labelled (a)) shows 
the variation in flux density as a function of frequency and the lower 
plot (labelled (b)) shows the vFu representation. The lower plot gives a 
better representation of the power emitted as a function of frequency. 
The dashed line shows the contribution f rom the jet and the dotted 
curve shows the contribution f rom the host galaxy. Compared against 
starlight, the A G N emission is much more extended in frequency space. 
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less dense than permitted line clouds. 
Of course, the relative strengths of the emission lines in a given spectrum w i l l depend 
on many more parameters than simply the density of the emitting clouds. Clearly, the 
elemental abundances of a gas cloud w i l l have a strong effect on the whether a given 
line can be produced. Furthermore, the ionisation state of that same cloud w i l l have a 
strong influence on its emission line spectrum as energy level transitions wi th in an atom 
are heavily dependent on its electron configuration. Even the temperature of an emitting 
region can be deduced by the careful measurement of a select few lines in its emission 
spectrum. 
As emission lines are the result of the transition of atoms between quantised energy 
states, a given transition releases a photon w i t h a very precise energy (or wavelength, 
or frequency, as all three are directly related). However, we have already seen that the 
emission lines observed in A G N are not detected at a single wavelength. Instead, they 
often have very broad profiles and are sometimes observed to be multi-peaked. These 
complications are introduced by the relative motions of emitting gas Doppler shifting 
the emitted photons to longer or shorter wavelengths as viewed by an observer. With 
this in mind, we can use precise measurements of the profiles of these emission lines to 
get a thorough understanding of the relative motions of the emitting gas clouds around 
A G N . 
1.3 AGN Taxonomy, Unification and the Standard AGN Model 
It was just over a decade after the discovery that A G N could be easily categorised on the 
profiles of their emission lines before i t became clear that the properties of both types 
(1 & 2) could explained as different manifestations of the same object. Evidence for 
this "unification of A G N " came wi th the discovery that, when observed in polarised 
(reflected) light, the quintessential Seyfert 2 galaxy, NGC 1068 (one of Seyfert's original 
six), showed evidence of having broad hydrogen lines- exactly as observed in type 1 
A G N (Antonucci and Miller 1985). Based on this evidence a model was proposed in 
which the region responsible for the broad emission lines (broad line region or BLR) is 
located deep wi th in the central regions of a heavily obscuring torus, whereas the region 
responsible for the narrow lines (narrow line region or NLR) seen in the spectra of both 
type 1 & type 2 A G N is extended outside this obscuring feature. In type 1 objects we 
have a clear line of sight into the central 'hole' to the BLR, whereas in type 2 objects we 
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Figure 1.4: The standard (or unified) model of A G N . Printed wi th the 
k ind permission of R. Smith and G. Collinson. 
may only see this region indirectly by means of reflection (see f ig . 1.4). 
Being the more extended of the two, much more is known of the the N L R of A G N 
than the BLR. I n some of the most local A G N this region has even been resolved and 
mapped w i t h narrow band images (e.g. Tadhunter and Tsvetanov 1989, Wilson et al. 
1993; see also Fig. 1.5). We therefore know that the spatial extent of this region can to 
up to 10s of kpc and represents the outer limits of the region in which central engine 
is the dominant source of ionising radiation. The wealth of forbidden lines i n the op-
tical wavebands f r o m this region has enabled its physical properties to be determined 
in a large number of A G N . These emission line diagnostics tell us that the density and 
temperature of the N L R are of the order of ne ~ 1 0 2 - 4 c m - 3 and T ~ 10,000 - 25,000K 
(Koski 1978). Combining these values w i t h a f i l l ing factor of e ~ 1 0 - 2 (i.e. the fraction of 
the overall volume of the NLR responsible for the emission) derived f r o m the total lumi -
nosity of the NLR emission lines gives a typical mass of the NLR of 1 0 5 _ 6 M o (Peterson 
1997). 
I n contrast to the extended nature of the narrow line region, the broad line region of 
A G N is known to be very compact and is unresolved i n even the highest spatial resolu-
tion observations of the most local type 1 A G N . The best estimates we have of the spatial 
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extent of this region is based on reverberation mapping techniques, which rely on flux 
variations i n the ionising continuum being 'echoed' in the broad emission lines. Due to 
the finite speed of light the delay of this light echo provides a direct measurement of the 
size of the region emitting the measured broad line (for a review of this work see Peter-
son 1994). Based on this technique, we now know that the BLR typically extends over 
just a few light days. However, despite its small size, this region is capable of producing 
highly luminous emission lines that can, in many type 1 spectra, outshine the total line 
emission f rom the (vastly more extended) NLR. This is testament to the high densities 
of the emitting clouds that fo rm the BLR. We have already seen that only the permit-
ted emission lines are broadened in type 1 spectra which implies that all the forbidden 
lines are collisionally suppressed. For this to be the case the clouds that make up the 
BLR must have densities of 1 0 u c m - 3 (Ferland et al. 1992). When one considers that the 
emissivity (energy emitted per unit volume per unit solid angle) of a line emitting cloud 
increases as a function of density squared, i t is easy to see how such a small volume of 
gas can produce the vast amount of emission observed in type 1 A G N . 
The simple model outlined above simultaneously explains both the appearance of 
A G N spectra and unifies two apparently disparate types of object into one. Its long-
standing influence on A G N research over more than a decade means today almost all 
new models of the inner regions of A G N are refinements or advancement on this stan-
dard model. However, as explained out in the review article, Tadhunter (2008), i t is likely 
that the model described here is a severe oversimplification of the true situation. Increas-
ingly sensitive observations of A G N are now giving us a much more complicated picture 
their physical properties, one that includes (for example) variability, cloud dynamics and 
feedback w i t h their host galaxies. 
As currently presented, the model described above does not explain the most fun-
damental of all questions surrounding A G N - the source of the tremendous power at 
the heart of these objects. A remarkably accurate early insight into the source of the 
AGN's power is that given by Salpeter (1964). As it was known that a quasar's power 
was produced in a region "of relatively small size" [sic], he utilised the gravitational en-
ergy released as matter falls onto a compact body to theorise that such an infal l onto a 
black hole of mass lCr^Mo could produce the luminosities of the order of that produced 
by quasars and (although unknowingly at the time) other A G N (i.e. Seyfert galaxies). 
Despite its success in explaining the observed A G N luminosities f rom the unresolved 
centres of galaxies, i t took a number of decades before the other major competing physi-
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Figure 1.5: Left: Ground based image of the spiral galaxy NGC 5728 
which hosts a type 2 A G N . Right: HST image of the central re-
gions of this A G N clearly showing the extended narrow line region 
([O m]A4959,5007 emission) illuminated by the strong ionising con-
t inuum of the obscured central engine. The overall extent of the [O 
ni]A4959,5007 emitting region is 1.8kpc (Wilson et al. (1993)). Image 
taken f rom STSci web pages. 
cal model of A G N , that of the starbursts/supernovae (e.g. Terlevich and Melnick 1985), 
was abandoned and evidence supporting the presence of supermassive black holes i n 
both active and non-active galaxies grew. Today, results from numerous independent 
techniques (e.g. reverberation mapping, stellar velocity dispersion) support the view 
that the central engine of the vast majority, i f not all, A G N takes the f o r m of an accretion 
disk converting gravitational potential energy into thermal energy and finally electro-
magnetic radiation as i t falls onto the surface of a supermassive black hole. Studies 
using the reverberation mapping of the BLR and kinematics of the stellar component of 
active and non-active A G N (e.g. Gebhardt et al. 2000b and Gebhardt et al. 2000a) have 
shown that most, i f not all, large galaxies contain supermassive black holes i n their cen-
tres. It is therefore possible that all galaxies have gone through, or have the potential to 
go through, an active stage at some point during their evolution (e.g. Kormendy and 
Richstone 1995). This raises the question of the 'duty cycles' of A G N (the length of time 
that a given supermassive black hole w i l l actively accrete and therefore appear as an 
A G N ) and the processes that cause these objects to switch on and off. I t has been ar-
gued that evidence of the duty cycles of A G N is present i n the appearance of the radio 
'bubbles' i n the nearby radio galaxy M87- interpreted as showing that this galaxy has 
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Figure 1.6: Radio jets emitted by the quasar 3C175. The radio struc-
ture shown here is approximately 200kpc across. Image courtesy of 
N R A O / A U I . 
been more active i n the past (Churazov et al. 2001). Key to the study of the duty cycles 
of A G N is the source of their fuel; supermassive black holes may only become active i f 
they have access to a reservoir of matter to accrete - a limited amount of fue l w i l l lead 
directly to the apparent duty cycles. There is now strong evidence f r o m observations of 
quasars that interactions between galaxies provide a means of supplying supermassive 
black holes w i t h the material required to become active (e.g Bahcall et al. 1997). 
1.4 The importance of kinematics in AGN 
We saw in the previous sections how studies of the internal kinematics of A G N have 
played an important role i n their discovery (i.e. their strong, broad emission lines), i n 
the interpretation of their spectra i n terms of a basic standard model (i.e. incorporating 
broad and narrow line regions), and i n the development of a theory to explain their i m -
mense luminosities (i.e. the in/all of material onto a supermassive black hole). However, 
there is strong evidence of an additional fo rm of kinematics i n A G N that we have yet to 
mention but which forms a common theme throughout this thesis: that of outflows. 
Outflows on the kiloparsec scale have been studied in A G N for over three decades 
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(for an early review see Bridle and Perley 1984). Dramatic radio images showing jets and 
lobes associated w i t h A G N are direct evidence that these objects are capable of launch-
ing material f rom their energetic cores at relativistic velocities (see Fig. 1.6). Despite 
their dramatic appearance, objects w i t h associated radio jets and lobes are relatively rare 
(constituting around 10% of the total quasar population, and an even smaller fraction of 
the low luminosity A G N population), however, there is evidence that outflows play an 
important role at much smaller scales in all A G N . 
Evidence of outflows on much smaller scales than the extended radio jets and lobes 
have been detected in virtually all parts of the observable spectrum. In the X-ray and U.V. 
bands strong, blueshifted absorption lines 2 have been detected in the spectra of many 
A G N (e.g. Crenshaw et al. 2003). Although a range of blueshifts are detected in even 
a single object, typical values of this shift lie wi th in the range of 1,000km s _ 1-10,000km 
s - 1 . Furthermore, as these lines are known to vary in both strength and velocity shift, i t 
is evident that the material responsible for them passes in and out of our line of sight to 
the central object. Because absorption lines are formed by the presence of intercepting 
material, their blueshifts can be readily interpreted as evidence that the absorbing clouds 
are outf lowing toward us f rom the source of continuum radiation. 
In the optical and near infrared wavebands evidence of outflows emerges in the fo rm 
of blueshifted, or blueshifted components of, emission lines. For example, i t has been 
known for over two decades that the profiles of the strong forbidden [O HI]A4959,5007 
lines show evidence of a blue wing i n many type 1 (and some type 2) objects (e.g. Heck-
man et al. 1981; see Fig. 4.1 for an example of an [O D1]A5007 line that shows clear 
evidence of a blue wing). Evidence of outflows has also been detected in the broad line 
region: Morris and Ward (1989) detected asymmetries in the line profiles of the permitted 
OIA8446 line which they argue could be produced by radial outflows f r o m the nucleus. 
Unfortunately, the blueshifting of emission lines does not directly imply the presence 
of an outflow. Unlike i n the case of absorption lines, in which the absorbing material 
must lie between us and the continuum source, emission lines are produced isotropi-
cally. The question therefore arises why we should only observe blueshifted lines f rom 
the outflows (i.e. those coming toward us) rather than both blueshifted and redshifted 
lines f rom outflows on the near-side and far-side of the central engine (see Fig. 1.7). Tra-
2Contrary to emission lines, absorption lines are produced by clouds of gas intercepting our line of 
sight to a source of radiation. However, just as emission clouds produce photons of specific wavelength, 
absorption clouds remove photons of a specific wavelength from an underlying continuous spectrum. 
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Figure 1.7: Without the presence of obscuring material, we should ob-
serve outflows on both the far and near sides of the central engine. 
ditionally, this problem has been resolved by the assumption that obscuration must play 
an important role i n dictating which 'side' of the outflow we can observe (e.g. Heckman 
et al. 1981). We have already seen that obscuration by the so-called 'dusty torus' plays 
an important role i n how we perceive and categorise a given AGN. With this i n mind, 
these obscuration effects mean we w i l l preferentially observe emission arising f r o m the 
near-side of the A G N than the far side. Therefore, blueshifts i n the emission lines have 
typically been interpreted i n terms of arising f rom outflowing material between us and 
the central engine of the A G N . Throughout this thesis we rely on this assumption to 
interpret the blueshift of emission lines as outflows. 
As our ability to study the finer details of A G N spectra has improved w i t h increas-
ingly sophisticated instruments and telescopes, evidence of outflows i n A G N has in-
creased. I t is therefore not unreasonable to consider that outflows are present (at some 
level) i n the majority, i f not all, A G N (whether i n the fo rm of relativistic radio jets, or 
more slowly moving winds detected in the NIR-X-ray wavebands). The ubiquity of out-
flows in A G N suggests they play an important role i n the processes at the heart of these 
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objects- transporting matter around their central regions and aiding feedback processes 
(i.e. self-regulation) that could effect the evolution of A G N and their host galaxies. 
1.5 Forbidden, high ionisation lines 
The majority of the work wi th in this thesis focusses on the study of forbidden, high 
ionisation lines (abbreviated to FHlLs). As implied by their name these emission lines are 
produced by species of particularly high ionisation potentials (>100eV) implying their 
production is limited to high energy astrophysical processes. Although these lines were 
first identified i n the solar corona, in which they are produced by collisional processes, 
rather than photoionisation (hence their alternative name, coronal lines), our studies 
are focussed on the formation of these lines by the strong, highly ionising continuum 
radiation of A G N . 
Although FHIL emission had been detected in the spectra of A G N at a relatively early 
period in the history of the study of these objects (unpublished, O.C. Wilson, circa. 1956), 
it took another decade before these lines were actually identified by Oke and Sargent 
(1968). Despite their early detection and identification it took another 16 years before 
the first concerted study of FHILs in more than a handful of objects was performed by 
Penston et al. (1984). In that work the authors showed that there existed a positive cor-
relation between the [Fe VIIJA6087, [Fe XJA6374 and [Fe XI]A7892 FHIL strengths and 
other prominent optical emission lines (e.g. [O III]A6300 and H(3) in a sample of 29 FHIL 
emitting A G N . This supported the view that these lines are produced by photoionisation 
due to the strong high energy radiation f rom the A G N , rather than by collisional excita-
tion (although the authors stressed that this latter mechanism could not be entirely ruled 
out at that time). It was also noted in that same study that the optical FHILs tend to be 
blueshifted wi th respect to the systematic velocity of the galaxy. Although this shift had 
earlier been detected in the [Fe XI] lines of a small sample of 13 bright Seyfert galaxies 
(e.g. Grandi 1978), Penston et al. (1984) showed that this blueshifting was typical to a 
much larger sample of FHIL emitting A G N . 
With the availability of X-ray data f rom the ROSAT satellite, Erkens et al. (1997) (15 
objects) and Porquet et al. (1999) (24 objects) were able to show that FHIL luminosities 
were positively correlated wi th the 0.1-2.4keV flux and that they were preferentially pro-
duced in A G N wi th a soft excess (i.e. the soft X-ray flux below ~ l k e V rises above the 
apparently underlying power law extrapolated f rom higher X-ray energies; see chapter 
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5), which further reinforced the opinion that the FHILs were produced by photoinisation. 
Indeed, studies by Fosbury and Sansom (1983) and Osterbrock (1981) of the individual 
objects Tololo 0109-383 and III ZW 77, respectively, use [Fe VII]AA3758,5158,6087 line d i -
agnostics to show that the region responsible for at least this FHIL has a temperature 
indicative of photoionisation (T <40,000K), rather than T >100,000K expected f rom col-
lisional ionisation. Unfortunately, no similar diagnostics have been performed for the 
[Fe X] or [Fe XI] lines (indeed, in the case of the [Fe X] line this analysis is impossible, 
due to the lack of emission line diagnostics for this species). 
1.6 Narrow Line Seyfert Is 
In the preceding sections, we have focussed our discussion of A G N around type Is and 
type 2s. We have seen that type Is have broad permitted lines (often wi th a narrow core 
superimposed onto the broad base), whereas type 2s have permitted lines that are just 
as broad as the forbidden lines. The widths of the permitted lines in type Is are now 
known to vary considerably from object to object - typically having F W H M with in the 
range of 500km s _ 1 to 10,000km s _ 1 (but objects wi th FWHM>30,000km s~l have been 
discovered). Throughout this thesis we put some emphasis on the study of type 1 objects 
wi th permitted lines widths toward the low end of this range - known as narrow line 
Seyfert Is (NLSls). With this in mind, in the fol lowing paragraphs we provide a brief 
introduction to this particular class of A G N . 
NLS1 galaxies are a sub-set of the A G N population which share a number of char-
acteristic properties (Pogge, 2000). Superficially, their optical spectra resemble those of 
type 2s in that their permitted emission lines are quite narrow and only marginally wider 
than their forbidden lines - a property that has unfortunately led to numerous misiden-
tifications as Sy2s in the literature (see Fig. 1.8). However, Osterbrock and Pogge (1985) 
noted that their strong permitted Fe I I lines and high H/? / [0 III]A5007 ratios were similar 
to the traditional type Is. Although the velocity widths of the permitted lines in A G N 
spectra are observed to cover a continuous range, Goodrich (1989) placed a somewhat 
arbitrary l imit of to the F W H M of H/3 of 2,000 km s _ 1 for an object to be classed as a 
NLS1. Since then, most studies have continued to use this value as the boundary be-
tween NLSls and their broad line counterparts, here referred to as broad line Seyferts, 
or BLSls, in order to distinguish them f rom NLSls. 
Studies of the continuum emission f rom NLS1 revealed interesting features across 
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Figure 1.8: The H a emission line of the NLS1 A G N Ark 564 (red) su-
perimposed onto the H a line of the Syl , NGC 985 (black). Note the 
significantly narrower H a line of the NLSls, yet there is still clear signs 
of a broad base, unlike i n the case of Mrk 573 shown i n f ig 1.2. 
the electromagnetic spectrum, for example, significant soft X-ray excesses, rapid X-ray 
variability and strong emission f r o m FHILs (e.g. Stephens 1989; Puchnarewicz et al. 
1992; Pogge 2000). Their X-ray properties encouraged searches using X-ray surveys w i t h 
fol low-up confirmation f r o m optical spectroscopy. This showed that around 50% of all 
ROSAT soft X-ray selected A G N were NLSls (Grupe et al. 1994; Pogge 2000). I t should 
be noted, however, that this method introduces serious selection effects, since Boiler et al. 
(1996) found that not all NLSls display strong soft X-ray excesses. 
The features described above, i n particular the rapid X-ray variability and lack of 
highly broadened permitted emission lines, has led to speculation that NLSls may har-
bour a lower mass central black hole than is typical i n BLSls ( 1 0 7 _ 8 M Q and 1 0 8 _ 9 M Q , 
respectively; e.g. Mathur et al. 2001). The maximum energy an accreting system can 
radiate is equal to the kinetic energy of the infail ing matter, GMm/Rs; where G is the 
gravitational constant, M is the mass of the black hole, m is the rate that matter falls onto 
the black hole and Rs is the Schwarzschild radius of the black hole. Therefore, i f NLSls 
harbour lower mass black holes than is typical i n 'normal' Seyfert galaxies, their com-
parable bolometric luminosities imply a higher accretion rate. Indeed, i t is possible that 
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NLSls reach Eddington (or super-Eddington) luminosities (LEM) i n which the inward 
gravitational force is balanced by the outward pressure imparted by the photons (radi-
ated f rom the accretion process itself) on the accreting material 3. It has been suggested 
(e.g. McHardy et al. 2006) that the key parameter in determining the distinctive physical 
properties of this class is their high ratio of L/LEM (which can be simplified to m /m) . 
Indeed high luminosity A G N which do not f u l f i l the velocity width criterion of NLSls 
(i.e. <2,000km/s), but share many of their other characteristics, are also thought to have 
high m / m , e.g. PDS456 (Reeves et al. 2003), consistent w i t h the model of McHardy et al. 
(2006). It is partly for this reason that NLSls have attracted much interest. In addition, 
we can potentially test the f u l l extent of the relationships between observable parame-
ters that have been established for the more general A G N population, such as relations 
between black hole mass and stellar bulge luminosity and velocity dispersion (see e.g. 
Ferrarese and Merri t t 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000a). Also, evidence of some of the more 
dramatic features of A G N activity, i n particular relativistic and non-relativistic outflows, 
is sometimes prominent i n NLS1 spectra (e.g. Leighly 2001; Leighly and Moore 2004), 
although i t is unclear whether this is an indication of a real propensity toward outflows 
in NLSls, or whether other spectral features simply allow these features to be more eas-
ily measured in these A G N . This has encouraged their study as laboratories for some 
phenomena present in general i n A G N , but exhibited in a more extreme form in the 
NLSls. 
1.7 This thesis 
In the chapters that follow, we describe the various techniques we employed to advance 
our knowledge of the relative locations and kinematics of the various emission line re-
gions mentioned above. In particular, we have focussed our attention on constraining 
the (as yet poorly studied) properties of the FHIL emitting region. In the next chapter, 
we discuss the analysis and results obtained f rom a detailed study of a small sample of 
A G N observed w i t h the ISIS spectrometer on the 4.2m Wil l iam Herschel telescope, La 
Palma. In chapters 3 and 4 we describe the results obtained from a systematic search 
of the SDSS database for strong FHIL emitting objects. We describe the results of our 
work wi th photoionisation models of the FHIL emitting regions i n chapter 5. Finally, we 
3 The situation described here is for the simple case of spherical accretion system, super-Eddington sys-
tems can arise by the formation of an accretion disk. 
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summarise our main findings and discuss possible future work in chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 
Forbidden, High 
lonisation Line Profiles 
2.1 Introduction 
The optical spectra of N L S l provide a wealth of information. The large number of per-
mitted and forbidden lines give information on the kinematics and physical properties 
of the various emitting regions, as well as the shape of the (unobscured) ionising con-
t inuum emitted by the central engine. For example, Dietrich et al. (2005) compared the 
low ionisation (<100eV) emission lines of N L S l to show that the far-UV continuum of 
N L S l was not significantly different from that of BLSls, thereby indicating that the soft 
X-ray excess, seen in many NLSls, is unlikely to extend to significantly lower energies 
approaching lOOeV. However the true extent of this continuum feature, which is likely 
to contribute a significant fraction of the bolometric luminosity in a large proportion of 
NLSls, is still unknown. 
With ionisation potentials greater than lOOeV, FHILs offer the possibility of determin-
ing the true shape of the soft X-ray excess. Previous studies of the optical FHILs in NLSls, 
most notably [Fe VIIJA6087 (ionisation energy: 99eV), [Fe XJA6374 (235eV), [Fe XIJA7892 
(262eV) and [Fe XIV]A5303 (361eV) noted that these lines were significantly blueshifted 
and broadened, w i t h respect to the low-ionisation forbidden lines, suggesting the pos-
sibility of outflows between the traditional broad- and narrow- line regions (e.g. Ward 
and Morris 1984, Erkens et al. 1997; Porquet et al. 1999; Nagaoet al. 2000). However, de-
spite the fact they often display broad wings and have prominent profile asymmetries, 
little effort has been directed towards modelling the FHILs using multiple component 
fits. This could yield insights into the detailed kinematics of the highly ionised gas close 
to the A G N . The information gained f rom gas kinematics would help us to constrain the 
location of the FHIL emitting gas wi th respect to other emitting regions, and also help us 
'Note: This chapter is based on the work published in Mullaney & Ward (2008) 
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obtain a better understanding of outflows f rom A G N . 
In this chapter, we examine the optical emission line spectra of 10 nearby (z < 0.1) 
A G N at sufficiently high spectral resolution and signal to noise to permit us to model 
their FHILs using multiple components. Six of these A G N have previously been classi-
fied as NLSls. We also observed three BLSls to facilitate comparison between the Seyfert 
groups. In an attempt to determine whether the FHILs are affected by the obscuration 
of the putative dusty molecular torus, we also observed one Seyfert 2 galaxy, Mrk 573, 
which has been shown to contain a hidden broad line region by Nagao et al. (2004). The 
high S / N of our spectra facilitates the accurate definition of the both the continuum level 
and other emission lines that are blended wi th those of interest. This reduces the sys-
tematic errors that plague the measurement of weak emission lines such as the FHILs 
and weak He lines measured here. Furthermore the high quality of the spectra allows 
the parameterisation of the emission line profiles via the fitting of multiple Gaussian 
components (we discuss our choice of Gaussian components in section §2.2.6). We point 
out, however, that this parameterisation is precisely that; a convenient method by which 
to compare the profiles of the emission lines wi th in a given object or between objects. 
When we discuss the F W H M and velocity components of the multiple components we 
do not wish to imply that the emitting regions of A G N are split into discrete components 
wi th well defined velocity structures. Indeed, each component represents the average of 
an amalgam of emitting clouds. With this in mind, the broadest components of each 
emission line is a measure of the most extreme kinematics present in the regions where 
that line is most effectively produced. 
2.2 Observations 
The ten A G N in our sample were observed using the ISIS long slit spectrograph on the 
William Herschel Telescope during the nights of the 17th and 18th of October 2006. Basic 
information on these objects is listed in Table 2.1. Both the red and blue arms of the ISIS 
instrument were used, w i th a 600 l ines /mm grism in each case. The CCD detectors used 
were the EEV12 and the Marconi CCD in the blue and red arms respectively. In order 
to cover the wavelengths of all four principal optical FHJLs ([Fe VI I ] , [Fe X] , [Fe XI] , [Fe 
XIV]) using this instrument, it was necessary to observe each galaxy wi th two different 
grating angles in one of the arms. Based on previous studies of FHILs in NLS1 galaxies 
(Erkens et al. 1997), it was apparent that the [Fe XIV]A5303 line was likely to be the 
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weakest species of those observed. For this reason this line was observed twice using the 
blue arm, whilst the grating angle in the red arm was initially set for the measurement 
of the [Fe VII]A6087 and [Fe XJA6374 species, followed by a grating angle change to 
allow measurement of the [Fe XI]A7892 line at a longer wavelength. This procedure thus 
resulted in a longer integration time for the weaker [Fe XIV] line than for the other iron 
species. The choice of beam-splitting dichroic was based on the observed wavelengths 
of the FHILs. Objects wi th z < 0.035 were observed using the 5700A dichroic, while 
objects of z > 0.035 were observed using the 6100A dichroic. This choice ensured that 
the lines of most interest always lay in a wavelength region of high dichroic throughput. 
The instrumental set-up provided almost complete spectral coverage between 4800A 
and 8900A. In order to minimise the stellar contribution f rom the host galaxy we used 
a slit w id th of 0.5", resulting in an instrumental spectral resolution of R = A/AA = 
c/Av « 3500 - 5500, depending on wavelength (equivalent to 85-55 km/s FWHM). 
Corresponding standard star and telluric dividing star frames were taken for each galaxy 
observation. Wavelength calibration frames were taken using a CuNe + CuAr arc lamp. 
2.2.1 C C D Image Reduction 
The raw CCD images first had the bias level subtracted, then they were flat fielded and 
trimmed using the IRAF set of image reduction software. A two dimensional disper-
sion correction and wavelength calibration function was derived f rom the calibration 
arc frames. This was applied to each science frame, again using standard IRAF routines. 
The quality of the wavelength calibration was checked and corrected where necessary 
using the sky emission lines identified by Osterbrock et al. (1996). To extract the I D spec-
trum f rom the 2 D image, an extraction routine was written using the IDL programming 
language. We initially collapsed the 2D image along the direction of dispersion in order 
to obtain an indication of the spatial profile of the object within the slit. This 'average' 
profile was then fitted wi th a single Gaussian. We then returned to the original 2D im-
age and extracted the I D spectrum by summing the contribution of each pixel wi th in 2a 
limits of the average Gaussian profile, thus ensuring the same extraction window was 
used along the spectrum. The underlying sky background was determined by extrapo-
lation of the region between 3cr and 20cr either side of the object spectra. These spectra 
were then flux calibrated using the standard star observations and the IRAF routines 
noao.onedspec.standard, noao.onedspec.sensfunc and noao.onedspec.calibrate. A n attempt was 
then made to correct for telluric absorption by the division of a normalised, continuum 
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Galaxy Type z R.A. Dec Exposure Times (s) Ref. 
(J2000) Blue Red/Short Red/Long 
Ark 564 N L S l 0.0247 22:42:39.3 +29:43:31 1080 540 540 1 
1H1934-063 N L S l 0.0106 19:37:33.0 -06:13:05 1800 900 900 1 
HZW136 N L S l 0.0633 21:32:27.8 +10:08:19 2400 1200 1200 2,3 
IZW1 N L S l 0.0611 00:53:34.9 +12:41:36 2400 900 1200 4 
Mrk 335 N L S l 0.0261 00:06:19.5 +20:12:10 1600 600 1000 1,6 
Mrk 573 Sy2 0.0172 01:43:57.8 +02:21:00 1800 900 900 5 
Mrk 618 N L S l 0.0354 04:36:22.2 -10:22:34 3000 1500 1500 6 
NGC 985 Syl 0.0432 02:34:37.8 -08:47:15 1800 1200 1600 7 
NGC 7469 Syl 0.0163 23:03:15.6 +08:52:26 900 450 450 8 
VIIZWU8 Syl 0.0803 07:07:13.1 +64:35:59 4000 2000 2000 9 
Table 2.1: A G N observed using ISIS on the W H T Target co-ordinates 
taken f rom NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database. Spectral classifications 
taken from: 1. Rodriguez-Ardila et al. (2002), 2. Boroson and Green 
(1992), 3.Constantin and Shields (2003), 4. Rudy et al. (2000), 5. 
NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database, 6. Ryan et al. (2007), 7. de Vau-
couleurs and de Vaucouleurs (1975) 8. Riffel et al. (2006) 9. Kunth and 
Sargent (1979). Redshifts measured f rom the [SII]AA6717/32 doublet 
(assumed to represent the systemic velocity of the galaxy), w i th helio-
centric correction. A typical error on these redshifts is ~45km/s 
removed (i.e. flat) spectrum of a standard star. However, since this introduces large 
uncertainties in the spectra between the wavelengths affected by telluric absorption fea-
tures, we have not attempted to obtain strengths for coronal lines wi thin these regions. 
2.2.2 General Corrections 
Due to the procedure used to obtain the required wavelength coverage, there are three 
associated spectra for each galaxy; blue (4400-5600A), red-short (5700-7000A) and red-
long (7300-8600A), which we have joined together to form a single, almost continuous 
spectrum. During the spectral joining process, it was noted that no significant corrections 
were needed to force the spectra covering the three wavelength ranges to align, thus 
giving us confidence in the flux calibration procedure and the photometric accuracy. A l l 
our spectra have been corrected for redshift, which was calculated f rom the average 
observed wavelength of the [S IIJA6717, 6732 doublet, and geocentric velocities have 
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Figure 2.1: Flux calibrated, redshift corrected, Fell subtracted spectra. 
Flux has been normalised to the level at 5100Aand offset for clarity. 
The dotted lines either side of the plot show the level of the offset. For 
a clearer depiction of the lines discussed here, we refer the reader to 
Figs. A . l - A.8 
been taken into account. A l l velocities published here are therefore relative to the [S 
II]A6717, 6732 doublet, which we assume is representative of the host galaxy. This is 
based on the fact that it has a low excitation potential and low critical density, meaning 
that it is likely to be formed away from the A G N . 
The spectra have been corrected for Galactic extinction using the wavelength depen-
dent absorption function of Cardelli et al. (1989) and the Schlegel et al. (1998) E(B - V) 
values obtained f rom NASA/ IPAC Extragalactic Database. Due to the narrow slit widths 
used, we expect that the spectra suffer only minor contamination f rom the host galaxy. 
To test this assumption, we searched for the stellar absorption feature M g b at A5170A, 
but only found evidence of it in Mrk 573 (the only Seyfert 2 in our sample), in which i t 
has an equivalent wid th of ~ 5 A . Because we concentrate on the profiles and relative 
strengths of emission lines at wavelengths which are largely unaffected by the stellar 
features, we have not corrected for this contamination. 
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Figure 2.2: As for 2.1 
2.2.3 C o n t i n u u m F i t t i n g 
Since we wish to measure the total flux and profile of the emission lines, i t was necessary 
to accurately f i t and subtract the underlying continuum. For blends of weak lines, this 
can be problematic as i t is difficult to distinguish between the continuum and extended 
line wings, thereby making the continuum f i t somewhat subjective. In an attempt to 
more objectively determine the continuum levels, we modelled the whole spectrum wi th 
a gently inflecting fourth order polynomial fitted to regions of the spectrum that were 
perceived by eye to be free of emission features. Each f i t was then inspected at the wave-
length of the lines of interest to check that it was a sensible f i t to the local underlying 
continuum. As some of the weaker emission lines lie on the broad wings of the H a pro-
file, we first f i t the H a line and remove the contribution of the broad wings f rom the 
weak lines. 
2.2.4 Fe I I Lines 
Permitted emission from Fe I I is often detected in the optical spectra of A G N , and is 
particularly strong in many NLSls, in which multiplets of broad lines blend together 
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to form a pseudo-continuum. As some of our lines of interest lie close to strong Fe I I 
features, we decided to remove them by using a method closely based on that outlined in 
Boroson and Green (1992). In their study of the strong Fe I I lines in the spectrum of IZW1, 
Veron-Cetty et al. (2004) show that this emission contains two velocity components. To 
account for this we used their published line lists as a template, and broadened the two 
sets of lines by convolving this template wi th two Gaussians w i t h independent variables 
of velocity wid th and intensity. In their method, Boroson and Green (1992) produced a 
matrix of Fe I I spectra, f rom which they selected the one that most closely matched the 
Fe I I emission in a particular object's spectrum. Increasing computing processing speeds 
since their original work fortunately means that we can now produce the broadened Fe I I 
spectrum 'on the f ly ' using an IDL based GUI REMOVEFEII, developed by myself. This 
enables much more control over the range of input variables, making the Fe I I feature 
removal a more dynamic and controlled process. As was noted by Landt et al. (2008), 
it is difficult to determine the true widths of the Fe I I lines as, above a certain velocity 
width , the lines blend together into a single broad feature. To counter this it was noted 
that by f i t t ing a single line that was unique to either the narrow or broad component 
templates and that was not part of an Fe I I blend, a reasonably independent estimate of 
the strength and wid th of the two templates could be determined. A limitation to this 
method is that it is dependent on the assumption that all our A G N display the same Fe 
I I emission lines, wi th the same relative strengths, as found in I Z W 1 . 
In practice it was found that, in general, this procedure was able to remove a sig-
nificant proportion of the narrow Fe I I emission component, but i t was diff icult to fu l ly 
account for the broad component of the emission lines. A qualitative assessment of the 
line profiles affected by Fe I I emission is therefore possible, but the level of uncertainty 
does not allow reliable measurements in cases where the Fell blends are strong - between 
AA4100-4600 and AA5150 -5400 (in particular the region of [Fe XIV]A5303). 
2.2.5 L ine fitting 
A l l the emission lines discussed in detail in the subsequent sections were modelled by 
fi t t ing multiple Gaussian profiles, which we argue in the next section is more statisti-
cally robust than the Lorentzian component f i t t ing method used in some previous NLS1 
studies (also see Gongalves et al. 1999, V6ron-Cetty et aL 2001). Blends (excluding the 
Fe I I lines discussed above) were dealt w i th by simultaneously f i t t ing the blended lines. 
This method worked well for the majority of blended lines. In regions of the spectra 
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where broad lines are blended together w i th narrow lines, (in particular the H a and 
[NII]AA6548,6584 lines), once we had fitted these lines we compared the widths of the 
blended narrow lines wi th those of the unblended narrow [OIII]AA4959,5007 lines as a 
check that the f i t that been performed correctly. 
The 90% confidence errors associated wi th the parameters derived for each fitted 
Gaussian (i.e. intensity, wid th and central wavelength) were determined by deviating 
each of the parameters f rom their optimum values unti l a change in x2 equal to the pub-
lished 90% confidence level for the appropriate number of free fitt ing parameters was 
obtained. In addition to these random errors, we found that uncertainties in the con-
t inuum model leads to significant systematic errors for the line parameters (especially 
the broadest components). To estimate this, we rescaled the continuum by ±la (adopt-
ing RMS as la) and refit the line models, thereby quantifying the impact of continuum 
levels that are set too high or too low. 
The intensities, widths and shifts of the multiple Gaussian fits for the lines discussed 
in this paper, along wi th their associated random and systematic errors, are listed in 
Tables 2.2 - 2.7, which we discuss in turn below. We note that, in Tables 2.4 & 2.5 we 
have not corrected for instrumental broadening as none of the components of the lines 
of interest had widths close to the instrumental broadening determined from the sky 
lines (~2A). Therefore, when considered in quadrature, instrumental broadening would 
have an insignificant effect on the measured line widths. 
2.2.6 Multiple component fits to the permitted emission lines 
A statistical goodness-of-fit test is required in order to conclusively determine whether 
multiple Gaussians or a Lorentzian plus Gaussian model best represent the shape of the 
observed broad permitted emission line profiles. 
In the literature the principal statistical test for this is the x2 n t statistic, which takes 
account of both the data points and their associated errors. When we apply this statistic 
to our Balmer line data we f ind that the x2 values of the three-Gaussian (3G) models are 
significantly lower than those of the Lorentzian-plus-l-Gaussian (L+1G) models. For ex-
ample, in the case of the H/? line in Ark 564, the x2 statistic for the 2 Gaussian is 6077.97, 
L+1G: 2249.38 and 3G: 2186.66. The best-fitting L+1G and 3G models both provide a 
much better description of the data than the two-Gaussian model. Comparing these two 
models, we f ind that the 3G model improves the f i t by Ax 2 = 62.72 wi th the addition of 
just three additional free parameters. The probability of three extra parameters improv-
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ing the x 2 by as much as 21.10 purely by chance is 0.01%. The Ax 2 is at least this large 
for each line in tables 2-4 that is described wi th three components. Thus, we assert that 
the 3G model provides a better fit wi th >99.99% confidence. 
We emphasise that the reduced x 2 of all of the above models is > 1, so none of these 
provide a formally good f i t to the data. This is an inherent problem when fi t t ing simple 
models to large-scale features in high signal-to-noise data. The random error associated 
wi th the flux in each spectral bin is small and thus the potential contribution of any in-
dividual bin to the total x 2 is large. Small 'bumps-and-wiggles' in the data that are not 
reproduced in the model w i l l thus contribute strongly to the total x2- Although each of 
these deviations may well be a real feature of the source, we are not presently interested 
in complicated models that could reproduce such details. The inevitable consequence of 
leaving such features unmodelled is that the reduced x 2 of the best-fitting model w i l l in-
variably be larger than 1. In this paper we are only interested in the large-scale structure 
of the lines. If we want our relatively simple models to f i t the spectra well we need to 
minimise the impact of the small-scale bumps-and-wiggles. This can be accomplished by 
smoothing the data. So long as the smoothing radius is not too large, the gross features 
in which we are interested w i l l be preserved. 
To further test the L+1G and the 3G models we have applied both to a sequence of 
increasingly smoothed spectra. We convolve each spectrum with a range of Gaussian 
kernels, varying the Gaussian F W H M from 1.0A to 25.0A in 0.5A steps. To the lines in 
each we f i t the L+1G and 3G models and measure the resulting reduced x2- We note 
that by using the reduced x 2 we take into account the greater number of free parameters 
(and therefore greater flexibility) associated w i t h the 3G model. As the smoothing radius 
increases, (1) the small-scale structures in the data get washed out, (2) the information 
content of the spectrum decreases, and (3) the reduced x 2 of the best-fitting large-scale 
line models decreases. 
With the appropriate amount of smoothing, the reduced x 2 of a model w i l l approach 
1.0 and the model can then be said to provide a good description of the (remaining) data. 
Any additional smoothing w i l l decrease the reduced x 2 below 1. When this happens the 
model is no longer appropriate because the spectrum has lost so much information that i t 
no longer requires a model of this complexity. In effect, the model has too many degrees 
of freedom for such a simplified spectrum and its use over-interprets what is left of the 
data. We f ind that for the lines measured, the 3G models require less smoothing than the 
L+1G models to reach a reduced x 2 of 1. We therefore consider the 3G model to be the 
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more appropriate model because it describes the spectra well when less of the original 
information content has been lost. 
As an example, f ig . 2.3 shows a comparison of the reduced-x2 values for both the 3G 
and L+1G models applied to the Hp profile of Ark 564 as a function of smoothing width . 
The reduced-x2 of the 3G model reaches 1 wi th a smoothing kernel of ~4.0A F W H M 
whereas that of the L+1G model requires a kernel of ~ 5 . 6 A F W H M . Thus the 3G model 
reflects more of the information contained in the original spectrum. Quantitatively, when 
the 3G model fitted to the smoothed spectrum has a reduced-x2 °f 100 m e reduced-x2 of 
the L+1G model is 1.35, indicating that the former is a better representation of the data 
wi th >99% confidence. Moreover, the fact that the reduced-x2 curve of the 3G model 
is always below that of the L+1G model indicates that the 3G model always provides a 
better representation of the data regardless of the level of smoothing applied. 
It should be noted that we have only smoothed our data to show that 3G models are 
more appropriate than L+G models. Throughout the process described in this section 
we d id not adjust the errors associated wi th each data point as the smoothing length 
changed. The x 2 values therefore cannot be taken to be formally accurate. Further-
more, smoothing the data inevitably changes the properties of the fitted components; in 
particular, the F W H M of the narrow component significantly increases as the smooth-
ing length approaches the wid th of that component. Therefore, we have only used the 
prcoesses described in this section as a convenient method to compare the different com-
ponent models (i.e. 3G and L+G). With this in mind, all the results presented in the 
remainder of this chapter are based on the un-smoothed spectra. 
2.3 Emission Line Results 
2.3.1 The Broad Emission Lines 
Due to the clear distinction between the spectrum of the only Seyfert 2 in our sample, Mrk 
573, and all the other galaxies we observed (Seyfert Is, w i th a range of broad emission 
line widths), we w i l l discuss this galaxy in a separate section. 
Balmer Lines 
As expected, all our spectra are dominated by strong Ha and H/3 lines, which we show, 
together wi th their Gaussian fits, in figs A . l and A.2, respectively (see Appendix). We 
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Figure 2.3: The effect of smoothing on the reduced-x2 statistic for the 
Ark 564 H/3 line (here, smoothing length refers to the F W H M of the 
Gaussian smoothing kernel). The dotted line corresponds to the L+1G 
fit , and the solid line refers to the 3G fi t . It is evident that, irrespective 
of the smoothing length used, the 3G f i t is statistically better than the 
L+1G fit . That the reduced-x2=1.0 point is reached by both fi t t ing meth-
ods at smoothing lengths significantly below the maximum smoothing 
length revealed in f ig . 2.4 confirms this is still wi th in the regime at 
which the narrow component of the H/3 remains in tact after smooth-
ing 
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Figure 2.4: Change in x2 after the removal of the narrow component 
of the H/3 line of Ark 564 when fitted wi th a 3G model. The dotted 
line shows the 90% confidence level that the narrow component is de-
tectable when performing the fi t . Using smoothing lengths significantly 
less than point at which the two lines intersect effectively ensures that 
we are smoothing out the small deviations discussed in the text, but 
retaining the overall profile of the H/? line. 
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Line Ark 564 IZW1 1 HI 934-063 Mrk335 NGC 7469 
H/3 Flux 2.76 2.62 6.11 6.70 5.43 
H Q A6563 454.2 ± 5.0 (5%) 453.8 ± 3 . 3 (15%) 320.4 ± 1.5(5%) 350.1 ± 2 . 4 « 2 . 5 % ) 487.5 ± 3.2 (5%) 
Broad 184.9 ± 2.5 « 2.5%) 228.0 ± 1.9(10%) 76.06 ± 0.78 « 2.5%) 155.0 ± 1.4 « 2.5%) 424.1 ± 2.8 (5%) 
Intermediate 169 1 ± 2.1 (10%) 175.5 ± 1.4 (5%) 198.03 ± 0 . 8 6 (5%) 139.4 ± 1.1 « 2 . 5 % ) -
Narrow 100.2 ± 1 . 3 (5%) 50.33 ± 0.59 (50%) 46.27 ± 0.38 « 2 . 5 % ) 55.77 ± 0.66 (5%) 63.41 ± 0.64 « 2 . 5 % ) 
H„A4861 100.0 ± 1 . 4 (10%) 100.00 ± 0 . 9 2 (10%) 100.00 ± 0.48 (15%) 100.00 ± 0.74 (5%) 100.00 ± 0.83 (5%) 
Broad 46.80 ± 0.92 (5%) 61.66 ± 0 . 6 9 (15%) 43.10 ± 0 30 (10%) 60.16 ± 0 . 5 2 (5%) 85.76 ± 0.74 (5%) 
Intermediate 36.36 ± 0 . 5 8 (10%) 28.18 ± 0 . 3 3 (5%) 50.75 ± 0.25 (20%) 28.92 ± 0.30 (5%) • 
Narrow 16.84 ± 0.33 (20%) 10.16 ± 0 . 1 9 (10%) 6.15 ± 0 . 1 0 (15%) 10.92 ± 0.20 (5%) 14.24 ± 0.24 « 2 . 5 % ) 
[O I11)A5007 88.50 ± 0.96 (5%) 65.10 ± 0.61 (15%) 38.87 ± 0.21 « 2 . 5 % ) 29.32 ± 0.25 (5%) 111.13 ± 0.77 « 2 . 5 % ) 
Broad 44.02 ± 0.54 « 2 . 5 % ) 48.66 ± 0.49 (15%) 28.19 ± 0.17 « 2 . 5 % ) 18.19 ± 0 . 2 0 (5%) 46.32 ± 0.44 (5%) 
Narrow 44.48 ± 0.51 (5%) 16.45 ± 0.26 (10%) 10.679 ± 0.098 « 2 . 5 % ) 11.13 ± 0 . 1 2 (5%) 64.80 ± 0.45 « 2.5%) 
He IA5876 17.0 ± 1.1 (45%) - 12.22 ± 0.34 (35%) 23.27 ± 0.81 (30%) 23.33 ± 0.89 (35%) 
Broad 12.81 ± 0.99 (60%) 8.59 ± 0.30 (40%) 16.45 ± 0.74 (35%) 18.05 ± 0.80 (40%) 
Narrow 4.15 ± 0.37(<2.5%) - 3.63 ± 0.17 (25%) 6.82 ± 0 . 3 2 (15%) 5.27 ± 0.38 (10%) 
He IIA4686 25.54 ± 0.64 (15%) - 22.52 ± 0 . 2 4 (15%) 12.18 ± 0 . 2 9 (10%) 10.71 ± 0.39 (40%) 
Broad 18.97 ± 0.57 (10%) - 15.26 ± 0.21 (5%) 8.07 ± 0.25 (5%) 8.83 ± 0.36 (45%) 
Narrow 6.57 ± 0.25 (25%) - 7.25 ± 0.11 (35%) 4.11 ± 0.15(20%) 1.88 ± 0 . 1 5 (5%) 
[Fe VII]A6087 3.95 ± 0.29 (25%) 3.44 ± 0.14(30%) 3.12 ± 0 . 2 6 (65%) 5.35 ± 0.66 (40%) 
Broad 3.95 ± 0.29 (25%) - 3.44 ± 0 . 1 4 (30%) 3.12 ± 0 . 2 6 (65%) 2.79 ± 0.55 (50%) 
Narrow - - - - 2.56 ± 0.35 (30%) 
[FeX]A6374 9.36 ± 0.66 (25%) - 6.26 ± 0.21 (25%) 5.68 ± 0.59 (55%) 7.29 ± 0.68 (70%) 
Broad 8.03 ± 0.56 (25%) - 6.26 ± 0.21 (25%) 4.80 ± 0.54 (60%) 7.29 ± 0.68 (70%) 
Narrow 1.32 ± 0.33 (25%) - • 0.88 ± 0 . 2 4 (15%) 
(FeXI]A7892 8.83 ± 0.57 (30%) - 7.80 ± 0.23 (35%) 2.24 ± 0.17(60%) -
Broad 5.96 ± 0.49 (30%) - 7.80 ± 0.23 (35%) 2.24 ± 0.17(60%) -
Narrow 2.88 ± 0.30 (35%) - - - -
|FeXIV|A5303 1.81 ± 0.33(35%) - 1.81 ± 0 . 1 1 ( 6 0 % ) - -
Broad 1.81 ±0 .33 (35%) - 1.81 ± 0 . 1 1 (60%) - -
Table 2.2: Modelled line flux, as a percentage of the H/3 line. Where 
no value is listed, there was no significant indication of the presence 
of the line or component. The ± errors refer to the 90% confidence 
interval of the measurement, the (%) errors refer to the systematic errors 
associated wi th the estimation of the continuum flux levels. The H/3 
line flux has units of 1 0 - 1 3 ergs/s /cm 2 
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Line Mrk6J8 IIZW136 viizwm NGC 985 Mrk 573 
H/3 Flux 1.84 4.64 1.47 3.63 0.400 
H„A6563 331.1 ± 3 . 4 (5%) 383.0 ± 2.3 (5%) 412.8 ± 3 . 4 (10%) 527.5 ± 1 . 9 « 2 . 5 % ) 382. ± 1 0 . 0 « 2 . 5 % ) 
Broad 184.1 ± 2.2 (5%) 116.2 ± 1 . 0 0 « 2 . 5 % ) 122.0 ± 1.6(10%) 501.4 ± 1.8 « 2 . 5 % ) -
Intermediate 136.5 ± 1.6(10%) 209.7 ± 1.3 (5%) - - 242.8 ± 6.8 « 2 . 5 % ) 
Narrow 10.54 ± 0 . 4 2 « 2.5%) 57.15 ± 0.47 « 2 . 5 % ) 290.8 ± 2.3 (10%) 26.09 ± 0.32 (5%) 138.9 ± 4.0 « 2 . 5 % ) 
H e A4861 100.0 ± 1.2(20%) 100.00 ± 0.76 (5%) 100.0 ± 1.0 (5%) 100.00 ± 0.46 (10%) 100.0 ± 3 . 3 (10%) 
Broad 76.37 ± 0.95 (10%) 34.50 ± 0.46 (5%) 41.11 ± 0.66(10%) 95.07 ± 0.43 (10%) -
Intermediate 22.03 ± 0.48 (45%) 55.84 ± 0.42 (10%) - - 66.0 ± 2.5 (5%) 
Narrow 1.61 ±0 .24(40%) 9.66 ± 0.17 « 2 . 5 % ) 58.89 ± 0.60 (5%) 4.926 ± 0.095 (10%) 34.0 ± 1.4 (15%) 
[O III]A5007 80.54 ± 0.78 (5%) 23.94 ± 0.26 (5%) 20.54 ± 0.37 (10%) 60.36 ± 0.27 « 2.5%) 1216. ± 28. « 2 . 5 % ) 
Broad 65.06 ± 0.64 (5%) 12.97 ± 0.21 (5%) 11.08 ±0 .28 (10%) 25.85 ± 0.18 « 2 . 5 % ) 785. ± 18. « 2 . 5 % ) 
Narrow 15.48 ± 0.23 « 2 . 5 % ) 10.97 ± 0 . 1 2 (5%) 9.46 ± 0.22 (5%) 34.51 ± 0.15 « 2 . 5 % ) 431. ± 10. « 2 . 5 % ) 
HeIA5876 26.0 ± 1.1 (35%) - 25.4 ± 1.1 (20%) 15.68 ± 0.62 (40%) 9.1 ± 1.4(45%) 
Broad 18.8 ± 1.0(40%) • 17.48 ± 0.94 (25%) 14.77 ± 0.59 (40%) 9.1 ± 1.4(45%) 
Narrow 7.22 ± 0.53 (25%) - 7.94 ± 0.51 (5%) 0.91 ±0 .18 (15%) -
He IIA46S6 18.83 ± 0.63 (20%) 5.00 ± 0.24 (45%) 5.28 ± 0.39 (35%) 1.145 ± 0.050(25%) 35.6 ± 1.9(20%) 
Broad 13.51 ± 0.57 (25%) 3.00 ± 0 . 2 1 (65%) 3.16 ± 0.33(55%) 1.145 ± 0.050 (25%) 22.0 ± 1.5(25%) 
Narrow 5.32 ± 0.26 (5%) 2.00 ± 0.11 (20%) 2.12 ± 0.21 (10%) - 13.7 ± 1.0(10%) 
[FeVlI]A6087 4.29 ± 0.30 (35%) 4.27 ± 0.26 (40%) 2.81 ± 0.31 (40%) 2.80 ± 0 . 1 5 (50%) 28.0 ± 1.9 (20%) 
Broad 4.29 ± 0.30 (35%) 4.27 ± 0.26 (40%) 2.81 ± 0.31 (40%) 2.80 ± 0 . 1 5 (50%) 28.0 ± 1.9(20%) 
Narrow - - - - -
(FeX]A6374 6.60 ± 0.45 (30%) 6.47 ± 0.32 (45%) 5.57 ± 0.59 (80%) - 15.4 ± 2.1 (30%) 
Broad 6.60 ± 0.45 (30%) 6.47 ± 0.32 (45%) 5.57 ± 0.59 (80%) - 15.4 ± 2.1 (30%) 
Narrow - - - - -
(FeXl]A7892 - - - 11.1 ± 1.4 (80%) 
Broad - - - - 11.1 ± 1.4 (80%) 
Narrow - - . 
[Fe XIV]A5303 
Broad 
Table 2.3: As for table 2.2 
have been able to deconvolve these lines into their narrow and broad components for 
all the observed Seyfert 1 nuclei. For six of the nine Seyfert Is we observed the Balmer 
lines are best fitted w i t h three components. The three galaxies that do not f i t this trend 
are NGC 7469, VIIZW118 and NGC 985, in which a third component does not provide a 
significant improvement to the f i t . In general, we f ind equivalent velocity width com-
ponents (to wi th in errors) in both the H a and H/3 lines, giving us further confidence in 
the reality of each of the components. The only case of which this is not strictly true 
is the intermediate component of 1H1934-063, although here the discrepancy is <20%-
typical of the size of the systematic errors on Balmer line components i n other galaxies 
considered here. 
To assist in the discussion we have arranged our results in order of increasing H a 
intermediate component velocity wid th , which we f ind most closely matches the crude 
F W H M of the whole line. Fitting the Balmer lines wi th Gaussians is complicated by 
the presence of a number of blended narrow and broad lines emitted by other species. 
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Line Ark 564 izm 1H1934-063 Mrk 335 NCC 7469 
H a A6563 
Broad 2578. ± 24. (10%) 3247. ± 16. (20%) 2837. ± 26. (10%) 3920. ± 27. (5%) 2066.1 ± 6.4 « 2 . 5 % 
Intermediate 963.1 ± 7.3 (5%) 918.3 ± 4.1 (25%) 1271.7 ± 3.7 (<2.5%) 1333.4 ± 7.3 « 2 . 5 % ) -
Narrow 320.9 ± 3 . 2 « 2 . 5 % ) 328.2 ± 3.2 (20%) 411.4 ± 3.2 « 2 . 5 % ) 707.1 ± 8 . 2 « 2 . 5 % ) 230.4 ± 2.3 « 2 . 5 % ) 
H f lA4861 
Broad 3175. ± 60. (25%) 4049. ± 43. (15%) 2624. ± 18. (25%) 3838. ± 29. « 2 . 5 % ) 2046. ± 15. (5%) 
Intermediate 897. ± 12. (15%) 967. ± 1 1 . (5%) 1059.7 ± 4.3 (10%) 1292. ± 12. (<2.5%) -
Narrow 290.1 ± 5.6 (10%) 388.8 ± 7.4 (5%) 317.8 ± 6 . 2 (10%) 685. ± 14. « 2 . 5 % ) 329.6 ± 6.2 « 2 . 5 % ) 
(O 1II]A5007 
Broad 336.1 ± 2.4 (5%) 2044. ± 20. (5%) 538.0 ± 3.0 « 2 . 5 % ) 893. ± 1 1 . (5%) 744.2 ± 6.6 (10%) 
Narrow 161.2 ± 1 . 2 « 2 . 5 % ) 759. ± 13. (5%) 191.1 ± 1 . 8 « 2 . 5 % ) 246.3 ± 2.4 (5%) 284.6 ± 1.2 « 2 . 5 % ) 
He IA5876 
Broad 3250 ± 510 (25%) - 1852. ± 72. (45%) 6970 ± 380 (30%) 2910 ± 160(25%) 
Narrow 475. ± 46. « 2 . 5 % ) - 576. ± 31. (15%) 1336. ± 76. (10%) 665. ± 57. (5%) 
He IU4686 
Broad 2305. ± 76. (20%) - 2535. ± 37. (20%) 2666. ± 93. (5%) 1700 ± 110(25%) 
Narrow 474. ± 22. (20%) - 686. ± 12. (20%) 957. ± 40. (10%) 290. ± 25. (5%) 
[Fe VII]A6087 
Broad 446. ± 37. (15%) - 572. ± 27. (20%) 1380 ± 140 (45%) 1270 ± 360 (45%) 
Narrow - - - - 518. ± 85. (20%) 
[Fe X)A6374 
Broad 749. ± 62. (25%) - 1127. ± 4 2 . (15%) 2680 ± 420 (35%) 2560 ± 300 (35%) 
Narrow 268. ± 73. (10%) - - 510 ± 170 (10%) -
[FeXI)A7892 
Broad 1140 ± 110(40%) 1457. ± 48. (20%) 1330 ± 120 (35%) -
Narrow 428. ± 51. (20%) - - -
(FeXIV]A5303 
Broad 540 ± 110(30%) - 623. ± 55. (35%) - -
Table 2.4: Line widths in km/s . As above, the random errors are the 
90% confidence interval and the systematic uncertainties arising f rom 
the continuum model are given in parenthesis, measurement. 
In particular, the Ha line is blended wi th two often quite strong, narrow [ N II] lines 
at A6548 and A6584. Fortunately, as they are narrow these lines are easily fitted and 
removed when fi t t ing the H a line. More diff icult to account for is the broad He I A4922 
line that forms the 'red shelf of the HP line, and is discussed in detail by Veron et al. 
(2002). If, during the initial f i t t ing, there was evidence of abroad, redshifted component 
to the HP line, we assumed that i t was the result of this Hel ium line. We then refit the 
blend, adding an additional Gaussian wi th its central wavelength fixed to 4922A (rest 
frame). This component is then excluded f rom further analysis of the HP line. A similar 
procedure was used to remove the less prominent red shelf on the H a line, caused by 
the presence of He I A6678 emission. 
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Line Mrk 618 HZW136 V1IZWU8 NGC 985 Mrk 573 
H Q A6563 
Broad 3221. ± 2 6 . (5%) 4474. ± 30. (5%) 5242. ± 59. (20%) 49B7.5 ± 7.8 « 2 . 5 % ) • 
Intermediate 1681. ± 15. « 2 . 5 % ) 2093.1 ± 5 . 9 « 2 . 5 % ) - - 533.9 ± 9.1 « 2 . 5 % ) 
Narrow 191.1 ± 8 . 2 (<2.5%) 675.1 ± 4.6 « 2 . 5 % ) 2503.1 ± 8 . 7 « 2 . 5 % ) 519.3 ± 8.7 (5%) 180.1 ± 3.7 « 2 . 5 % ) 
H 0A4861 
Broad 3343. ± 35. (10%) 5130. ± 68. (20%) 4543. ± 70. (20%) 5003. ± 18. (5%) -
Intermediate 1360. ± 33. (30%) 2353. ± 14. (5%) - - 546. ± 19. (20%) 
Narrow 240. ± 64. (5%) 649. ± 12. (<2.5%) 2293. ± 18. « 2 . 5 % ) 467. ± 12. (10%) 185.8 ± 7.4 (5%) 
[OIII]A5007 
Broad 810.1 ± 4 . 8 ( 5 % ) 1379. ± 26. (15%) 772. ± 22. (10%) 803.5 ± 5.4 (5%) 523.1 ± 2 . 4 « 2 . 5 % ) 
Narrow 267.2 ± 3.6 « 2 . 5 % ) 339.1 ± 3.6(5%) 442. ± 11. « 2 . 5 % ) 309.8 ± 1 . 2 « 2 . 5 % ) 169.6 ± I . 2 « 2 . 5 % ) 
He IA5876 
Broad 5500 ± 340 (35%) - 5470 ± 360 (15%) 5150 ± 280 (25%) 254. ± 45. (30%) 
Narrow 1600 ± 130(10%) - 1810 ± 140 « 2 . 5 % ) 520 ± 130 (10%) -
He IIA4686 
Broad 4110 ± 190(10%) 2990 ± 270 (45%) 2070 ± 260 (25%) 423. ± 22. (15%) 430. ± 30. (20%) 
Narrow 920. ± 50. (5%) 1061. ± 6 8 . (5%) 940 ± 100 (10%) - 198. ± 17. (5%) 
[FeVII]A6087 
Broad 775. ± 63. (15%) 2020 ± 190 (20%) 1060 ± 140 (25%) 980. ± 65. (35%) 378. ± 30. (15%) 
Narrow - - - - -
(FeX]A6374 
Broad 1290 ± 130(15%) 2740 ± 180(25%) 2980 ± 400 (45%) - 387. ± 58. (20%) 
Narrow - - - - -
[FeXI]A7892 
Broad - - 330. ± 43. (45%) 
Narrow - - - -
[FeXIV]A5303 
Broad - - - -
Table 2.5: As for table 2.4 
Helium Emission 
Our spectra also cover a number He lines, of which He IA5876 and He I I A4686 are two 
of the strongest. Plots of these lines, including their Gaussian fits, are shown in Figs 
A.3 and A.4, respectively. We have been able to measure both these emission lines in 
seven of the nine observed Syl galaxies (the redshifts of ZZWland IIZW136 place their 
He IA5876 between the ranges of the Blue and Red/Short spectral settings). Unfortu-
nately, He IIA4686 suffers f rom strong blending wi th the Fe I I lines and the H/3 line just 
blueward and redward of it, respectively. Despite our attempts to remove the blended 
Fe I I emission there are still some remnants of this procedure (seen either in emission, 
or in absorption caused by overcompensation). There also appears to be an unidentified 
broad line present in the blue wing for the majority of the observed He IIA4686 that does 
not seem to change after the Fe I I removal. Where this unidentified line is blended wi th 
the He IIA4686 line, we have f i t it wi th a single Gaussian and have not included it in 
the interpretation of the He I I line intensity and width . Aware of these complications, 
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Line Ark 564 izm 1 HI 934-063 Mrk 335 NCC 7469 
H Q A6563 
Broad -71. ± 13. 234.4 ± 8.2 -108. ± 14. 118. ± 14. -249.2 ± 0.00 
Intermediate -32.4 ± 4.1 99.6 ± 2.3 10.5 ± 1.8 298.3 ± 0.00 -
Narrow -7.3 ± 1.8 -19.2 ± 1.8 -0.5 ± 1.8 -8.4 ± 4.6 -81.5 ± 0.00 
H f lA4861 
Broad -35. ± 3 1 . 461. ± 21. -76.3 ± 9.9 90. ± 12. -312.7 ± 6.2 
Intermediate -7.3 ± 6.8 252.1 ± 5.6 0.8 ± 2.5 257.5 ± 6.2 -
Narrow -10.4 ± 3.1 72.0 ± 3.7 -63.9 ± 3.1 37.9 ± 6.2 -91.9 ± 0 . 0 0 
(O III)A5O07 
Broad 13.6 ± 1.8 1375.8 ± 9.6 105.9 ± 1.8 149.0 ± 5.4 215.5 ± 3.6 
Narrow -42.12 ± 0.60 537.2 ± 6.6 -37.9 ± 1.2 -15.1 ± 1.2 -20.44 ± 0.60 
He IA5876 
Broad -220 ± 180 - -369. ± 38. -230 ± 190 -754. ± 79. 
Narrow -8. ± 25. - 52. ± 16. 141. ± 3 7 . -81. ± 29. 
He IIA4686 
Broad -23. ± 38. - 30. ± 19. -428. ± 45. 59. ± 45. 
Narrow 55. ± 11. - 133.5 ± 6.4 161. ± 19. 35. ± 13. 
[FeVIl)A6087 
Broad 73. ± 19. - 179. ± 14. 359. ± 69. 520 ± 150 
Narrow - - - - 99. ± 39. 
[FeX|A6374 
Broad 256. ± 3 1 . - 510. ± 19. 450 ± 190 440 ± 150 
Narrow 86. ± 4 1 . - 228. ± 83. 
[Fe XI]A7892 
Broad 424. ± 55. - 396. ± 23. 473. ± 60. -
Narrow 170. ± 26. - - - -
(FeXIV]A5303 
Broad 425. ± 59. - 720. ± 24. - -
Table 2.6: Line shift f rom systemic velocity shift (in km/s), as deter-
mined f rom the [S IIJA6718 doublet. We use the convention that nega-
tive numbers indicate a net redshift. 
we f i t the He I I line wi th multiple Gaussians where the addition of a second component 
provides a statistically better fit . 
When it is present, the broad component is generally redshifted wi th respect to the 
narrow component of the line, however, this may be an artefact of line asymmetries 
caused by the Fe I I removal. For the galaxies in which He IIA4686 is detected its strength 
relative to H/3 varies considerably between galaxies, ranging f rom almost 25% in Ark 
564, to less than 2% in NGC 985. 
More accurately measured is the He IA5876 line. It is wel l detected in all our spectra 
that cover the region, and is easily deconvolved into its constituent velocity components. 
In 4/9 of the Syl-type A G N the broadest of these components is considerably broader 
than the broadest H/3 velocity component, although the level of the continuum fi t has a 
considerable effect on the wid th of the fitted broad component (see §5.3.3). As explained 
in §2.2.5 we account for the possible influence of the continuum fi t on the He I line by 
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Line Mrk61S I/Z1V136 VIIZW118 N C C 985 Mrk 573 
H Q A6563 
Broad 20. ± 14. 32. ± 16. -553. ± 32. -88.9 ± 4.6 
Intermediate -5.1 ± 8.2 -29.9 ± 3.2 -137.5 ± 4.6 
Narrow •96.9 ± 4.6 177.1 ± 2.3 -186.6 ± 5.0 -20.4 ± 4 . 1 -57.6 ± 0.00 
H f lA4861 
Broad 125. ± 22. 525. ± 35. -704. ± 38. -195.0 ± 9.3 -
Intermediate 85. ± 17. 44.1 ± 7.4 - - -135.1 ± 6.2 
Narrow -84. ± 54. 189.0 ± 6.8 -126.5 ± 9 . 9 -16.7 ± 5 . 6 -100.0 ± 0.00 
(OIII]A5007 
Broad 235.2 ± 2.4 222. ± 12. 106. ± 11. 104.1 ± 0.00 -131.2 ± 1.2 
Narrow -49.3 ± 2.4 -0.3 ± 2.4 -893 ± 6.0 9.4 ± 0.00 -69.51 ± 0.60 
HeIA5876 
Broad -410 ± 170 - -1520 ± 170 -260 ± 130 -61. ± 2 3 . 
Narrow 202. ± 68. - -146. ± 68. -27. ± 62. -
He I1A4686 
Broad -651. ± 9 7 . -870 ± 130 -920 ± 130 21.2 ± 6.4 -109. ± 17. 
Narrow 261. ± 26. 426. ± 36. 133. ± 57. - -61.4 ± 9.0 
[Fe VII]A6087 
Broad 258. ± 30. 691. ± 74. 279. ± 69. 81. ± 3 0 . -73. ± 15. 
Narrow - - -
[FeX]A6374 
Broad 387. ± 52. 640. ± 80. 480 ± 180 - -78. ± 28. 
Narrow - - - -
[FeXI)A7892 
Broad - - -64. ± 23. 
Narrow - - -
(FeXIV]A5303 
Broad - -
Table 2.7: As for table 2.6 
recording the impact that changing the level of the continuum has on the measured line 
parameters. In all of the 4 Syl-type A G N mentioned above, the broad He I component 
remains broader than the broadest Hj3 component even when the underlying continuum 
level is shifted well above any reasonable continuum f i t would be placed. Admittedly, 
the possibility remains that there exists some underlying features that we have not taken 
into account in modelling the continum+He I line (e.g. a weak blending of lines similar 
to the Fe I I complexes). Bearing these points in mind we cautiously maintain that, in 
a large minority of our type 1 objects, the He I line is appropriately modelled wi th a 
component that is broader than the broadest of the Hp components. 
2.3.2 Narrow Emission Lines 
The narrow emission line region has been well studied in the past, and is therefore much 
better understood than the other two non-spatially resolved regions discussed in this 
paper. Because of this we do not provide a f u l l analysis of the narrow emission lines. 
Instead we w i l l simply mention the main points of the most prominent of these narrow 
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lines. 
[O III] AA4959,5007 
A l l our spectra, w i th the possible exception of IZW1, display strong [O III ] AA4959, 5007 
lines, whose profiles all show asymmetries or have low intensity broad wings that cannot 
be modelled by a single Gaussian. These asymmetries tend toward a blue wing, which, 
when fitted using two Guassians, suggests a narrow (200km/s < F W H M < 400km/s) 
component centred on the systemic wavelength, plus a broader component (350km/s < 
F W H M < lOOOkm/s) that is generally blueshifted wi th respect to thenarrow component. 
The latter fact was first noted by Heckman et al. (1981), in which they attribute the effect 
to outflows wi th preferentially absorbed redshifted components, supported by the tight 
correlation between line asymmetry and Ha/H/3 ratio. 
[S II] A6717, 6732 doublet 
As this feature is commonly used to determine the densities of the NLR of A G N , we 
chose to f i t these lines wi th separate Gaussians, using multiple components if there was 
evidence of broad wings or inflections. Comparing the [S II] 6717/6731 line ratio wi th 
published density relationships revealed no correlation between electron density and 
A G N type or w i d t h of H/3. This f inding is consistent w i t h the large scatter in the [SII] 
ratio vs. line w i d t h plot of Xu et al. (2007) at low values of H/3 F W H M . 
Balmer line narrow component 
As a test to determine whether the narrow component of the Balmer emission is arising 
f rom the same region of the A G N as the narrow forbidden line emission, we compare in 
detail the widths of the narrow components of the Balmer and [O III] lines. Tables 2.4 
2.5 and shows that 7/9 of the observed Seyfert Is have narrow Balmer components that 
either lie in between or very close to the velocity widths of the narrow and broad com-
ponents of the [O III ] component widths. The two galaxies in which this is not the case 
are IZW1 and VIIZW118. As mentioned in the previous section, JZW2 has very broad, 
highly blueshifted [OIII] lines, so i t is not surprising that the widths do not match in this 
case, and there is no evidence of a narrow component in the Balmer lines of VIIZW118. 
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2.3.3 Forbidden High Ionisation (Coronal) Lines (FHILs) 
We detect the [Fe VII] A6087 emission line in every galaxy. The line profile in NGC 7469 
is best described by a two-Gaussian model. Additionally, Ark 564 and Mrk 335 both 
appear to have a slight blue wing, but the improved f i t of a 2 component model is not 
statistically significant. 
We detect the [Fe X] emission line in seven of our spectra. Our measurements are 
complicated by blending wi th the [O I]A6363 line. A n estimate of the contribution f rom 
the [O I] line can be made by using the nearby [O I]A6300 line as a calibration. From 
atomic physics these two lines should have exactly the same profile, and the intensities 
must have a ratio of 1:3. Using this information we are able to remove the contribution 
of [O I] f rom the [Fe X] blend. As wi th the He I and He I I lines, measuring the broad 
component of the [Fe X] line is complicated by uncertainties in setting the local contin-
uum levels and blends of multiple lines that form a pseudo-continuum. Despite these 
difficulties, we have measured the [Fe X] lines using Gaussian fits, which are shown in 
Fig. A.6. Our analysis includes a 2 n d Gaussian component when its addition is statisti-
cally significant, although the majority of the spectra only require a single component. 
A l l the [Fe X] lines we measure contain broad components that are broader than the [Fe 
VII] broad components. The two galaxies that show the narrowest Balmer lines also have 
the narrowest [Fe X] lines of the sample. A l l the [Fe X] lines are blueshifted in the range 
between ~150 and ~700km/s, although there does not appear to be any correlation be-
tween blueshift and velocity w id th or relative intensity of the line between galaxies. 
Unfortunately, about half of our spectra have rather poor S /N ratios in the region 
containing the [Fe XI] line. This is partly attributed to telluric absorption (as discussed 
in §2.2.1), and partly to interference fringes on the CCD chip around these wavelengths. 
Due to this, we only have measurements of this line for three galaxies, Ark 564, 1H1934-
063 and Mrk 335, as shown in Fig. A.6. The widths of the [Fe XI] lines reveals that they 
are similar to the [Fe X] line velocity widths in Ark 564 and 1H1934-063. Mrk 335 seems 
to have a wider broad component in [Fe X] , but this value is uncertain because of poor 
continuum determination. 
The highest ionisation line species we observe, [Fe XIV]A5303, lies wi th in a region 
that is heavily affected by the presence of Fe I I emission. Despite our attempts at mit-
igating the effects of Fe I I emission, we have still had great diff iculty in isolating the 
[Fe XIV]A5303 line. The [Fe XIV] line is also strongly blended wi th the [Ca V]A5309 
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line. Although we cannot measure the [Fe XIV] line accurately enough to give robust 
quantitative results, we are confident of its presence in two of our sample, Ark 564 and 
1H1934-063 (Ax2 >500 and >1000, respectively, for 1 added Gaussian- corresponding 
to a »10cr detection in both targets). In both cases we are able to separate the feature 
into 2 Gaussian components (Ax2=52 and =85 between 1- and 2- component f i t , again, 
corresponding to a >10a detection of two separate lines in both targets), which we in-
terpret as [Fe XIV] and [Ca V ] . We take further confidence in this f rom the fact that the 
velocity shift of the [Fe XIV] line is similar to that of the [Fe X] and [Fe XI] lines. Differ-
entiation of the [Fe XIV] and [Ca V] lines is helped by the fact that the former is more 
strongly blueshifted thereby increasing the observed separation f rom the intrinsic 6A to 
15-20A. That the ionisation potential of [Ca V] is significantly less than that of [Fe XIV] 
(67eV and 361eV, respectively) provides further evidence that blueshift increases wi th 
the ionisation potential of the emitting species. 
2.3.4 Mrk 573 
Mrk 573 is a relatively well studied nearby (z = 0.0170) Seyfert 2 galaxy, which has been 
shown to contain a hidden BLR that is detectable in polarised light (Nagao et al. 2004) 
suggesting the presence of obscuring matter along our line of sight to the BLR, possibly 
the putative torus. We therefore observed this galaxy as a comparison for the Seyfert Is, 
but without the complication of broad emission components on both the permitted lines 
and the FHILs. 
As Erkens et al. (1997) had already found, this Seyfert 2 contains strong FHILs. We 
chose to observe this galaxy at higher spectral resolution and S / N levels, to determine if 
these lines had any structure in their profiles that might indicate outflows or turbulence 
in the FHIL emitting regions of Seyfert 2s. 
The various line profiles extracted f rom the spectrum of Mrk 573, w i th their associ-
ated Gaussian fits are shown in the last panel of the all the figures discussed previously. 
Narrow Emission Lines 
As expected for a Seyfert 2 spectrum, all the emission lines in Mrk 573 are considerably 
narrower than the permitted lines observed in Seyfert 1 galaxies. However the strong 
[O m] and Balmer emission lines show signs of symmetric, broad wings and were mod-
elled wi th multiple Gaussian components, while all the weaker lines were satisfactorily 
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f i t w i t h a single component. Excluding the broad wings of the strongest lines, all the 
emission lines had similar velocity widths of F W H M ~300km/s. We also detect strong 
He IIA4686 emission in this galaxy. 
Forbidden High Ionisation Lines 
Of note is the large number of FHILs that we detect in Mrk 573. They are comparable 
to the most highly ionised Seyfert 1 spectrum in our study, Ark 564. In addition to [Fe 
VII]A6087 both [Fe VII]A5159 and [Fe VII]A5722 are well detected. In contrast to the 
trend found in the Seyfert Is, the highest ionisation lines in M r k 573 show no sign of 
asymmetry or wing broadening, and have thus been fitted w i th a single Gaussian. The 
resulting profiles of [Fe X] and [Fe XI] have widths and velocity shifts similar to that 
of [Fe VII ] . We note that these lines appear to be redshifted relative to [S I I ] , but are 
consistent w i th the velocity of the Mgb absorption lines. We do not detect [Fe XIV]A5303 
in this object. 
2.4 Discussion 
As described in detail in the previous sections, we have been able to decompose many of 
the optical emission lines into multiple components that span a range in velocity widths 
and velocity shifts - indicating that the spectra of Seyfert galaxies cannot be considered 
simply in terms of narrow and broad emission lines. This is clearly shown in Fig. 2.5, in 
which we display the range of the component widths for each line species which we w i l l 
discuss in detail. 
While traditionally the permitted lines of Seyfert galaxies were considered to be a 
blend of emission f rom both the broad and narrow line regions, we f ind evidence of a 
very broad (2500km/s < F W H M < 7000km/s) third component in 6/9 of the Seyfert 
Is (all six of them NLSls) we observed. This extra component was previously noted 
in the NLS1 galaxy KUG 1031+391 by Mason et al. (1996) w i t h a measured F W H M 
(~2500km/s) more typical of the broad lines in a Seyfert 1. It was suggested by Gongalves 
et al. (1999) that the broad wings of the Balmer lines in KUG 1031+391 were better f i t 
w i th a single Lorentzian profile, although Dietrich et al. (2005) have since shown that 
this function's profile overestimates the core of the line, while underestimating the flux 
in the wings, in their study of 12 NLS1 galaxies. We defend our use of a 3 Gaussian com-
ponent f i t in §2.2.6. These models reveal a very broad component in a further 6 NLS1 
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Figure 2.5: The component widths of each of the lines discussed in de-
tail in this paper. The vertical height of each block represents the ex-
tent of both the systematic and random errors associated with each line 
model component. The shaded areas represent the regions between the 
'narrow' and 'intermediate' and 'intermediate' and 'broad' widths, av-
eraged between the H a and H/3 components (only one shaded region 
is shown in cases where the permitted line fit required only 2 compo-
nents). This clearly shows that the FHILs tend to have widths between 
those of the traditional broad and narrow emission lines. 
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Figure 2.6: Comparing the profiles and velocity shifts of the high ionisa-
tion lines. We include the narrow [O III ] line as a comparisoa Profiles 
shown are (from bottom) [O III]A5007, [Fe VII]A6087, [Fe X]A6374 and 
[Fe XI]A7892. The dotted lines indicate removed features, such as the 
[O I]A6363 line that is often blended w i t h the [Fe X]A6374 line and the 
blue wing of the H a line. It is generally seen that line widths and shifts 
increase wi th ionisation potential. 
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galaxies, in which we measure broad components of similar widths when fi t t ing both 
the H a and H/9 lines independently. We note that care must be taken when interpret-
ing lines wi th multiple components. It is unlikely that the dense emitting gas around 
the central engine can be simply divided into discrete velocity-width bins (in this case, 
three). The true situation is that we see an amalgam of emission f rom a ensemble of 
clouds along our particular line of sight wi th a wide range of velocity widths (see, for 
example, Osterbrock 1993). 
As discussed by Dietrich et al. (2005), the fact that we see emission line components 
wi th widths similar to those of the broad emission lines of BLS1 galaxies indicates that 
emission f rom this BLR may be reduced in NLSls, rather than absent altogether. This 
could imply either: 
• that we should no longer assume that black hole masses in NLSls are smaller than 
in BLSls. This may appear to contradict other evidence of reduced black hole 
masses in NLSls, including values derived f rom stellar velocity dispersion (a) and 
X-ray variability measurements. It has been claimed, however, that the validity of 
the MB//-CT relation shown in Figure 2 of Barth et al. (2005) is uncertain at low val-
ues of values of a. This is particularly evident when one considers that the MBH 
estimate for M33 is a hard upper l imi t (and more likely that this galaxy does not 
contain a central black hole; Gebhardt et al. 2001) and the mass of the black hole 
in NGC4395 has been revised upwards by an order of magnitude (Peterson et al. 
2005). Taking this into account, it is possible that the MBH-O relationship shows 
an upturn at low values of a, strengthening the claim that we may expect broader 
components in the Balmer lines of NLSls. Also, although detailed long term X-
ray variability measurements can be used to derive black hole masses using their 
power density spectra (see e.g. McHardy et al. 2006), isolated short term X-ray 
variability may not be a reliable indicator of the black hole mass. This has recently 
been shown by Reeves et al. (2002). 
• that NLS1 galaxies do contain lower mass black holes, but the radius of the broad 
line region scales in proportion to the mass of the black hole. This would then 
mean that other factors determine the observed widths of the lines. 
For both these explanations, we would need a theory to explain the reduced relative 
luminosity of the very broad component. This could be disruption by the inner parts of 
an energetic wind originating f rom wi th in the accretion disc that would have the largest 
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effect on a nearby broad line region, or the strong UV/so f t X-ray flux seen in the SED of 
many NLSls in the form of the soft-excess, or a mixture of both. 
We f ind that the permitted Helium line profiles differ considerably f rom the Balmer 
lines for the sub-set of galaxies (6/7) in which the Helium line can be measured. This fact 
has been reported by Shuder (1982), and has since been briefly mentioned in the course 
of a number of permitted line studies (e.g. Almog and Netzer 1989, Dietrich et al. 2005), 
in which the broad component of the He I A5876 line was found to be broader than the 
corresponding Balmer line component. We too f ind that this is the case in three of the 
galaxies in which this line was observed. This suggests some form of segregation of the 
broad line region, in which different species of permitted Knes are emitted preferentially 
in regions wi th differing conditions and kinematics. This is also suggested by the results 
of the locally, optimally emitting cloud (LOC) models of Baldwin et al. (1995). Because 
we are uncertain of the processes that cause broadening of the permitted lines we cannot 
rule out diverse explanations, for example, that a greater proportion of the He I emitting 
region lies closer to the central engine than the Balmer line emitting region, because of 
the higher ionisation of Helium compared wi th Hydrogen, or alternatively whether the 
Helium clouds are undergoing greater turbulent motion or are out f lowing/ inf lowing at 
higher speeds as has been discussed by e.g. Collin-Souffrin et al. (1988). However, cau-
tion must be taken when interpreting the widths of the He lines, as we have shown that 
the level of the underlying continuum can have a considerable effect on the properties 
of the fitted components. 
Due to the difficulties w i t h blending, we have been unable to measure the broad 
component of the He IIA4686 line to the same degree of accuracy as He I and Balmer 
lines. Despite this, there is some evidence that i t has a broad component w i th a F W H M 
which is significantly less than the corresponding He I and Balmer line components (see, 
in particular, Ark 564, Mrk 335, NGC 7469 and VIIZWU8 in Fig. 2.5). If this is the case, 
and is not the result of measurement errors or Fe I I removal, then this runs counter to 
the prediction f rom photoionisation models of Korista and Goad (2004)- that the broad 
components of the permitted lines should increase in wid th wi th increasing ionisation 
potential. Landt et al. (2008) f ind a similar situation when comparing the widths of the 
permitted lines in both optical and near-infrared spectra. They speculate that this effect 
may be caused by an accelerating outflow, in which the H e + gas is closer to the source 
of the ionising continuum than He 0 , but is outflowing more slowly as i t has yet to be 
accelerated to its terminal velocity. This would be a very important result, but clearly 
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much more work is necessary to determine the true kinematics of the He I , He I I and the 
Hydrogen emitting clouds. 
Evidence of emission components wi th widths between the conventional broad and 
narrow lines is also seen in the forbidden lines of all the objects we observe, in the form 
of a broad blue wing. This is a well known feature that has been studied in depth since 
its first detection and description by Heckman et al. (1981), in which they attribute the 
blue wings of the [O III] lines to outf lowing gas, which is likely to have a density sim-
ilar to the traditional NLR (i.e. n e ~ 1 0 4 c m - 3 ) , interspersed w i t h dust that preferentially 
obscures the gas outf lowing in a direction away from us. More recent studies (Whit-
tle 1992, Christopoulou et al. 1997, Veilleux et al. 2001, Veron-Cetty et al. 2001) confirm 
that the [O III] emission is likely to arise f rom an ambient region at the same redshift 
and rotational velocity as the host galaxy, and an 'outflowing' region that is distributed 
in two wide angle ionisation cones. We note that the critical densities of [O III]A5007, 
[Fe VIIJA6087 and [Fe XJA6374 (log(n e)~5.8, ~7.6, ~9.7, respectively; Appenzeller and 
Oestreicher 1988) suggest that the outflowing gas responsible for [O III] blue wings is 
likely to have a lower density than the FHIL outflows. 
Strong evidence of gas wi th kinematics between the classic narrow and broad emit-
ting regions is found in the form of the FHlLs. As was noted in Erkens et al. (1997) and 
Rodriguez-Ardila et al. (2006), we f ind that as well as being significantly broader than 
the lower ionisation forbidden lines, these lines show increasing blueshift w i t h increas-
ing ionisation potential. This is clearly shown in Fig. 2.6, in which we plot the line 
profiles in terms of velocity shift f rom systemic for the [O IIIJA5007 and the Fe FHILs, 
which suggests an outflow that is possibly related to that responsible for the broad, blue 
wing of the [O III ] lines. 
We note that, where i t is measured, the wid th of the [FeVII]A6087 line is generally 
between that of the narrow and intermediate Balmer line components. This, combined 
wi th findings that this line also tends to be blueshifted w i t h respect to the permitted and 
low ionisation forbidden lines suggest this line is emitted f rom a kinematically distinct 
region. We f ind that the relative intensity of the [Fe VII]A6087 is reasonably constant 
among our small sample, at 2-4% flux of the H/3 line in all the galaxies we observed. 
A larger, more homogenous sample would be required to fu l ly determine correlations 
between the [Fe VII] line properties and A G N classes, such as NLSls and BLSls. 
Our fits to the [Fe X]A6374 line suggest that this species is formed in yet another 
kinematically distinct region, as was noted by Rodriguez-Ardila et al. (2006) for nearby 
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Seyfert 1 and Seyfert 2 galaxies. Although approximately twice as strong as [Fe VII] A6087 
in all the galaxies in which it is detected, this line is more poorly defined because of its 
much broader profile and its blending wi th other emission lines. In many of the galaxies 
it has a broad component that approaches the F W H M of typical of broad permitted lines, 
and shows little or no evidence of a narrow component, possibly implying that the Fe 9 + 
ion is only created in regions near to the central source of ionisation, which would agree 
wi th the predictions of the photoionisation models of Ferguson et al. (1997). As found 
for [Fe VII ] , the relative intensity of the [Fe X] line appears to be similar in all the galaxies 
we observed (~8% HP, or 2x[Fe VII]A6087). We note that the almost constant value of 
[Fe X]A6374/[Fe VII]A6087~2 appears at odds wi th the findings of Nagao et al. (2000), 
who generally found lower values for this ratio in a larger sample of A G N (including 
NLSls, BLSls and Sy2s). We note, however, that the systematic errors associated wi th 
the fitted continuum level has a significant effect on the measured intensity of the broad 
components of these weak lines, which could account for these differences. 
In contrast to generally similar relative [Fe X]A6374 line intensities among our sam-
ple, we find that the [Fe XI]/[Fe X] ratio covers a wide range e.g. from ~ 1 in 1H1934-063 
to < 0.03 in NGC 7469 (taking 90% upper confidence limits for the [Fe XI] line). This 
is despite the fact that these two species have similar ionisation potentials (235eV and 
262eV for [Fe X] and [Fe XI] , respectively). The origin of this wide range of ratios is not 
well understood. However, it is i n agreement wi th the photoionisation models of Fergu-
son et al. (1997), who point out that the [Fe XIJA7892 line is highly sensitive to the density 
and ionisation parameter of the FH1L emitting region. In addition, if we assume that [Fe 
XI] is produced by photoionisation (as suggested by Penston et al. 1984) it is possible 
that the range in the line ratio is also a function of the continuum shape in this energy 
region. 
Despite the difficulties in extracting the [Fe XIV]A5303 mentioned in §2.3.3, we are 
able to qualitatively confirm the presence of this line in two of our sample, Ark 564 and 
1H1934-063. These galaxies also display strong [Fe X]A6374 and [Fe XI]A7892 lines, and 
we are able to show that the blueshift of the [Fe XTV]A5303 line is similar to the blueshift 
of these other lines, giving us further confidence in this detection. However, i t should be 
emphasised that the systematic errors associated wi th this measurement caused by the 
removal of the Fell blend is unknown and are likely to be large, we therefore make no 
attempt to interpret the intensity or wid th of this line. 
Finally, turning to the case of the only Seyfert 2 in our sample, it is clear f rom Fig. 
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2.5 that the highest ionisation lines inMr/c 573 trace a kinematically different region than 
both the permitted and other forbidden lines. Apart f rom a weak, broad component of 
the [Fe VII]A6087 line, the widths of FHILs are all relatively low (FWHM ~ 400km/s). 
These results agree wi th those of Almudena Prieto et al. (2005) and Rodriguez-Ardila 
et al. (2006), who found that there is significant [Si VII] (a FHIL observed in the near-
IR) emission in regions up to ~150pc f rom the nuclei in four nearby type 2 galaxies. 
However, it is diff icul t to reconcile their results w i th our findings for BLSls and NLSls 
in terms of the standard A G N model. Strong [Fe XI]A7892 is detected in all four type 2 
galaxies observed by Rodnguez-Ardila et al. (2006) and in our work. However, this line 
is detected in less than half of the type Is that have been observed by us and in Erkens 
et al. (1997). If, using the standard model we expect that the NLRs of both type 1 and 
type 2 galaxies are essentially the same then we would expect f rom the type 2 results 
to detect a narrow [Fe XI]A7892 line in a much larger proportion of type 1 galaxies. Of 
course, sample selection effects may be important and it wiD be necessary to observe 
larger samples of the various A G N types at comparable signal to noise to make further 
progress in this area. 
2.5 Summary 
The main conclusions f rom our study can be summarised as folbws; 
• The emission lines in the spectra of both BLSls and NLSls appear to be emitted 
f rom more zones than the traditional narrow and broad line regions. This is par-
ticularly evident in the profiles of the FHILs, but also in the profiles of the broad, 
permitted lines of H a and H/?. The lines f rom the FHIL region typically have a 
F W H M of 1000 - 3000km/s, and are significantly narrower than the broadest com-
ponents of the permitted lines observed in the same object. 
• A l l of the NLSls in our sample show evidence of a very broad component in their 
permitted lines. This component has a F W H M that is more typical of that observed 
in the broad lines of BLSls, i.e. ~3000km/s. Although the F W H M measurements 
are a product of our line modelling process, the point that the broad wings of the 
permitted lines extend to up to 3000km/s in even the 'narrowest' NLSls indicates 
that there exists emitting clouds wi th much higher relative velocities than has typ-
ically been assumed in this sub-set of Seyferts. However, this component appears 
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to be greatly suppressed in the case of NLSls. We speculate this suppression might 
be either a result of the destruction of the standard BLR by an energetic w ind or by 
the increased high energy photon flux of NLSls, or both. We propose two methods 
of production of this extra broad component: 1) a higher mass black hole than is 
expected for NLSls and a BLR radius more typical of BLSls, or 2) a low mass black 
hole and an equivalently smaller BLR radius. 
• We detect [Fe XI]A7892 in a few cases where the data has sufficiently high signal 
to noise. Despite [Fe X] and [Fe XI] having similar ionisation potentials, the [Fe 
X]/[Fe XI] ratio covers a wide range within our sample. It is therefore possible that 
this ratio is very sensitive to the physical conditions of the emitting region as well 
as the shape of the ionising continuum. 
• Strong, narrow FHILs are also detected in the Seyfert 2 Mrk 573 (as also noted by 
Rodriguez-Ardila et al. 2006). Since it has been shown that this A G N contains a 
hidden BLR, this result indicates that FHILs can be formed in regions beyond the 
extent of the putative dusty molecular torus. 
Chapter 3 
A novel method of 
searching the SDSS 
catalogue for FHIL 
emitters1 
3.1 Introduction 
A large proportion of modern astronomy is now based on astronomical surveys. The 
dawn of this era was brought about by the use of photographic plates and the arrival of 
telescopes w i t h wide fields of view (e.g. the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey, completed 
in 1958, which later became the Digitised Sky Survey). However, in the last two decades, 
the development of highly automated telescopes, detector technology and space-based 
missions has brought about significant advancements in our ability to map the sky. As-
tronomers now have free access to a large number of exhaustive surveys sampling al-
most all detectable portions of the electromagnetic spectrum; at radio wavelengths (e.g. 
FIRST, NVSS), through the far- and near-IR (e.g. space-based IRAS mission and ground-
based 2MASS, respectively), optical (see later), UV (e.g the space based IUE mission) to 
X-ray energies (e.g. the space-based ROSAT mission). 
Two of the most recent dedicated sky surveys, the 2-degree held survey (2dF; taken 
wi th the Anglo-Australian Telescope at Siding Springs, Australia; Lewis et al. 2002) and 
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; taken wi th the dedicated SDSS telescope at the 
Apache Point Observatory, New Mexico, US; Stoughton et al. 2002) brought about a 
new era in astronomical surveys wi th their ability to obtain, analyse and catalogue the 
spectra of multiple objects by combining state-of-the-art instruments wi th robust data 
'Note: This chapter is based on work that is to be published in Gelbord, Mullaney & Ward (submitted to 
MNRAS) 
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reduction pipelines. By providing access to vast searchable databases which together 
contain spectral information on over a mil l ion individual objects, these surveys enable 
astronomers to study both general trends among different classes of objects, and search 
for the proverbial 'needles in the haystack'- rare objects which would otherwise take a 
lifetime of pointed observations to f ind. 
Prior to the advent of large spectral surveys, studies of FHILs were limited to objects 
which had previously had their spectra taken during pointed observations (e.g. Morris 
and Ward 1988). This introduces a strong selection effect as these objects are likely to fall 
into one or both of the fol lowing categories: 
• they are bright, and therefore easily observed 
• they are particularly interesting objects (e.g. strange morphologies, undergoing 
collisions, particularly broad/narrow emission features, strong X - r a y / U V / I R emit-
ters etc.) 
Today, the largest dedicated studies of FHILs to date are those described in M u -
rayama and Taniguchi (1998) and Nagao et al. (2000), which aie based on compilations 
of spectra f rom such pointed observations. By compiling a sample of A G N from the 
available literature, these studies avoided preferentially selecting A G N wi th very strong 
FHILs. This enabled the study of A G N wi th a fu l l range of FHIL luminosities. For ex-
ample, in the larger of these two samples (described in Nagao et al. 2000) out of 227 
objects, only 124 (or 55%) showed any sign of FHIL emission. In those studies, the au-
thors separate their analysis by A G N type, noting systematic differences between the 
FHIL emissions of type Is and type 2s. In particular, they note an apparent weakening of 
the FHILs (most prominently [Fe VII]) relative to the lower ionisation lines ([O III]A5007, 
[S II]AA6717,6731 and [O I]A6300) in their type 2 population compared to their type 1 
populations. They go on to suggest that this is the result of the FHILs being produced on 
the inner wall of the dusty obscuring torus, i.e. the same obscuring torus that keeps type 
2 nuclei hidden f rom our view would also partially obscure the FHIL emitting region. 
The placing of the FHIL emitting region on the inner wall of the torus, between the 
broad and narrow line regions, has important consequences for our understanding of 
the structure and kinematics of the immediate A G N environment. The blueshifting of 
the FHILs implies a general outf lowing of this material and i t has been suggested (e.g. 
Porquet et al. 1999) that the FHIL emitting region could represent a l ink between the 
inner and outer A G N regions. 
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With its database of over 900,000 A G N and galaxy spectra, the SDSS presents an 
excellent opportunity to study the FHIL emitting objects without the constraints and 
biases associated w i t h previous samples. In this chapter we considerably improve on the 
number statistics of previous surveys of FHIL emitters by introducing a novel method of 
extracting A G N spectra that show evidence of FHILs f rom the SDSS database. 
It should be noted that the work described in this chapter led directly onto that de-
scribed in Chapter 4. In that chapter, we describe how we used the analysis techniques 
developed in section 3.3.1 to a much larger pool of spectra from emission line objects 
that is less affected by the biases described in the following sections. In this respect, 
this chapter should be considered as preparatory work prior to the creation of our larger 
sample. 
3.2 Sample selection 
The sample discussed in this chapter was obtained by applying filtering criteria to the 
SDSS database produced by the spectral f i t t ing pipeline described in Stoughton et al. 
(2002). In brief, this automated pipeline attempts to model each spectrum wi th a 5th 
order polynomial f i t to the continuum and a single Gaussian for each fitted emission 
or absorption line. Although a large number of strong emission lines are fitted by the 
pipeline, it does not attempt to f i t any of the optical FHILs. Therefore, in order to obtain 
our sample of strong FHIL emitters, an indirect method of querying the database was 
used. 
One of the optical FHILs, namely [Fe X]A6374, lies close enough to the low ionisation 
[O I]A6363 emission line to form a blend in low resolution spectra. In the SDSS spectral 
f i t t ing pipeline, no account is taken of this blend, meaning the corresponding Gaussian 
f i t to the [O IJA6363 line incorporates the [Fe X] line, i f both lines are present in the 
spectrum. As the [OIJA6363 line is the weaker line of a fixed-ratio doublet, we were able 
to use the SDSS pipeline measurement of the [O I]A6300 (the other emission line of this 
[O I] doublet) to search for A G N wi th [O I]A6300/[O IJA6363 ratios lower than the fixed 
ratio of 3 (given by atomic physics), thereby revealing the presence of the [Fe X] emission 
line. 
Prior to performing our extraction based on the measured [O I] lines, we queried 
the SDSS database for all spectra that displayed Balmer and [O III ] emission lines as, in 
this study, we are principally interested in FHILs emitted f rom A G N . We also applied a 
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redshift cut of z<0.3 to ensure that all sample spectra contained the Ha emission line. 
Following these steps, we then queried the resulting database for spectra that contained 
both of the [O I] emission lines. On inspection of the results produced by this initial 
cut, it was noted that a large proportion of the spectra wi th [O I]A6300/[O I]A6363 < 3 
(i.e. those potentially indicating the presence of the [Fe X] line) had low [O I] equivalent 
widths and the deviation f rom the expected ratio was due to large uncertainties in the 
measurement of these lines. To deal w i t h this problem, we concentrated our later queries 
to return spectra wi th high confidence measurements of the [O I] lines (i.e. wi th peak 
modelled line flux greater than lOcr above the continuum level). 
On inspection of the resulting spectra wi th [O I]A6300/[O I]A6363 < 3 ratios, it was 
clear that a considerable number of these were misidentified as [Fe X] emitters because 
the broad wings of the H a lines were fitted wi th the [O I]A6363 Gaussian. This has the 
effect of producing apparently stronger [O IJA6363 measurements in the pipeline. To 
mitigate this effect, we placed an upper l imit to the velocity width of the H a (o < 50^4) 
in our final query. 
Our final query produced a sample of 120 objects w i th [O I]A6363 stronger than that 
predicted by the fixed [O I] flux ratio. On inspection, 65 of these showed clear evidence 
of an [Fe X] emission line. 
Clearly this sample is not complete. Due to the limitations of the SDSS spectral 
database, we are only able to search for one FHIL. We are therefore likely to be miss-
ing a significant number of objects w i t h strong [Fe VII] and (less likely) [Fe XI] lines. 
Also, by being constrained to l imi t our queries to remove A G N wi th broad Balmer lines, 
we preferentially select narrow line A G N (narrow line type Is and type 2 objects). De-
spite these limitations, this sample is unique in terms of its lack of bias w i t h respect to 
previously studied objects. 
3.3 Analysis 
3.3.1 Fitting routine 
Each spectrum f rom our selected sample was analysed using an automatic emission line 
fi t t ing routine developed by myself. The first attempts at this involved modelling the 
shape of the underlying continuum across the entire region of interest (i.e just blueward 
of the H/3 line to redward of the [Fe XI] line) wi th a third order polynomial. After re-
moval of this fitted continuum, all the emission lines of interest were f i t simultaneously 
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wi th progressively complex models incorporating increasing numbers of Gaussian com-
ponents (up to three per emission line in the case of Ha). After each f i t the change in 
X 2 (Ax 2) was used to determine whether the addition of a given Gaussian component 
caused a significant improvement to the spectral fi t . 
Although this complex routine was able to accurately f i t the strong H a and [O III] 
emission lines, it became clear that it was unable to produce accurate measurements of 
the weaker emission lines, particularly [Fe VII] and [Fe X]. Both these FHILs are fre-
quently contaminated by other emission features; the [Fe VII] line by TiO from stellar 
sources and the [Fe X] line by weak H a wings. This means that spectral line fi t t ing 
routines employing global continuum fits (as described in the previous paragraph) of-
ten overestimate the flux of these lines by attributing the overabundance of flux f rom 
the contaminant to the [Fe VII] or [Fe X] line. To overcome this problem we chose to 
break up the spectral f i t t ing process to focus on narrow spectral 'windows' centred on 
individual lines or small numbers of blended lines. By doing so we were able to define 
the local underlying continuum irrespective of contaminants and obtain a more precise 
measurement of the weaker emission lines in our spectrum. 
As wi th the more complex routine described at the start of this section, in cases where 
more than one Gaussian was fitted to a given spectral window we continued to bui ld up 
the model by increasing the number of components and use Ax 2 to determine whether 
the addition of an extra Gaussian component produced a significant improvement to 
the f i t . In the fol lowing we describe the steps we followed for each spectral window. 
A summary of the f i t components is given in Table 3.1. In what follows, the collective 
'Gaussian parameters' refers to the fu l l wid th half maximum (FWHM), velocity shift 
f rom systemic and normalisation above the continuum-removed spectrum. 
[O III] 
1. Fit the local continuum wi th a third order polynomial, anchoring the fi t to the 
spectrum wi th in the wavelength windows: [4900A, 4935A], [4975A, 4985A] and 
[5040A, 5090A]. These were chosen for their lack of strong emission or absorption 
features (the H/3 wings, if present, were fitted as an underlying continuum feature). 
2. Fit the [O III]A5007 emission line wi th a single Gaussian of fixed wid th (200km s _ 1 
FWHM) and velocity shift (0 k m s - 1 ) , allowing its normalisation to vary to the best 
f i t value. The choice of FWHM=200km s _ 1 was used as it is a reasonable, if a little 
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Table 3.1: Lines fitted by the FHIL modelling routing and a summary of 
the component parameters. 
Number of 
Emission line Components Final Fit Details 
[OIII]A5007 < 2 A l l params. free 
[Fe VII]A6087 < 2 A l l params. free 
[OI]A6300 1 A l l params. free 
[Fe X]A6374 1 A l l params. free 
[NII]A6548 1 Shift and F W H M fixed to [O I] values 
H a A6563 < 3 
Shift and F W H M of one component 
fixed to [O I] values 
[N II]A6584 1 Shift and F W H M fixed to [O I] values 
[SII]A6717 1 F W H M fixed to [0 I] values 
[S II]A6732 1 Shift and F W H M fixed to [O I] values 
low, initial guess for the F W H M of the narrow lines in A G N spectra. We preferred 
to start to the model components wi th F W H M slightly less than typically observed, 
to reduce the likelihood that the fitted components become too broad and f i t the 
underlying continuum. 
3. Al low the F W H M and velocity shift of the Gaussian fitted in step 2 to vary f rom 
the assigned values. 
4. Introduce an additional Gaussian component. A l low all parameters (normalisa-
tion, F W H M and velocity shift) of both components to vary. 
[Fe VII] 
1. Fit the local continuum wi th a first order polynomial, anchoring the f i t to the spec-
trum wi th in the wavelength windows: [6030A, 6055A], [6120A, 6160A], 
2. Proceed using the same process as for the [O III] fit . 
[O I] and [Fe X] 
1. Fit the local continuum w i t h a third order polynomial, anchoring the f i t to the 
spectrum wi th in the wavelength windows: [6250A, 6280A], [6325A, 6350A] and 
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[6400A, 6430A]. These windows ensured that any broad H a wings are fitted as the 
local underlying continuum. 
2. In order to deblend the [Fe X] and [O I]A6363 lines, the [O I]A6300 is initially f i t w i th 
a single Gaussian. In the following steps this first Gaussian is scaled by a factor of 
1/3 and placed at 6363A to account for the blended [O I] line, around which the 
[Fe X] component is fi t . 
3. Introduce a Gaussian to model the [Fe X] line, allowing all its parameters to vary. 
[O I] , Ha, [N II] and [S II] 
As the H a line is a blend of narrow and broad components (in the case of type Is) and 
[ N I I ] emission lines, a more complicated fi t t ing process was required to yield the best f i t 
model. 
1. Fit the local continuum wi th a third order polynomial, anchoring the fi t to the 
spectrum wi th in the wavelength windows: [6250A, 6290A], [6760A, 6800A], again, 
selected for their lack of strong emission and/or absorption features in the sample 
spectra. 
2. Initially f i t the H a line wi th a single Gaussian, allowing all its parameters to vary. 
This forms an initial estimate of the Ha F W H M and normalisation. Fit the nar-
row lines ([O I]A6300, [ N II]AA6548,6584 and [S II]AA6717,6732) each wi th a single 
Gaussian of fixed F W H M (200km s _ 1 ) and velocity shift (0km s _ 1 ) . 
3. Al low F W H M and velocity shift of the [O I]A6300 line to vary. The resulting f i t 
determines the F W H M and velocity shift of the [ N II] lines and narrow H a com-
ponent and the F W H M of the [S II] lines in the fol lowing steps. 
4. Introduce a second H a component. Al low only its normalisation to vary- its F W H M 
and velocity shift are fixed to the values determined f rom the [O I] line in step 3. 
This restriction ensures that this second Gaussian can only model the narrow H a 
component and prevents i t f rom becoming broad and weak enough to model the 
H a wings or excess continuum flux. Al low all three parameters of the first fitted 
Gaussian to vary. Al low only the normalisation of the [ N II] lines to vary 
5. Al low the velocity shift of both [S II] lines to vary, yet keep their velocity shifts 
linked to each other (i.e. both components must shift by the same velocity). We 
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use this [S II] shift as a measure of the systematic redshift of the source. 
6. Introduce a third H a component. Al low all its parameters to vary, along wi th all 
the parameters of the first Gaussian. Al low only the normalisation of the second 
Gaussian (introduced in step 4) to vary. 
[Fe XI] 
1. Fit the local continuum wi th a third order polynomial, anchoring the f i t to the 
spectrum wi th in the wavelength windows: [7790A, 7860A], [7910A, 8090A]. 
2. Introduce a single Gaussian to model the [Fe XI]A7892 line. Al low all its parameters 
to vary. 
3.3.2 Parameter analysis 
Due to the relatively small size of our sample we were able to check each f i t to ensure 
that the fitted component parameters were indeed providing a reliable measure of the 
emission line properties. By far the most common cause of failure was the broadening 
of second (or third) components to f i t residual continuum. In cases where this occurred 
we reverted to using the line component parameters of a previous, more simple fit w i th 
fewer components. For example, if i t was noted that the final [Fe VII ] f i t contained a very 
weak, broad additional component that was modelling continuum rather than a broad 
emission line asymmetry, then we reverted to using the results of the single component 
[Fe VII] f i t in further analysis. 
After f i t t ing each spectrum wi th the model described above, we rejected a further 
three sources f rom our original sample of 65. One was rejected because its redshift placed 
the [S II] lines outside the SDSS spectral range; the other two were found to have no 
significant [Fe X] emission, once the [O I]A6363 emission line had been fu l ly taken into 
account. 
3.3.3 Dust reddening 
The line fluxes (and consequent luminosities) presented here have not been corrected for 
reddening. Based on measurements of the Balmer decrement and the continuum shapes 
of the spectra we estimate that the impact of reddening is generally small. Of the few 
spectra that appear to be affected by dust, by far the most reddened object has an es-
timated Ay value of 3.2. For no other object do we measure A y > 2. To mitigate the 
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Figure 3.1: Redshift distribution of our [Fe X] selected sample. In all 
figures i n this chapter, blue lines/points represent type Is, red repre-
sents type 2s and (in this figure only) purple represents the object that 
cannot be attributed to either of these classifications. 
effect of uncorrected reddening i n our f inal conclusions, we w i l l place greater empha-
sis on those derived f rom lines that are close i n wavelength (e.g. [Fe VTT], [Fe X] and 
Ha) . For reference, i n the case of objects w i t h Ay < 2 the [Fe VII ] / [Fe X] measurement 
is influenced at less than the 10% level; this is always smaller than the measurement 
uncertainty. 
3.4 Results 
The f i t t ing routine produced best f i t values, including \-a errors, for the normalisation, 
F W H M and velocity shift of the various Gaussian components of all the lines listed in 
Table 3.1. In the fol lowing sections we describe the key results f rom comparison of the 
FHIL properties against each other, against the properties of the other modelled emission 
lines and against archival X-ray data, where available. 
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3.4.1 Sample Statistics 
The final sample of 62 spectra consisted of 44 type 1 and 17 type 2 A G N and one object 
with extremely strong high ionisation lines that did not fit into any A G N category. This 
latter object is discussed separately in §3.7; in the discussion that follows we only con-
centrate on the results from the A G N of our sample. We present the redshift distribution 
of our sample, detennined from the [S II]A6717,6732 doublet1, in Fig. 3.1. The number 
of type 1 A G N peaks strongly at z ~ 0.1. This is a result of the combined effects of 
an increasingly large survey volume plus the reduced apparent brightness of sources at 
higher redshift. The type 2 population has a much more even redshift distribution which 
tends toward lower redshifts than the type Is. This systematic difference is most likely 
the result of selection effects; type 2s are generally weaker optical emitters, a result of the 
strong obscuration along our line sight to the nucleus. 
It should be noted here that the redshift distribution of the type Is in our sample is 
similar to the sample described in Nagao et al. (2000). However, our type 2 A G N sample 
span a narrower, but higher, range of redshifts: 0.02 < z < 0.2 compared to 0.001 < z < 
0.2. This is because the SDSS typically avoids very low redshift A G N due to the upper 
flux limit of V ~15 that is built into its spectral target selection system. The literature-
based sample of Nagao et al. (2000), on the other hand, would have led to the preferential 
selection of bright objects at low redshifts. 
3.4.2 FHIL luminosity correlations 
In their study of FHIL emitting A G N Murayama and Taniguchi (1998) showed that the 
18 type Is in their sample were stronger [Fe VU] emitters, relative to the [O m] emission 
line, than the 17 type 2s (see their Fig. 1). This result was later confirmed using a larger 
sample of A G N consisting of 32 type Is (11 NLSls; 21 BLSls), 34 type 2s and 38 type 1.5s 
(Nagao et al. (2000)). As their sample was composed of previously well studied A G N it 
was subject to the biases discussed in §4.1. We therefore wished to determine whether 
such a systematic difference between FHIL emission in type Is and type 2s exists in a 
sample specifically selected on the basis of their FHIL line strengths. 
In Fig. 3.2 we present histograms of the [Fe VU] / [0 ID] ratio and the [O III] luminos-
ity for our sample, equivalent to Figs. 1 and 2 of Murayama and Taniguchi (1998) and 
'We note that the velocity shift of the [O m] narrow component agrees very well with that of [S FI]. In 
the [S II] frame, the [O HI] line has, on average, a velocity shift of -5±40km s~1. We use this result in the 
following chapter to justify our use of the stronger [O ID] line as an indication of object redshift. 
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Figure 3.2: Histograms showing the distribution of [Fe VII]/[OUt] ra-
tios and [O III] luminosities of our sample of Seyfert A G N . These are 
equivalent to Figs. 1 and 2 of Murayama and Taniguchi (1998) and Figs. 
3 and 5 of Nagao et al. (2000). Despite our sample having a similar dis-
tribution of [O HI] luminosities, the difference in [Fe VH]/[OIII] ratio 
between type Is and type 2s presented in their plots is not evident in 
our sample. In the text, we explain how this may be attributed to the 
selection effects of both samples. 
Figs. 3 and 5 of Nagao et al. (2000). Despite covering a similar range of [O HI] luminosi-
ties, the [Fe VII ] / [O III] ratio shows little or no systematic difference between the type 1 
and type 2 populations when they are selected on FHIL strength. 
In order to explain the difference between our results and those of these earlier stud-
ies, we now look more closely at the selection effects inherent in both samples. As our 
principal selection criterion is a strong [Fe X] line, we systematically choose A G N with 
strong [Fe VII] emission (Fig. 3.4 shows that the strengths of these lines are positively 
correlated). Although Fig. 3.3 indicates that [Fe VII] and [O III] line strengths are also 
positively correlated for this sample, in the general A G N population (both type Is and 
type 2s) a strong [O HI] line does not necessarily imply a strong [Fe VII] line. This latter 
point is clear from the statistics presented in Nagao et al. (2000): in general, only ~50% 
of A G N show detectable [Fe VII] lines, yet the [O HI] line is present in all Seyfert spec-
tra. Therefore, our selection criteria implies we are sampling the upper tail of the type 2 
histograms presented in Fig. 1 of Murayama and Taniguchi (1998) and Fig. 5 of Nagao 
et al. (2000). 
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Figure 3.3: Line luminosity plots. Although a general positive correla-
tion is evident between the FHIL luminosities and the [O III] and H a 
broad and narrow components, there is no strong evidence that the 
FHIL luminosities are more correlated with either the narrow or the 
broad emission lines. 
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Figure 3.4: Left: [Fe X] luminosity plotted against total [Fe VII] lumi-
nosity. The type 2s have a systematically weaker [Fe X] line for a given 
[Fe VTI] luminosity. Right: Histogram showing the distribution of [Fe 
X]/[Fe VII] ratio for both Seyfert types in our sample. This confirms the 
systematic weakening of the [Fe X] line in type 2s compared to type Is. 
A KS test on these distributions reveals that there is less than a 0.001% 
chance that they are drawn from the same underlying populations. 
We note that the [Fe VII] and [Fe X] line luminosities are positively correlated with 
those of the H a and [O HI] emission lines (see Fig. 3.3). As we modelled the Ha line 
with multiple components, we are able to determine whether the luminosities of the 
measured FHIL strengths are better correlated those of the broad or narrow emission 
lines. This is a pertinent question, as previous studies (e.g. Murayama and Taniguchi 
1998, Porquet et al. 1999) have suggested that the FHIL emitting region lies between the 
broad and narrow line regions, but it is unknown which, if eilher, of these are more 
closely related to the FHIL emitting region in terms of their emission properties. 
It is evident from the plots in Fig. 3.3 and the correlation statistics given in Table 3.2 
that neither the broad nor narrow components of H a or the [O III] line is significantly 
better correlated with the strength of either the [Fe X] or [Fe VII] lines. Of note, however, 
is the significantly stronger correlation between the [Fe VH] line luminosity and [O HI] 
line luminosity (for both type Is and 2s) than between [Fe X] and [O HI]. The [Fe X] line 
luminosity shows a poorer correlation with the H a broad component than does [Fe VII], 
indicating that the [Fe X] emitting region is not necessary more closely associated to the 
broad line region than the [Fe VH] emitting region. 
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Correlation Spearman's p Significance 
[Fevn ] - [om ] i 0.86 3.8xl0~ 1 4 
[FeVn]-[Offl] 2 0.90 2.1 x l O -
7 
[Fe Vn]-Narrow Hoa 0.51 4.8xl0~ 4 
[Fe Vn]-Narrow H a 2 0.87 2.4xl0" 6 
[Fe VH]-Broad H a ! 0.81 1 . 7 x l 0 - u 
[FeX]-[Om]i 0.72 2.9xl0" 8 
[FeX]-[Om] 2 0.77 1.9xl0" 4 
[Fe X]-Narrow Hqi 0.81 6.6x10"1 1 
[Fe X]-Narrow H a 2 0.77 2.0xl0" 4 
[Fe X]-Broad H a x 0.63 5 .2xl0- 6 
[Fe X]-[FeVTI]i 0.62 7.1xl0- 6 
[FeX]-[FeVn] 2 0.89 9 .7xl0-
7 
[Fe XI]-[Fe VTl}i 0.37 6.8xl0- 2 
[Fe XI]-[Fe VH] 2 0.89 9 .7xl0- 7 
[Fe XI]-[FeX]i 0.86 4 . 0 x l 0 - 8 
[Fe XI]-[Fe X ] 2 0.92 6.9X10 - 6 
[Fe X]-0.1-2.4keV! 0.82 5 .7xl0- 8 
[Fe VII]-0.1-2.4keVit 0.53 2.5xl0" 3 
[FeVn]-0.1-2.4keV!t 0.75 9.2 x l 0 ~ 6 
Ha-0.1-2.4keVif 0.57 1.2X10 - 3 
Ha-0.1-2.4keVit 0.83 1.5xl0- 7 
[ O m i - O . l ^ ^ e V j t 0.71 1.3xl0- 5 
[Omi-O.l^^keVit 0.80 8.2xl0" 7 
Table 3.2: Lummosity-lurninosity correlation statistics. The associated 
scatter diagrams are presented in Figs. 3.3-3.7. p is a measure of the 
strength of the correlation and can take values between -1 and +1; -1 
and +1 refer to a strong negative and positive correlation, respectively. 
The significance is a measure of the likelihood of obtaining the ob-
served correlation by selecting the points at random from an evenly dis-
tributed underlying population. Subscripts refer to A G N type. Sample 
includes outliers discussed in §3.4.2 (indicated as triangles in Fig. 3.7). 
* Sample excludes outliers. 
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Type Mean a Error in mean 
1 0.98 1.2 0.18 
2 0.50 0.39 0.09 
Table 3.3: Statistics of the [Fe X] / [Fe VII] ratio for the two types of A G N 
explored here. 
[Fe VII] Luminosity ( e r g s / s ) [Fe X] Luminosity ( e r g s / s ) 
Figure 3.5: Left: [Fe XI] luminosity plotted against total [Fe VII] lu-
minosity. The [Fe XI] line appears to show a similar, although not as 
pronounced, weakening as [Fe X] in type 2s. Left: [Fe XI] luminosity 
plotted against total [Fe X] luminosity. No systematic difference be-
tween the FHILs of type Is and type 2s is evident on comparison of the 
[Fe X] and [Fe XI] line luminosities. 
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Comparison of the [Fe VTI] and [Fe X] line luminosities reveals a positive correlation 
exists between these lines for both types of A G N explored here (see Table 3.2), but also 
that the type 2s in our sample have systematically weaker [Fe X] lines for a given [Fe 
VII] luminosity. This is evident in the left hand plot of Fig. 3.4. To investigate this 
difference further we produced a histogram of [Fe X]/[Fe VTT] values, shown in the right 
hand plot of Fig. 3.4. This indicates that, indeed, the [Fe X]/[Fe VT1] ratio shows less 
scatter in the type 2 population and is generally offset to lower values. Quantitatively, 
the [Fe X] line is on average 51% weaker (relative to [Fe VTI]) in type 2 A G N than in 
type Is (for a summary of these statistics see Tables 3.2 and 3.3). We therefore typically 
miss ~50% of the [Fe X] flux in type 2 AGN, although the considerable scatter on the 
[Fe X]/[Fe VII] ratio for the type 1 objects makes it difficult to assess how much [Fe 
X] emission is obscured in an individual type 2 object. As a final test of this result, 
we determined the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic for the two populations. This 
revealed a probability of < 0.001% that the type Is and type 2s were drawn from the 
same underlying population. 
A similar, yet less striking relationship is evident in the upper left and upper right 
plots of Fig. 3.3, which show how the [Fe VTI] and [Fe X] line strengths are correlated 
with that of the [O HI] line. Although there is no apparent difference between the type 1 
and type 2 population in terms of the relative strength of the [Fe VII] line (as discussed 
above), type 2s appear to have a weaker [Fe X] line for a given [O IE] strength. However, 
the probability that this represents two separate populations is much lower than the [Fe 
X]/[Fe VII] ratio (90%; less than 2cr significance). 
The difference between the [Fe X]/[Fe VII] ratios of the type 1 and type 2 populations 
is reinforced in the left-side plot of Fig. 3.5, showing the correlation between [Fe XI] and 
[Fe VII] line luminosities. Although less clear than the [Fe X] vs. [Fe VII] separation 
of Fig. 3.4, the type 2s tend to have a lower [Fe XI] luminosity for a given [Fe VII] 
luminosity. Unfortunately, the low number of [Fe XI] measurements within our sample 
means a KS test would provide unreliable statistics. A plot of [Fe XI] vs. [Fe X] line 
luminosities reveals a strong correlation between these lines. This same plot, however, 
displays no systematic difference in the [Fe XI]:[Fe XI] ratio exists between the type 1 
and type 2 populations (see right-hand plot of Fig. 3.5). The correlation statistics for the 
[Fe X] - [Fe XI] lines (see table 3.2) also reveal that there is a strong, almost 1:1, relation 
between their respective luminosities (a linear regression to log([Fe XI]) vs. log([Fe X]) 
gives a gradient of 0.96±0.05 and 1.2±0.1 for the type Is and type 2s, respectively). 
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Figure 3.6: [Fe X] line flux plotted against X-ray flux. The flattening of 
the left-hand edge of the plot at low [Fe X] fluxes is due to the sensitivity 
limit of our method of extracting the sample from the SDSS database 
F H I L correlations with X-rays 
To investigate the relationship between FHIL emission and X-rays we cross-referenced 
our [Fe X] selected SDSS sample with the ROSAT all-sky X-ray survey database (de-
scribed in Voges et al. 1999; for completeness, we also searched for objects with more 
recent X-ray detections with the current generation of X-ray telescopes, XMM and Chan-
dra, but found no matches). On checking, it was found that 29/44 type Is and 2/17 
type 2s had associated X-ray measurements. In the discussion that follows, we have 
converted the ROSAT count rates in the 0.1-2.4keV band into flux measurements by as-
suming a power law index of T=1.5 and an absorbing column of n#=3x 1 0 2 0 c m - 2 . Given 
this assumed model, the conversion from RASS (ROSAT Al l Sky Survey) count rates is 
equivalent to a multiplicative factor of 1.3x 1 0 - 1 1 ergs c m - 2 count - 1 . 
In Fig. 3.6, we plot [Fe X] vs. X-ray flux scatter plot for our sample. This shows a clear 
positive correlation between these parameters for type 1 objects. A similar correlation 
exists for the [Fe XI] line (not shown). The correlation between the [Fe X] line and X-rays 
becomes even more pronounced when one compares their luminosities (see top left plot 
of Fig. 3.7). In order to determine whether this correlation was specific to [Fe X], we 
also present in Fig. 3.7 plots of the [Fe VII] , [O HI]A5007 and H a luminosities vs. X-ray 
luminosity. These plots show that, in general, the luminosities of these other lines are 
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Figure 3.7: Various line luminosities plotted against X-ray luminosity. 
All plots show positive correlations of various strengths between the 
measured parameters (see correlation statistics in table 3.2. In all but 
the [Fe X] vs. X-ray plot there are distinct outliers. These same objects 
are distinguished with triangular points in all plots (initially defined 
using the [Fe VII] vs. X-ray measurements). We interpret this as an 
indication that the [Fe X] line is a more reliable indicator of X-ray lumi-
nosity than any of the other lines shown here. The possible causes of 
this are discussed in §3.5 
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also correlated with X-ray luminosity in our sample. However, the luminosities of these 
lines are less well correlated with the X-ray luminosities. Of note are four clear type 1 
outliers that lie below the general trend indicated by the the remaining points of the [Fe 
VTI] vs. X-rays plot. Three of these objects are also outliers in the H a vs. X-rays and [O 
m] vs. X-rays plots. On inspection, these outliers proved to have some of the narrowest 
permitted lines of all the type Is in our sample (Ha FHWM of 1700km s - 1 *, 1900km s _ 1 , 
2900km s - 1 ,3200km s _ 1compared to the type 1 population mean of 4000 ± 200km s - 1 ) . 
If these outliers are excluded when deterrnining the correlation statistics the H a and [O 
EH] line luminosities are found to be as strongly correlated with the X-ray luminosities 
as the [Fe X] line luminosity. 
3.4.3 FHIL kinematics 
In Chapter 2 we mention that in our study of a smaller sample of A G N there appears 
to be a qualitative link between the blueshifts and widths of the FHILs. Although the 
spectral resolution and signal to noise of the spectra from the SPSS aren't as high as those 
in our smaller sample, by fitting Gaussian components to the emission lines we were able 
to study how the kinematics of the FHILs in this much larger sample are related. In the 
following discussion any line shift is reported relative to the [S H]A6717,6732 emission 
lines, which we assume represent the systematic redshift of the source (see Chapter 2 for 
further justification). 
The upper left hand plot of Fig. 3.8 shows the relationship between the shifts of the 
[Fe VII] and [Fe X] lines. Correlation statistics associated with the kinematic parame-
ters (given in table 3.4) reveal that the velocity shifts of the [Fe VII] and [Fe X] lines are 
strongly correlated in the case of type 2 objects, but poorly correlated for type Is. Fur-
thermore, a linear regression to these values reveal an almost 1:1 correlation between the 
shifts of these lines (for both types, although considerable scatter creates a large degree 
of uncertainty in this correlation for type Is). There is a slight tendency among the type 2 
objects for the [Fe X] line to be more blueshifted than the [Fe VII] line (as shown in table 
3.5), although the mean relative shift of [Fe X] to [Fe VII] is consistent with 0km s _ 1 (in 
both type 1 and 2) when errors are taken into account. 
The shifts of the [Fe XI] and [Fe VTI] lines are less strongly correlated (in the case of 
both type 1 and type 2 objects) than the [Fe X]-[Fe W ] line shifts. Of particular note in 
the plot of [Fe XI] vs. [Fe VII] shifts (Fig. 3.8 and the bottom section of table 3.5) is the 
•Only [Fe VII] 
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Figure 3.8: Top left: Velocity shifts of the [Fe VII] and [Fe X] FHILs 
relative to the [SII] emission lines (black dotted lines are used to show 
the transition between blueshift and redshift, red and blue dashed lines 
show the results of a linear regression to the data for type 2 and type 
1 objects, respectively). This trend is also seen in the velocity shifts of 
the [Fe XI] vs. [Fe vTI] and [Fe XI] vs. [Fe X] line (top right, bottom left, 
respectively). We note a general positive correlation between FHIL ve-
locity shifts. To ensure this correlation is not introduced by the velocity 
correction derived from the [SII] lines, we also plot the [Fe X] vs. [O I] 
velocity shifts (bottom right). 
400 
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Figure 3.9: FHIL F W H M plots: Left: There is no clear correlation be-
tween the F W H M of the [Fe VII] and [Fe X] emission lines. 26/44 type 
Is (59%) and 9/17 type 2s have (53%) have an [Fe X] line that is broader 
than the [Fe VII] line. Right: Equivalent plot for [Fe XI] and [Fe X] lines 
showing that the FWHMs of these lines are approximately equal in the 
majority of our sample. A line of equality is shown on each plot. 
systematic blueshifting of the [Fe XI] line relative to the [Fe VII] line (only 1/17 type 2s 
and 5/44 type Is have [Fe VII] lines that are more blueshifted than the [Fe XI] line). 
To ensure that the shift-shift correlations discussed above are real and have not been 
introduced by normalising the shifts with respect to the velocity shift of the [S II]AA6716, 
6732 lines, we also plot the [Fe X] vs. [O I]A6300 velocity shifts (corrected using the same 
method; see bottom plot of Fig. 3.8). This shows no trends capable of producing the 
shift-shift correlations of the FHILs shown in the other plots of Fig. 3.8. 
In Fig. 3.9 we present plots showing the F W H M of the FHILs in our sample. Al -
though a strong correlation exists between the F W H M of the [Fe X] and [Fe XI] lines, 
no such correlation exists between the [Fe X] and [Fe VQ] lines. The large difference in 
Spearman's p statistic for each of these correlations (see table 3.4) is confirmation of this 
point. 
Finally, we return to the results discussed at the start of this section, i.e. the possible 
existence of a correlation between the blueshifts and F W H M of the FHILs. The scatter 
diagram of Fig. 3.10 and the last two rows of table 3.4 show the correlation between 
F W H M and velocity shift of the [Fe X] line is very weak (particularly for the type 2 
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Correlation Spearman's p Significance 
[Fe X] Shift-[Fe VH] Shiftj 0.65 2.0x10--6 
[FeX]Shift-[FeVn]Shift 2 0.9 1.9x10" -7 
[FeXI]Shift-[FeVn]Shifti 0.55 1.2x10" -4 
[FeXI]Shift-[FeVn]Shift 2 0.79 1.6x10--4 
[Fe XI] Shift-[Fe X] Shift! 0.64 5.5x10" -4 
[Fe XI] Shift-[Fe X] Shift2 0.95 1.1x10" -6 
[Fe X] FWHM-[Fe VII] FWHMi 0.43 3.6x10" -3 
[Fe X] FWHM-[Fe VII] F W H M 2 0.40 0.11 
[Fe XI] FWHM-[Fe VL3] FWHMj 0.66 3.0x10" -4 
[Fe XI] FWHM-[Fe VII] F W H M 2 0.89 3.5x10" 
[Fe X] FWHM-[Fe X] Shifti -0.24 0.11 
[Fe X] FWHM-[Fe X] Shift2 -0.17 0.50 
[Fe XI] FWHM-[Fe XI] Shifti -0.56 3.2x10" "3 
[Fe XI] FWHM-[Fe XI] Shift2 -0.66 0.01 
Table 3.4: Line kinematics correlation statistics. The associated scatter 
diagrams are presented in Figs. 3.8-3.9. For a description of the column 
headings, see the caption of Table 3.2 Subscripts refer to A G N type. 
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Figure 3.10: Emission line F W H M plotted against velocity shift for the 
[Fe X] (left) and [Fe XI] (right) lines. 
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Figure 3.11: Schematic showing the locations of the regions in which 
the various FHIL emission dominates, relative to the obscuring torus. 
The results in the chapter suggest that the [Fe X] line is predominantly 
produced within the central 'void' of the obscuring torus, whereas the 
[Fe VII] errutting region extends to larger radii. There is, however, con-
siderable overlap between these regions in which the various FHILs are 
produced. 
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[Fe VII] [FeX] [Fe XI] 
Type Mean a Err. Mean cr Err. Mean a Err. 
1 -47 120 19 -40 150 23 -150 130 20 
2 -27 122 31 -39 130 34 -204 220 54 
[Fe XHFeVH] [FeXI]-[FeVn] [FeXI]-[FeX] 
Type Mean a Err. Mean a Err. Mean a Err. 
1 7 110 17 -100 110 16 -110 130 20 
2 -11 69 17 -176 160 41 -164 150 38 
Table 3.5: Top: Mean velocity shifts of the measured FHILs (relative to 
[SII]) and (bottom) the velocity difference between the [Fe XI], [Fe X] 
and [Fe VII] lines for both types of A G N discussed in the text. All shifts 
are given in km s _ 1 . Negative values refer to blueshifts. a refers to 
standard deviation and Err. is the error in the mean (= a/yJ{N - 1); 
where N is the size of the population). 
objects) and is only marginally stronger for the [Fe XI] line The same analysis of the [Fe 
VTI] line reveals a similarly weak correlation as the for [Fe X] line. 
3.5 Discussion 
Once selection effects are taken into account, the results presented here generally agree 
with the findings of FHIL emitting AGN. Although we do not find the differences in the 
[Fe VQ]:[0 HI] ratios for type Is and type 2s such as those of Nagao et al. (2000), we 
have identified systematic difference between type Is and type 2s when the [Fe X]/[Fe 
VII] ratio is considered. If this is interpreted using the model described in Murayama 
and Taniguchi (1998) (pictured in Fig. 3.11), then it implies that in general, the [Fe X] 
emission is produced in a region that is closer to the nucleus than the [Fe VII] emission. 
The geometry of the FHIL emitting regions and the putative obscuring torus then implies 
that in type 2s, a larger fraction of the [Fe X] emission is obscured from our view. This 
is consistent with a significant fraction of the [Fe X] emission being produced within the 
central void of the obscuring torus. 
These findings are counter to the those of Nagao et al. (2000) who did not find a 
significant difference in the [Fe X]/[Fe VII] ratio between type Is and type 2s. In that 
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study this was explained by assuming that 'a significant fraction of the [Fe X] emis-
sion arises from low density ISM' and would therefore be more spatially extended than 
the [Fe VII] emitting region. Their interpretation goes against the findings of Fergu-
son et al. (1997) (and chapter 5) who used photoionisation models to show that for a 
typical A G N spectral energy distribution, the [Fe X] line is preferentially produced at 
smaller distances from the source of ionising radiation (peak [Fe VII] emission radii: 
0.64-102.5pc, [Fe X]: 0.04-20.44). Although these photoionisation models show that low 
density (n// ~ 2 - 4 c m - 3 ) clouds are capable of producing significant [Fe X] emission at 
large radii (R ~ 350pc), these same clouds would also contribute significantly to the [Fe 
VII] flux. This is indeed what the results presented here show: the [Fe X] line is produced 
in extended regions (i.e. outside the region obscured by the dusty torus) in some type 
2 A G N (and probably some type Is, based on unification arguments). However, for the 
type 2 objects of our sample, the strong correlation between [Fe X] and [Fe VII] about a 
mean [Fe VII]:[Fe X] ratio of 2:1 indicates that these tenuous, extended regions are also 
strong emitters of [Fe VII]. Therefore, from arguments based on both photoionisation 
models and the results presented here, it is difficult to understand how, in the Nagao 
et al. (2000) model, the [Fe X] emitting region could be more spatially extended yet still 
produce the observed relative line luminosities. 
The same arguments, when applied to the [Fe X]/[Fe XI] luminosities, suggest that 
both these lines are produced in approximately the same region. This is reasonable when 
one considers the similar ionisation potentials of these species (232eV and 262eV). Our 
results derived from the relative luminosities of the FHlLs therefore suggest that more 
highly ionised emission lines are produced closer to the central black hole. 
The model described above is corroborated by the results derived from the FWHM 
of the lines. The lack of correlation between the FWHM of the [Fe X] and [Fe VII] lines 
indicate that these lines are produced in distinct regions. On the other hand the strong 
correlation between the FWHM of the [Fe X] and [Fe XI] supports the concept that the 
regions responsible for these higher ionisation lines are co-spatial. 
The findings based on the X-ray luminosities of our sources extend the results of 
Porquet et al. (1999), i.e. a strong correlation exists between [Fe X] and X-ray luminosity. 
Although they represent a small minority of our sample, and therefore hard to interpret, 
it is possible that the outliers of the H a , [Fe VII] and [O III] vs. X-ray plots (that aren't 
present in the [Fe X] vs. X-ray plot) are the result of the varying degrees of sensitivity 
of these lines to different portions of the continuum SED. The H a and [O III] lines have 
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relatively low ionisation potentials (13.6eV and 54.9eV, respectuvely), therefore these 
lines should scale more directly with the UV or bolometric A G N luminosity, rather than 
just the soft X-rays used here. The [Fe X] ionisation potential (235eV), on the other hand, 
is well within the upper and lower bounds of the X-ray bands we have used here (0.1-
2.4keV) and our results show that this line responds well to the soft X-ray luminosities. 
Bearing these results in mind, the presence of outliers in the [Fe VII] vs. X-rays plot 
indicates that the response of this line to the underlying SED is similar to that of Ha and 
[O III]. Unfortunately, the low number of outliers in these plots makes interpretation of 
these results difficult, however, this result is suggestive of a break in the form of the 
underlying SED between lOOeV ([Fe VII]) and 235eV ([Fe X]) in some AGN, particularly 
those with narrow permitted lines (i.e. those more likely to have a strong soft excess). 
Analysis of the velocity shifts of the FHlLs in our sample provides us with further 
information about the environment of the FHIL emitting region. The correlated shifts of 
the [Fe X] and [Fe VII] FHILs around a 1:1 relationship indicate that these lines typically 
outflow at approximately the same velocities. It is therefore possible that they arise from 
different regions of a continuous flow; we have already shown that these lines are pre-
dominantly produced in separate regions. This suggests a scenario in which the FHIL 
emitting clouds are 'coasting' at a given velocity and undergo little or no acceleration or 
deceleration between the regions in which the [Fe X] line is strongly produced, to those 
in which the [Fe VII] emission dominates the FHIL spectrum. 
3.6 Summary 
In this chapter we have introduced a novel way of extracting AGN spectra with strong 
FHILs and have presented the results derived from such a sample. Although selection 
effects bias our sample toward A G N with strong [Fe X] lines, the sample presented here 
is less susceptible to other selection effects which were inherent in earlier sample of FHIL 
emitting AGN, i.e. simply the brightest and most studied A G N 
To analyse the spectra an automated process was used that emphasised the use of 
X2 minimisation techniques. This enabled a large sample of spectra to have an arbitrary 
number of emission lines to be fit with an arbitrary number of components in an un-
biased manner. It is hoped that this process will be used in future projects to measure 
other emission and /or absorption line properties in even larger samples of spectra (for 
example, future large sky surveys). 
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The main conclusions drawn from the sample presented here can be summarised as 
follows: 
• the [Fe X] line appears to be suppressed relative to the [Fe VII] line in type 2 A G N as 
compared to type Is. We interpret this as evidence that the [Fe X] region is partially 
obscured from our view in type 2 AGN. This can be seen as further evidence that 
a proportion of the FHIL emitting region lies within the central void of the dusty 
torus. 
• there is no significant difference in the ratio of the [Fe X] to [Fe XI] lines between 
type Is and type 2s, suggesting that these lines are produced in the same regions 
relative to the obscuring torus. This is supported by the similar FWHM of these 
lines in both type 1 and type 2 AGN. 
• there is some evidence that the [Fe X] line is more closely related to the X-ray lu-
minosity of an A G N than the broad component of the Ha line and the (full) [O III] 
and [Fe VII] lines. The outliers of the plots from which this conclusion is derived 
have some of the narrowest Balmer lines in the sample. We interpret this as possi-
ble evidence of a break in the SED between the ionisation potentials of the [Fe VII] 
and [Fe X] lines (lOOeV and 235eV) in NLSls (i.e. those A G N with a tendency to 
has a strong soft excess). However, a much larger sample of outliers is needed to 
fully test this hypothesis. 
• The similarity between the velocity shifts of the [Fe VII] and [Fe X] lines is indica-
tive of these emission lines being produced in different regions of a continuous 
outflow. The average relative velocity shifts of the lines suggest that there is little 
or no acceleration or deceleration of this outflowing gas between the region where 
[Fe X] dominates to that where [Fe VII] dominates the FHIL emission. 
3.7 An anomalous object with extremely strong FHILs 
We would like to end this chapter by returning to the non-AGN object we discovered 
during our search for FHIL emitters described above. At the time when the SDSS 
spectrum was taken on the 27th February, 2004, this object (SDSSJ1241+4426) had un-
usually strong FHILs (only the [O III]A5007 and H a lines had higher fluxes than the [Fe 
X]A6374 line; see Fig. 3.12). To determine whether the emission lines were variable, a 
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second observation of this object was obtained on the 27th May, 2008 using the ISIS dual-
beam spectrometer on the William Herschel Telescope (WHT), La Palma. In order to 
provide spectral coverage similar to that of the SDSS, a low dispersion grating was used 
in both the red and blue arms (R157R and R158B, repectively) in conjunction with the 
5700 dichroic. A 1.3" wide slit width provided an average instrumental FWHM of 9A 
(measured from arc lines). An IDL routine, KRISIS, was written by myself to reduce the 
data. Telluric features were corrected for by dividing the object spectra by a normalised, 
high S / N spectrum of a standard star. The reduced, wavelength and flux calibrated 
spectrum is shown, along with the SDSS spectrum for comparison, in Fig. 3.12 at the 
end of this chapter. 
As the principal aim of the second epoch observation was to establish whether the 
emission lines had varied in flux since the SDSS spectrum was taken. It was necessary to 
ensure that the any measured variations were intrinsic to the source and were not caused 
by the different aperture size employed for the WHT observation (1.3" long-slit vs. a 3.0" 
diam. SDSS fibre). To do this we extracted regions of increasing projection (0.5"-3.0") 
parallel to the slit, and then measured the emission line fluxes for each extraction width. 
We note that for all but the H a line, an extraction width of 2.0" includes > 95% of the 
flux contained within the 3.0" extraction dimension. We therefore assume that our final 
choice of extraction width of 3.0" contains all the nuclear emission line flux of the target. 
This same test reveals a 20% reduction in emission line flux between the 3.0" and 1.3" 
extraction widths. By assuming circular symmetry can therefore place an upper limit 
of about 20% on the uncertainty in the measured line fluxes introduced by the reduced 
aperture size of the WHT observation. 
All the emission lines discussed in this paper were fit with a single Gaussian in order 
to measure their total flux. A local continuum was denned by fitting a fourth order 
polynomial to the continuum flux either side of each measured emission line. The results 
of these measurements for both the SDSS and ISIS observations are given in Table 3.6. 
It is evident from these results and Fig. 3.12 that, in general, the fluxes of the emission 
lines have fallen. In particular, we note that the relative drops in the [Fe X] and [Fe XI] 
lines are the highest among the all the measured forbidden lines. 
3.7.1 What is the Orig in of the strong Coronal Lines? 
In the course of our search for A G N with strong coronal lines contained in the SDSS 
described in this chapter, the galaxy, SDSSJ1241+4426, is unique in several respects. Its 
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SDSS WHT 
Line 27-02-2004 27-05-2008 % Change 
[FeVII]A3758 0.53 ± 0.14 0.25 ± 0.05 -53% 
[Ne II]A3868 0.73 ± 0 . 1 1 0.51 ± 0.06 -30% 
H 7 0.22 ± 0.07 0.11 ± 0 . 0 4 -50% 
[O III]A4363 0.63 ± 0.09 0.52 ± 0.07 -17% 
He IIA4686 0.4 ± 0.08 0.17 ± 0 . 0 4 -58% 
H/3 0.46 ± 0.07 0.34 ± 0.06 -26% 
[O III]A4959 0.66 ± 0.07 0.73 ± 0.07 11% 
[O m]A5007 2.08 ± 0 . 1 1 1.95 ± 0.07 -6% 
[Fe VII]A5721 0.3 ± 0.06 0.34 ± 0.05 13% 
[Fe VII]A6087 0.54 ± 0.06 0.41 ± 0.04 -24% 
[O I]A6302 0.31 ± 0.06 0.27 ± 0.04 -13% 
[Fe X]A6376 0.91 ± 0.07 0.4 ± 0.04 -56% 
H a 3.03 ± 0 . 1 1 2.15 ± 0.05 -29% 
[N IIJA6584 0.37 ± 0.05 0.41 ± 0.05 11% 
[Fe XI]A7892 0.72 ± 0.09 0.23 ± 0.04 -68% 
Table 3.6: Line fluxes in units of xlO 1 5 ergs/s /cm 2 and the relative 
change in these fluxes between observations. 
optical spectrum is not consistent with an A G N . First, its emission line profiles (FWHM) 
over a range of ionisation potentials, from [O I] up to [Fe X], are all around 200km s _ 1 . 
These values are typical of starforming galaxies, and far less than found in Seyferts of 
both type 1 and type 2. Second, the ratio of [N II]A6584 to H a is 0.12, which is typical 
of a starforming galaxy and far lower than found for typical ratios of Seyferts. The third 
point is that in the SDSS spectrum the [Fe X] line is stronger than H/3. However, in the 
SDSS spectrum, the emission from HeIIA4686 is almost as strong as H/?. Such a ratio has 
been observed in the most extreme cases of Seyfert 2s, but never in the spectra of galaxies 
powered by star formation. 
Tidal Disruption 
If, therefore, SDSSJ1241+4426 is not some form of A G N then what could be responsible 
for its exceptional high ionisation line properties? One possibility is that this could be 
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a rare example of a tidal disruption event in which a star is shredded by the strong 
gravitational gradient that exists close to a black hole (eg. Rees 1988, Komossa and Bade 
1999). During a tidal disruption event the layers of the passing star are stripped away 
and accreted onto the SMBH. Unlike in the case of "steady state" A G N , this results in a 
sudden flare of radiation, predominantly in the UV and X-rays, reaching up to 10 4 4M6 
ergs s _ 1 in luminosity for a period of tpk ~ 0.5M6~° le.Q-\ yr (where M6 is the mass of the 
SMBH in units of 106 M© and eo.i is the efficiency of the accreting system in units of 0.1). 
This is followed by a rapid decline in luminosity as the remainder of the star is accreted 
over a more extended period of time (Rees 1988). 
Following such a rapid increase in ionising radiation we would expect to see the sur-
rounding gas respond by a sudden increase in the flux of the emission lines produced via 
photoionisation. In particular, as models of tidal stripping predict that most of the radia-
tion emitted by this event is produced in the UV to X-Ray portion of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, the flux of the high-ionisation lines would increase dramatically. The length of 
time that this suddenly ionised gas will produce emission lines is inversely proportional 
to both the electron density and the recombinations coefficient of the lines in question. 
As the recombination coefficient of the [Fe X]A6374 line is of the order of 1 0 - 1 0 cm 3 s~l 
(Jacobs et al. 1977) we would expect the emission of this line to have reduced signifi-
cantly during the 4 years between the observations of SDSSJ1241+4426 for all but the 
most extremely low density environments (n e ~ 102 cm 2). However, inspection of Table 
3.6, shows that these lines have decreased in flux by only a factor of 2-3. 
Although tidal distruption remains a possibility if the duration of the enhanced ac-
cretion onto the supermassive central black hole is extended, and/or the density of the 
ionised gas is low, another, perhaps more plausible explanation would be a supernova 
event in a high density enviroment near to the centre of the galaxy. The SDSS spectrum 
and the SDSS follow-up spectrum are centred on the nucleus of the galaxy. It is known 
that supernova can produce strong coronal line emission (eg. SN 1987A; Groningsson 
et al. 2006). 
In either case (ie. tidal disruption or an extreme supernova event) the spectrum 
of SDSSJ1241+4426 is very rare, and its interpretation deserves further consideration. 
However, because it is clearly not an AGN, based on several criterion discussed above, 
it does not fit logically into any of the samples that we discuss in this thesis. But it does 
demonstrate the power of our novel detection methods aimed at finding very extreme 
objects within the SDSS database. Such needles-in-a-haystack provide a challenge for 
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the conventional emission line galaxy classification schemes, and clearly need to be un-
derstood. 
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Chapter 4 
A systematic search for 
FHIL emitters in the 
SDSS database 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter we described how we used the results from the SDSS pipeline 
to extract the FHIL emitting sources from the SDSS spectral database. Unfortunately, a 
consequence of using this method to find these sources is the introduction of significant 
selection effects that prevent us from performing a full analysis of the results from these 
spectra. In particular, by selecting the spectra on the basis of strong [Fe X]A6374, we are 
strongly biased toward spectra with strong [Fe VII] emission. Therefore, any analysis 
based on lines other than [Fe X] is inherently compromised - as is evident in our com-
parison of the [Fe VII]A6087:[O IIIJA5007 luminosity ratios against those derived from the 
Nagao et al. (2000) sample. In addition to the selection effects introduced by selection on 
[Fe X]A6374 line flux, forcing our analysis on spectra with Ha lines with FWHM<50A 
(introduced to ensure that the [Fe X] was not included in the wing of the H a emission 
line) means we could only find A G N spectra with relatively narrow emission lines. As 
one of the principal questions associated with our investigation into FHIL emitting A G N 
is whether the presence of these lines is in any way related to the properties of the broad 
permitted lines, this is clearly a major shortfall of the sample described in the previous 
chapter. 
Despite its flaws, the work described in the previous chapter is proof that we are able 
to use the SDSS spectral database to obtain useful measurements of the FHIL emission 
from a moderately large sample of objects that are not subject to the usual selection ef-
fects associated with previous samples of FHIL emitting A G N (see the introduction of 
Chapter 3). One of the key benefits of the study described in the previous chapter is that 
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it required the development of an automated emission line fitting routine that quickly 
measured the flux, width and velocity shift of a pre-selected sample of SDSS spectra. 
In developing this routine, it became clear that the rapidity of the fitting facilitated its 
use on a much larger sample containing (potentially) hundreds of thousands of SDSS 
spectra. By avoiding the use of the SDSS spectral fitting routine, we are much less sus-
ceptible to the selection effects of our previous sample and by focusing our search on the 
[Fe VII]A6087 line as well as the (blended and typically weaker) [Fe X]A6374 line, we are 
able to obtain a less biased sample of FHIL emitting objects from the SDSS database. 
Although our automated script facilitates the search of FHILs in (potentially) the 
whole SDSS database, this could be deemed as overkill; in this current study we are 
uninterested in the spectra of a large proportion of the SDSS database, such as those of 
non-emission line objects or objects with redshifts such that our lines of interest are out-
side the wavelength coverage of the SDSS detectors. Therefore, in the following section 
we describe how and why we limited the size of our initial sample by placing constraints 
on the parameters obtained from the SDSS spectral fitting pipeline. 
4.2 Sample Selection and Line Fitting 
In order to find as large a number of FHIL emitting galaxies as possible, we set very 
loose constraints on our initial query to the SDSS database. Firstly, a redshift limit of 
0.36 was set to ensure that the full H a line was included in all the spectra. It was also 
required that the [O III]A5007 line was in emission to ensure that we were only mea-
suring emission line objects (predominantly starbursts and AGN). Finally, a continuum 
S/N>20 (at [Fe VII]A6087) limit was applied. This was necessary as the FHILs are gen-
erally weak features that are easily lost in the continuum noise of a low S / N spectrum. 
These restrictions provided an initial sample of 31328 spectra. 
To determine which of these spectra contained FHIL emission, we attempted to fit 
a single Gaussian at the wavelengths at which these emission lines would be expected. 
This was done on the assumption that the redshift given in the SDSS spectrum header is 
a fair approximation of the true value. By evaluating thex2 difference between a simple 
continuum fit and a continuum+Gaussian fit, we were able to determine the likelihood 
that an individual FHIL existed at a given wavelength. 
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4.2.1 Reliabil ity of the FHIL measurements 
Using an automated process to find spectra with inherently weak emission lines from a 
large sample such as ours is prone to risks. Using Ax 2 as an indication of the likelihood 
of the presence of an emission line means our chosen procedure, whilst computationally 
undemanding, is heavily dependent on the quality of the continuum fit. Although our 
fitting procedures (described in the following sections) are robust against false positives, 
they return numerous spectra with low continuum signal to noise (hereafter S/N) and 
non-existent emission FHILs. We therefore wanted to include in our fitting routines an 
estimate of the systematic error in our line measurements introduced by the (potentially 
poor) fit to a low S / N underlying continuum. 
To estimate the systematic errors associated with our line fits, after each FHIL had 
been identified and measured with the nominal continuum fit, we increased, then de-
creased, the level of the continuum by one standard deviation (calculated during the 
continuum fitting process). The emission line was then fit again with a single Gaussian 
at the same position as the 'optimal' fit, but with its normalisation and FWHM allowed to 
vary. The logic behind this was that the position of the peak of a Gaussian should change 
little if the level of the underlying continuum is raised/lowered by a constant value, al-
though the width and normalisation would change considerably. This was indeed found 
to be the case when we tested the procedure on spectra with strong FHILs and allowing 
the central position of the Gaussian to vary (we note that we couldn't free all parameters 
for all spectra as, in those spectra in which the measured FHILs were weak, allowing the 
position of the Gaussian to vary meant it would often settle on other, stronger emission 
lines when the continuum level was raised). 
In establishing the total errors (random + systematic) on each of the fit parameters 
introduced by both the emission line and continuum fits, we were able to rank our spec-
tra in terms of the confident limits associated with each parameter. Although the choice 
of relative error cut-off is arbitrary, we chose to only work with results with ^ £ <50%1 
as, after inspection of the fits, we were confident that all objects satisfying this criterion 
have strong, well measured FHILs. In cases where more than one FHIL are compared, we 
apply the same limits to both lines. We note that the measurements of the much stronger 
Ha , H(3 and [O III]AA4959,5007 lines were not treated to the rigourous error analysis as 
the strength of these lines mean the relative errors associated with the assumed contin-
1 Where F is the flux in the line 
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uum level are negligible. 
4.2.2 [Fe VII]A6087 
We initially attempted to measure the [Fe VIIJA6087 line as it is typically the strongest of 
the optical FHILs. This line was initially fit with a single Gaussian. If a x2 test showed 
a significant improvement of the fit on the addition of this first component a second 
component was added. This second component was retained if a further x 2 revealed it 
provided a significantly better fit. From our initial sample the fitting process described 
above found 1607 spectra with [Fe VII]A6087 emission at a confidence level of >99%. 
This number was reduced to 269 when the systematic + random error selection criteria 
(i.e. described in the previous subsection) was applied. 
4.2.3 [Fe X]A6374 
Following the search for [Fe VII] lines we also attempted to detect evidence of [Fe X] A6374 
emission in all the 31328 spectra of the original sample. A key difference between the 
work described in this chapter and the previous chapter is that, by avoiding the use of 
the results from the SDSS fitting routine, we have the potential to measure the [Fe X] 
lines in all objects with broad Ha lines (we were forced to impose a limit of FWHM < 
50A in the previous chapter which corresponds to 2285km s _ 1 at zero redshift). 
Defining the continuum underlining the [Fe X] line is a particular challenge. Because 
this line can lie on the curved wings of the Ha line, the local continuum cannot be mod-
elled with a simple power law, as in the case of [Fe VII]A6087. To account for the potential 
curvature to the underlying continuum, we introduced higher order terms to a simple 
first order polynomial fit. On addition of these higher order terms we had to ensure 
that the continuum fit did not become too flexible and fit non-continuum features. As a 
compromise, we fit the local continuum underlying the [O I]A6300 line with a first order 
polynomial, while at wavelengths between 6340A and 6500A we fit the continum-plus-
H a wing with either a Gaussian or a lorentzian profile- the one that provided the best fit 
in terms of x2 statistics was then carried forward into the rest of the [O I]+[Fe X] fitting 
routine. The two continuum functions (first order polynomial plus guassian/lorentzian) 
were joined in such a way that they formed a smooth, continuous continuum fit. 
The actual [O I] and [Fe X] lines were fit using the same routine as outlined in Chapter 
3. The [O I]A6300 line was fit first and [O I]A6363 component was then given the same 
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profile (its normalisation reduced by a factor of 1/3). A component was then added to 
model the [Fe X]A6374 line. A x2 statistical test was used after the addition/variation of 
each component to determine whether the new component provided a better fit to the 
data. 
Our search for [Fe X]A6374 emission returned 8086 spectra with emission at 6374A 
detected at >99% confidence (determined from Ax 2)- After selection based on the rela-
tive size of the systematic + random errors this number was reduced to 157. 
Once we had defined two separate samples based on the detection of [Fe X] and 
[Fe VII] we cross matched the results from each to ensure we had [Fe X] measurements 
for the [Fe VII] sample (and vice versa). Furthermore, we also measured the H a , [N 
n]AA6548,6584, H/3 and [O HI]A5007 lines (described below) in each spectrum contained 
in our FHIL detected samples. 
4.2.4 Ho, UP and [O IH]A5007 
As well as measuring the FHILs in our sample we wished to compare the properties 
of these lines with other prominent emission lines in the spectra. To do this we pro-
duced an automated line fitting routine which modelled the H/3, [O EH]A5007, H a and 
[N II]AA6548,6584 lines with multiple Gaussian components. To produce a procedure 
that would accurately model these lines' complex profiles with the minimum number of 
components proved challenging; it had to be robust enough to fit these lines in poten-
tially thousands of spectra that were unlikely to be checked by eye, yet quick enough 
to facilitate such numbers of spectra to be fit in short period of time (hours, rather than 
days or weeks). After trying a number of different fitting procedures it was found that 
the following was most effective at accurately fitting these lines: 
• Fit the underlying continuum with a first order polynomial fit between the wave-
lengths 4500A-5100A(under the H/3 and [O m]A5007 lines) and 6250A-6800A (un-
der the H a and [N II] lines). Outside these regions the continuum fit was set to 
be equal to the spectrum- this ensures that there is no possibility of a component 
fitting features outside the region of interest. 
• Fit the H a line with a single Gaussian. The shift, F W H M and normalisation of this 
component are all allowed to vary. This produces a baseline fit to the H a line onto 
which other components are added as the model becomes more complex. 
• Fit the [O IH]A5007 line with a single Gaussian, allowing all its parameteis to vary. 
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Figure 4.1: The [O HI]A5007 line was fitted with up to two Gaussian 
components. The core component was defined as peaking nearest (in 
terms of wavelength) to the peak of the overall modelled line profile, 
shown in green. This provided more consistent results over designating 
the narrowest or largest amplitude component as the core. 
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• As the [O III]A5007 line in A G N spectra often has a broad base (which is generally 
blueshifted with respect to the stronger narrow component, but is known to be 
redshifted in a minority of cases) we fit a second component to the [O III]A5007 
fit. We define each component as being either a wing or a core: the core is that 
component who's maximum lies nearest (in A) to the peak of the overall modelled 
line profile (see Fig. 4.1). 
• The [N II] lines and the narrow component of the H a line were then fit with a 
single Gaussian, the velocity shift (wrt. systematic; determined from the SDSS 
redshift measurement) and FWHM of which was fixed to that of the [O III]A5007 
core. 
• Although the velocity shift of the strong [O III]A5007 line is a good first order ap-
proximation for the shift of the H a and [N II] lines, it was evident in a number of 
spectra that a better fit would be obtained if the velocity shift of these lines were 
allowed to vary slightly to more appropriate values. This was done by holding 
the width of these components fixed to the [O III]A5007 FWHM, but allowing their 
velocity shift and normalisation to change. 
• Due to their proximity to one another, the [N II] and H a lines are often blended 
in A G N spectra (even in the case of type 2 spectra). It is therefore necessary to 
determine what fraction of the flux of the blend is attributable to the H a lines and 
[N II] lines. To assist in determining the flux attributable to each line we initially 
assumed that the [NII] lines had the same profile as the [O III]A5007 line by adding 
the wing (with the same FWHM and velocity shift relative to the refitted H a and 
[N II] lines) with the same relative core:wing normalisations. This had the result of 
minimising the requirement of a third, broad component, especially in type 2 A G N 
spectra. 
• In Chapter 2 we showed that the [O III] lines had a greater tendency to have a 
broad base as compared to the other low ionisation forbidden lines. It is therefore 
reasonable to assume that the wing of the [O III]A5007 line is an upper limit to the 
relative normalisation of this component in other lines. Indeed, in fitting the [N 
II] profiles it was noted that the [O III] profile was often too broad for these lines. 
We therefore allowed the relative normalisation of the [N II] lines to vary from the 
[O III]A5007 wing:core ratio. However, to prevent the wing component fitting the 
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broad H a line in the case of type 1 objects, we prevented the wingxore of the [N 
II] line from rising above that defined for the [O III] line. 
• Throughout the above process, the model has been allowed to vary all the param-
eters of the initial H a component (introduced in the first step). In the case of type 2 
A G N this component should now be either broad, yet weak (wrt. the narrow com-
ponents) or a third, narrow component that provides a better fit to the narrow H a 
line. In the case of type 1 (or type 1.x) A G N spectra, this component should now 
be precisely modelling the broad component of the Ha line. As a further check to 
determine whether this component is required, it is removed in this step and the 
normalisations of all other components are allowed to vary. A Ax 2 test is used to 
determine whether this component is, indeed, necessary. 
• Although we have taken care to avoid the broadest of the three H a components 
becoming broad enough to form a pseudo continuum, it is possible that this could 
occur (especially in type 2 objects in which weak, real broad components are poorly 
defined). To avoid this false component being passed onto other steps, we prevent 
the broad H a component being added back to the fits after the previous step if it 
has a FWHM > 15,000km/s. 
• Until now we have ignored the HP line and have concentrated our fitting routine 
on the [O III] and H a / [ N II] complex. Although the H a line would appear to be 
the more complicated of the Balmer lines to model, the fact that the blended [N II] 
lines are narrow (and therefore relatively easy to model with the [O III] template 
employed here) makes the modelling of this line preferable over that of HP which, 
in some of the more highly ionised A G N spectra, is often blended with a broad He 
II that is difficult to distinguish from a broad HP wing. To avoid these problems we 
model the HP line with the same number of components used for Ha, forcing their 
velocity and F W H M to remain fixed to those of the equivalent Ha components but 
allowing their respective normalisations to vary. 
4.3 Control Sample 
At the outset of this work we wished to determine the principal causes oiFHIL emission. 
In Chapter 3 we saw that a small minority of A G N in the SDSS database contained [Fe 
X] emission strong enough to be detectable via the results of its data processing pipeline. 
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Although we stressed that our earlier sample was incomplete, it showed that strong FHIL 
emission is not ubiquitous even among the A G N spectra with the highest S / N . Unfor-
tunately, the limitations of how that sample was selected made it difficult to make a fair 
comparison between the confirmed FHIL emitters and the general A G N populations. 
Alternatively, with the sample presented in this chapter, a comparison with the underly-
ing sample from which the FHIL emitting A G N were extracted is straightforward. To do 
this, we randomly selected 1000* spectra from the underlying population and fit the Ha, 
H/? and [O III]A5007 lines using the same fitting routines as those used on the confirmed 
FHIL emitting A G N . We also determined the 2a upper limits on the [Fe VII] and [Fe X] 
lines. The control sample was then cross checked against our lists of confirmed FHIL 
emitters to ensure that none of the latter had been included by chance. 
4.4 A G N categorisation 
Having identified a sample of FHIL emitting objects, it was necessary to classify them 
in terms of the standard Seyfert/Quasar categories. This enables us to determine trends 
associated with the FHIL emission lines with respect to these classifications. In particular 
it was necessary to identify the Syls and Sy2s (hereafter type Is and type 2s). Unfortu-
nately this process is complicated by the presence of so-called Syl.5 - Syl.9 (AGN that 
show the clear presence of a broad component in the H a lines, but which is weak or 
non-existent in the H/? lines 2) in all our samples and H I I regions in our control samples. 
To differentiate between the H II regions and A G N in our control samples, we used 
the line ratio plots described by Baldwin et al. (1981) and the loci given in Kewley et al. 
(2001) (see Fig. 4.2). Although these ratio-ratio plots have in the past been principally 
used to distinguish between H I I regions and narrow line (type 2) A G N , the narrow band 
across the parameter space in which the H II regions lie mean mat they can be also be 
used to quickly distinguish the majority of broad line (type 1) A G N from H II regions 
and type 2 A G N . This leaves a small number of 'ambiguous' type 1 A G N that lie in the 
region of the parameter space populated by the H II objects. It is possible to then use 
the widths of the Gaussian components fitted to the H a , H/3 and [O HIJA5007 lines to 
determine which of the objects with H n-like line ratios are indeed type 1 A G N . As H 
* A random selection of 1000 spectra provided 57 type Is, 25 type 1.9s and 85 type 2s- sufficient to provide 
us with reasonable statistics for the underlying AGN population. 
2The differences between the profiles of the Ha and H/3 profiles in Syl.x AGN is attributed to absorption 
along our line of sight that has a stronger effect on bluer parts of the optical spectrum. 
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Figure 4.2: Line ratio (BPT) plot showing the distribution of A G N in 
our control sample. Blue points represent Syls, red points Sy2s, grey 
points HQ regions and magenta points LINERS. Red points with grey 
'X's show points that would be identified as Sy2s using the character-
istics described here but on inspection were identified as H E regions. 
We use the loci of Kewley et al. (2001) (upper dashed line) to differen-
tiate between narrow line objects (Type 2 A G N and HII regions). We 
define our own set of loci below which no HII regions are found (bwer 
dashed lines)- only Type 1 objects populate this region. Type 1 objects 
can lie between the two sets of loci described here. These are differenti-
ated from HII regions by having FWHM > 1000 km s _ 1 . The horizontal 
solid line represents the loci below which Type 2 objects are categorised 
as LINERS. We do not find any A G N below the solid diagonal line. 
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II objects typically have emission lines that are much narrower than type 1 A G N we 
visually inspected any object in the ' H I I ' region of the parameter space with H a F W H M 
> 1,000 km s - 1 . Each of these were found to be type 1 A G N . As there is a risk that we 
could miss some type 1 A G N with very narrow lines by setting the the F W H M limit at 
1000 km s - 1 we inspected the H a and H/3 lines of the rejected (i.e. H I I ) objects. Only one 
further type 1 A G N was found to be included in the rejected sample. We are therefore 
confident that the A G N and H I I classifications shown in Fig. 4.2 are correct. 
After testing a number of possible methods of distinguishing between Syl.9s, NLSls 
and Syls (such as the relative ratios of the broad and narrow components in the H a 
and H/3 lines) it was found that the most robust was to classify these objects by simple 
visual inspection. This was possible as after the removal of H I I regions from the control 
sample, the total number of spectra contained in our 3 samples was of the order of a few 
hundred, rather than thousands, of spectra. Objects that showed a clear weakening of the 
H/3 broad component (compared with the H a line) were classified as Syl.9 objects. We 
did not make any further subclassifications (e.g. 1.5 or 1.8) as our principal interest was 
to determine whether the broad component was being absorbed along our line of sight 
rather than complicate our results by using these somewhat arbitrary classifications. 
Rather than use an arbitrary cut-off value for the Hf3 or H a F W H M to separate Syls 
and NLSls , we chose use a weighted average H a F W H M as an indication of the overall 
F W H M of the line. The characteristic width of the H a line was determined by weight-
ing the measured F W H M of a component with its luminosity. We excluded the narrow 
component of the H a line from this calculation as its relative strength and F W H M bears 
no relation to the broad component. This weighted average is less sensitive to the pres-
ence of a weak, broad component in many H a lines (especially in the case of NLSls; see 
Chapter 2) than choosing the F W H M of the broadest component as an indication of the 
total F W H M of the emission line. 
4.5 Reddening 
As was the case with the smaller sample derived in the previous chapter, based on the 
measurements of the Balmer decrement we estimate that the impact of dust on this larger 
sample is relatively small. In Fig. 4.3 we show the distribution of the Balmer decrements 
for both the [Fe VII] detected sample and the [Fe X] detected sample. In the case of 
type 1 objects, the intrinsic Balmer decrement of the broad line region can be as large as 
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Figure 4.3: Balmer decrements for both the [Fe VII] detected (left) and 
the [Fe X] detected (right) samples. The blue bars represent type Is , the 
red line type 2s. 
~5. This is due to the high densities and optical depths of the BLR resulting in devia-
tions from simple Case B recombination. Only six type 1 objects in our [Fe X] detected 
sample and eight in our [Fe VII] detected sample have Ha:Hf3 ratios greater than this 
value. The highest Balmer decrement of either sample is 7.6. If we assume the intrinsic 
Ha:H[3 ratio for this object is 5, then the [Fe X]:[0 m], [Fe vTI]:[0 HI] and [Fe X]:[Fe VII] 
ratios will decrease by 29%, 25% and 5%, respectively, which is smaller than the relative 
systematic+random error associated with the luminosities of the FHILs (see §4.2.1) 3. 
In the case of the type 2 objects, we assume that the Case B recombination ratio ap-
plies due to the lower densities of the narrow line regions. This implies that the intrinsic 
Ha-.HP for these objects is 2.87 (assuming a temperature of 10,000K; Osterbrock and Fer-
land 2006). In both the [Fe X] and [Fe VII] samples, the majority of the type 2 objects have 
Balmer decrements less than 6 (71/81 for the [Fe VII] sample 25/31 for the [Fe VTI] and 
[Fe X] detected samples, respectively) giving reductions in the [Fe X]:[0 III], [Fe VTI]:[0 
m] and [Fe X]:[Fe VII] ratios of 45%, 40% and 8%, respectively. 
Based on our analysis of the Balmer decrements described above we choose not to at-
tempt to correct the spectra for reddening as our main conclusions would not be affected. 
Furthermore, there is an inherent uncertainty in correcting for reddening, especially in 
3If we assume a more typical intrinsic Ha:H/3 ratio of 4, then these ratios are decreased by 40%, 36% and 
7%, respectively 
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the case of type 1 objects, as it is impossible to know the true intrinsic Balmer decrement 
(due to the deviation from Case B recombination in the BLR). 
4.6 Results 
4.6.1 Comparison with control sample 
Fluxes/Luminosities 
As we used the diagnostic powers of the BPT diagram to distinguish between type 1 & 2 
A G N and H I I regions in our samples, it was natural to consider whether the [Fe VII] and 
[Fe X] emitters differed from the control sample in terms of their locations on this plot. 
In Fig. 4.4 we show the BPT diagnostic plot for both the [Fe VII] emitters and the control 
sample. This plot shows that the type 1 [Fe VH] emitters cover the same region of the 
plot as the equivalent objects in the control sample. There is, however, a slight tendency 
for the [Fe VII] emitters to have higher [O m]A5007:H/? ratio than the control sample 
(at a given [N I I ] / H a ratio; the mean [O m]A5007:H/3 / [ N n ] / H a values for the type 1 
objects in the control and [Fe VII] samples are 0.09 ± 0.03 and 0.1 ± 0.01, respectively). 
With the exception of one object, the type 2 [Fe VII] emitters are only detected in objects 
with l o g ( ^ P ) > 0.851og (G^S1) + ° - 9 5 ( i e- typically stronger [O m]A5007 relative to 
H/3). Furthermore, there are no [Fe VII] emitters in the LINER region of the plot. 
In Fig. 4.5 we show the equivalent plot showing the distribution of the [Fe X] on the 
BFT diagram. This shows that the type 2 [Fe X] emitters lie in the same region as the 
type 2 [Fe VII] emitters (i.e. apparently preferentially produced in objects with strong [O 
I E ] relative to H(3 at a given [N H ] / H a ratio). The type 1 [Fe X] emitters appear to lie in 
the same region of the parameter space as the [Fe VII] emitters and the control sample, 
yet again showing a slight tendency toward higher [O HI]A5007:H/? ratios. 
The distribution of type 2 [Fe VII] and [Fe X] emitters could be seen as confirma-
tion that objects that emit strong FHILs avoid the regions of the BFT plot with low [O 
m]A5007 :H(3 ratios at a given [N U]:Ha ratio. However, it is possible that this result 
is produced by selection effects introduced by our line fitting models. If we assume 
for now that the [Fe Vn]:[0 m]A5007 and [Fe X]:[0 m]A5007 ratios in type 2 A G N are 
roughly constant (our results from Chapter 3 suggest that the both the [Fe VII] and [Fe 
X] fluxes are typically 1-5% that of [O HI]A5007 ), then we will be unable to detect [Fe 
VII] emission in objects with weak [O HI] lines- i.e. those which are more likely to have 
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Figure 4.4: Same as Fig. 4.2 but now we include the sample showing 
the most clear evidence of [Fe VII] emission {^f- <50%) in green (we in-
clude the blue, red and grey points of Fig. 4.2 in the lower plot to enable 
comparison between the [Fe VII] emitting sample and the control sam-
ple). The type 1 [Fe VH] emitters are distributed over the same region of 
the plot as the control sample, although there is a slight tendency to lie 
above (i.e. have higher [O m]A5007:H/3 ratios) than the control sample. 
The type 2 [Fe VII] emitters aparently avoid the low ionisatkm region 
of the plot (low [O m]A5007:H/? ratio Type 2 A G N and LINERS). This 
'area of avoidance' is explored in the text. 
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Figure 4.5: Same as Fig. 4.4 but now we include the [Fe X] emitting 
objects in black 
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Figure 4.6: Distribution of [O III]A5007 flux for type 1 A G N (top) and 
type 2 A G N (bottom) within our control sample (CS1) (blue and red 
bars, respectively) and the [Fe VII] (green) and [Fe X] (black) samples. 
low [O HI]/H/9 values. To determine whether this is the case, we investigated whether 
the objects with [Fe VII] detected by our fitting routine had systematically higher [O III] 
flux as compared to the control sample. Fig. 4.6 shows that this is indeed the case; the 
number of type 1 (type 2) [Fe VII] and [Fe X] emitters peaks at an [O HI] flux that is ~4 
(~16) times that of the control sample. 
Despite showing that there is a large difference in [O HI] flux between the FHIL emit-
ting and control samples we cannot yet rule out that the FHIL emitters could preferen-
tially populate sub-regions of the BPT parameters space. With the systematic differences 
between the control and FHIL emitting samples in mind, we produced a second control 
sample (CS2) by selecting only objects with [O m]A5007 flux > 1 x 10 - 1 4 ergs/s/cm 2 . 
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This more closely matches the range of [O IE] fluxes displayed by the FHIL detected 
samples (see Fig. 4.6) and is therefore a more reasonable comparison sample. The BPT 
diagram for this new sample (with the [Fe VII] and [Fe X] emitting sources included) is 
shown in Fig. 4.7. Although the number of type 2 objects in CS2 that populate the FHIL 
detected A G N 'zone of avoidance' is significantly fewer than is the case for CS1, there 
remain 19 type 2 objects in the region of the BPT diagram in said region. On obtaining 
2<T upper limits for the flux of the [Fe VII] line in these 19 objects, 18 were found to have 
upper limits on their [Fe VII] / [O m] ratios that are consistent with the type 2 [Fe VII] 
emitting sample ([Fe VII] flux > 0.25% of the [O m] flux). This is consistent with [Fe 
VII] emission roughly scaling with [O HI] emission for the vast majority of sources, but 
falling below our detection limit at low [O m] flux levels. 
The above test revealed a single object for which the upper limit on the [Fe VII ] / [O 
HI] sample was inconsistent with the general [Fe VII] emitting population . This could 
suggest a bi-modal distribution of [Fe VII] / [ O HI] ratios among the A G N sample. To 
investigate this further we plot the upper limits on the [Fe VII] / [O HI] ratio for a sub-
sample of objects in CS2 with [O HI] flux spanning a similar range as those in the [Fe \TI] 
and [Fe X] detected samples (see Fig. 4.8). There is no indication of any bimodality to 
the [Fe V H ] / [ 0 HI] ratio in either type 1 or type 2 A G N - the distribution of [Fe VH]:[0 
HI] upper limits from each sample blend into one another in both plots, revealing a con-
tinuous range of [Fe VH]:[0 HI] ratios spanning two orders of magnitude. A KS test 
reveals (with a confidence >99.9%) that we are preferentially selecting objects with high 
[Fe VH]:[0 HI] ratios in the case of our [Fe VH] sample (>0.03 and >0.01 for type Is and 
2s, respectively). 
Conversely, the bottom panel of Fig. 4.8 reveals that, although we tend to select 
objects of both type with slightly higher [Fe X ] / [ 0 HI] ratios than average (based on 
upper limits) we also miss a significant proportion of targets within the control sample 
having a similar range of [Fe X ] / [ 0 HI] values. On inspection all the objects that we are 
missing in the control samples were, in fact, flagged by the fitting routine as possessing 
[Fe X] lines (i.e. based on x 2 statistics), but were removed from the samples during the 
^ £ >50% cut described in §4.2.1. This is a clear indication that our [Fe X] sample is 
not complete. In particular, our ^ £ cut preferentially excludes objects with broad [Fe 
X] lines, as shifting the level of continuum under a broad line will have a larger effect 
on a line spanning a large range in wavelengths. Despite this we defend our choice of 
imposing a selection criterion based on the systematic errors as without it the results 
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Figure 4.7: BFT diagram with CS2 as the control sample which only 
contains objects with [O m]A5007 > 1 x 1 0 - 1 4 ergs/s/cm 2 . 19 type 2 
objects he in the region above the horizontal line (to the bottom) which 
is avoided by both [Fe VII] and [Fe X] emitters. On further inspection, 
18 of these objects had upper limits on the [Fe VII ] / [O HI] ratio that are 
consistent with the general [Fe VII] emitting population. 
described in the following sections would be dogged by uncertainties associated with 
these errors. Throughout the following sections we consider the effects of this selection 
bias and mitigate its influence on our results. 
Aside from informing us of the completeness of our sample, the lower panels of Fig. 
4.8 gives us a clear indication of the range of (the upper limits of) the [Fe X ] / [ 0 HI] ratios 
in A G N in general (i.e. not just the [Fe X] and/or [Fe VH] samples). In type 1 A G N , there 
is a continuous distribution of [Fe X ] / [ 0 HI] values that spans more than an order of 
magnitude (0.01>[Fe X ] / [ 0 HI]>0.3, peaking at ~5%). In the case of type 2 objects, this 
same ratio extends over a slightly broader range of values (over 2 orders of magnitude) 
and peaks at a slightly lower value of ~2%. 
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Figure 4.8: Top: Distribution of [Fe VII]/[O m] upper limits for type 1 
objects (blue bars) and type 2 (red bars) objects in CS2. Overplotted in 
green is the distribution of [Fe VII]/[O III] for both type I s (left) and 
type 2s (right) (with [O m] >10 _ 1 4 ergs /s /cm 2 ) from the [Fe VH] se-
lected sample. Bottom: Distribution of [Fe X ] / [ 0 HI] upper limits for 
type 1 objects (blue bars) and type 2 (red bars) objects in CS2 Over-
plotted in black is the distribution of [Fe X ] / [ 0 HI] for both type Is 
(left) and type 2s (right) (again, with [O IE] >10 _ 1 4 ergs / s /cm 2 ) from 
the [Fe X] detected sample. 
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Figvire 4.9: Weighted average FWHM of the two broadest components 
of the H a lines of type 1 A G N in the control sample (CS1; blue), [Fe 
VTI] emitting sample (green) and [Fe X] emitting sample (black). 
Line Widths 
Although it has never been examined systematically, there is a general impression that 
FHILs are preferentially produced in NLS1 A G N . With the samples we have obtained, 
we are now in the position to test this hypothesis. In Fig. 4.9 we show the relative pro-
portions of each of our samples of type 1 A G N which lie in each characteristic weighted 
H a F W H M bin. In terms of H a FWHM, both the [Fe VII] and [Fe X] samples are skewed, 
relative to the control sample, towards objects with narrower H a lines. In particular, the 
lowest F W H M bin (<2000 km s _ 1 ) contains 29% of [Fe X] and 15% of [Fe VII] emitters 
compared to only 6% of the control sample. This apparently supports the view that the 
most highly ionising A G N are those with narrow permitted lines. 
To test this, we must consider the selection effects incorporated into our fitting rou-
tine that may bias us towards detecting such lines in objects with narrow H a lines. 
Throughout this discussion we will concentrate on the [Fe X] line over the [Fe VH] line 
because of its stronger tendency to being detected in narrow objects and because it is 
more likely to be affected by selection effects due to its proximity to the H a line (r.f. 
Chapter 3). 
A possible selection effect was outlined in Chapter 3- the measurement of the [Fe 
X] lines could be influenced by the wings of the nearby Ha line. This can be tested by 
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producing a set of simulated spectra with increasingly broad H a lines which also include 
typical [Fe X] and [O I] emission lines. These latter two lines were given average profiles 
and fluxes derived from the [Fe X] sample. The model spectra were then degraded by the 
addition of random noise and the same fitting routine was then used to determine the 
level of accuracy the fitting routine can achieve at each value of H a FWHM. On fitting 
this mock sample with the same [Fe X] line fitting routine as for the general sample, 
it was found that the continuum fitting routine was accurately tracing the underlying 
continuum and the wings of the H a line where these extended to the [Fe X] and [O I] 
lines. This conclusion is based on ten fits performed on two otherwise identical spectra 
with H a F W H M of 3000km s _ 1 and 7000km s _ 1 . The mean x 2 values associated with 
the continuum fit to these spectra are 239±20 and 246±15 (across 137 bins), respectively. 
Any biasing of the sample due to the fit of the H a wing and continuum can therefore be 
ruled out as an explanation for the increased proportion of [Fe X] emitters at low values 
of H a F W H M (compared against our control sample). Our continuum fitting routine is 
just as good at tracing spectra with broad H a wings as those with narrow. 
In §4.6.1 we show that, with the exclusion of a minority of outlying sources, the flux 
of the [Fe X] line is typically 1-5% the flux of the [O HI] line in the objects in which the [Fe 
X] line is detected. If we therefore assume that the upper limit for the [Fe X]:[0 HI] ratio 
is 5% in the majority of sources (i.e. excluding the small number of outliers) we would 
be unable to detect [Fe X] lines in objects with low [O HI] flux Furthermore, if it were 
found that the objects with the broadest H a lines were also those that had, on average, 
lower [O HI] flux, this would explain why the fitting process and analysis preferentially 
detects [Fe X] lines in type 1 objects with narrower lines. A similar argument could also 
be applied to the distribution of continuum flux among the sample - if the objects with 
broad H a lines had a weaker continuum and thus lower S / N around [Fe X] then, again, 
we would preferentially detect [Fe X] line objects with narrow Ha. Why would we 
expect broad objects to be fainter on average? Fig. 4.9 shows that type 1 objects with H a 
F W H M > 4000km/s become increasingly rare at higher F W H M values. Furthermore, the 
A G N with the broadest lines also tend to be the brightest. We should therefore expect 
that these objects have, on average, a higher redshift than the more common (per unit 
area on sky) objects with H a FWHM < 4000km/s. We may therefore suspect that these 
broader objects may be fainter due to geometric dilution of their intrinsic luminosity. 
Fig. 4.10 shows that it is not the case that type 1 objects with broad H a (FWHM > 
4000km/s) have either systematically fainter continuum S /N ratios or [O HI] lines. In 
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Figure 4.10: Left: H a F W H M distribution of the [Fe X] sample. The 
sample has been split according to the flux of the [O m]A5007 line. The 
red line represents sources with [O IH]<1 x 10 _ 1 4 ergs / s /cm 2 , the blue 
bars represent sources with [O III]>1 x 10 _ 1 4 ergs /s /cm 2 . Right: Same 
as left, in this case, however, the sample has been split according to the 
S / N level in the continuum. The red line refers to spectra with S/N<40, 
the blue bars refer to those with S/N>40. 
fact, there is some evidence that the sources with higher continuum S / N ratios and [O 
HI] fluxes are those with H a FWHM>4000km/s. This rules out the possibility that the 
[Fe X] lines are undetected in broad line objects because they are systematically fainter. 
A further selection effect that could produce the increased proportion of [Fe X] emit-
ters with low H a F W H M is that the fitting routine may be missing objects with very 
broad [Fe X] lines. Consider two similar spectra both of which have [Fe X] lines contain-
ing equal flux. If the [Fe X] line in one spectrum was twice as broad as that in the other, 
then the contrast between the continuum noise and the [Fe X] line will be reduced in this 
object. It is therefore possible that the fitting routine is missing objects with broader [Fe 
X] lines- particularly when we determine the errors associated with the quality of the 
continuum fit and remove those with large systematic errors (see §4.2.1). If it were the 
case that the F W H M of the [Fe X] line was correlated with the FWHM of the H a line, then 
we may expect to miss a large proportion of the [Fe X] emitters that had broad Balmer 
lines. However, Fig. 4.11, shows that there is no correlation between the measured [Fe 
X] FWHM and the H a FWHM. This rules out the possibility that broader [Fe X] lines in 
objects with broad H a lines are the cause of the bias towards detecting [Fe X] lines in 
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Figure 4.11: [Fe X] FWHM plotted against weighted H a F W H M for the 
[Fe X] detected sample. 
narrow line type 1 objects - broad [Fe X] lines are just as likely to be detected in objects 
with small H a F W H M values as with large. Even if we include the objects fromCS2 that 
were rejected in our ^ £ cut (which we found in §4.6.1 to have systematically broader [Fe 
X] lines), no significant correlation between the [Fe X] F W H M and H a F W H M is found 
(Spearman's p=0.18). 
To rule out the possibility that the [Fe X] lines are being missed in broad line objects 
because of differences in the continuum S / N levels in the broad- and narrow-line type 
1 objects we split our sample of [Fe X] emitters into sub-samples according to the S / N 
of the spectra around the [Fe X] line (between 625QAand 6450A). In Fig. 4.12 we show 
the effect this splitting has on the relative populations of [Fe X] detected type Is in each 
H a F W H M bin. When we analyse the data in this way, the relative population of [Fe X] 
emitters in the narrowest H a bin drops to 17% (of a total sample size of 53 in the highest 
S / N bin, S/N>40; representing about one half of the overall [Fe X] emitting Sy l popu-
lation). [Fe X] detected spectra with lower S / N tend to populate the lower H a F W H M 
bins. This result supports the suggestion that the increased proportion of [Fe X] sample 
having low H a F W H M widths (see Fig. 4.9) are caused by selection effects. However, 
the proportion of spectra with the highest S / N (>40) with H a F W H M <2000km s _ 1 is 
still almost three times greater in our [Fe X] sample (17%) as in our control sample (6%). 
Even at high S / N levels, it is still possible that the fitting routine preferentially de-
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Figure 4.12: H a FWHM distribution of the sample with detected [Fe X] 
lines. The blue bars refer to the whole [Fe X] sample, whereas the other 
indicators (lines/spikes) show the FWHM distribution as a function of 
S / N in the continuum. The red lines refer to spectra with 20<S/N< 
30 (13 objects), the green line refers to spectra with 30<S/N< 40 (30 
objects) and the black spikes refer to objects with S/N>40 (53 objects). 
The proportion of objects in the narrowest H a FWHM bin drops as the 
S / N of the spectrum increases. The S/N>50 sample (not shown) has 
the same proportion of objects in the narrowest H a FWHM bin. 
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Figure 4.13: A typical S/N=40 spectrum with from our sample of spec-
tra with [Fe X] detected (black) and a typical S/N=40 mock spectrum 
(red, offset). Throughout our sample of mock spectra the flux in the [Fe 
X] line was kept constant while the F W H M of the line was increased 
from 200km s _ 1 to 3000km s _ 1 . 
tects [Fe X] lines in narrow line type 1 objects over broad. In order to test whether this is 
the case we created a mock sample of spectra, each having a S / N of 40 in the continuum. 
To this we added the [O I] lines, a broad H a line (we used two values for H a FWHM, 
3000km s _ 1 and 6000km s _ 1 to determine what effect, if any, this had on the [Fe X] de-
tection) and an [Fe X] line with an equivalent width of 2.5A- the average for the [Fe X] 
sample with S/N=40 in the continuum (a typical mock spectrum is shown in Fig. 4.13). 
The F W H M of the [Fe X] line was varied between 250km s _ 1 and 3000km s _ 1 between 
the spectra in the mock sample to determine at which point the our fit routine ceased to 
detect [Fe X]. Five spectra were produced for each combination of H a and [Fe X] F W H M 
in order to determine the likelihood of detection. The [Fe X] fitting routine was then 
run on this mock sample. Fig. 4.14 shows the success rate of the detection routine -
100% of the sample are detected at [Fe X] F W H M < 1600 km s - 1 . Is there a systematic 
difference in H a F W H M values between objects in our [Fe X] detected, type 1, S / N > 
40 sample with F W H M < 1600km s _ 1 and F W H M > 1600km s _ 1 ? When we split this 
sample according to the measured [Fe X] FWHM, i.e. greater than or less than 1600km 
s _ 1 , we find that the two sub-samples have consistent mean H a FWHMs (3000±1000km 
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Figure 4.14: Detection rate of the f i t t ing routine as a function of [Fe X] 
F W H M for a sample of mock spectra w i t h S / N = 40. A l l the detections 
shown here have a total error (random plus systematic) of <50% (i.e. 
the same as the [Fe X] and [Fe VTI] emitting samples discussed here). 
The blue bars and red line correspond to spectra w i t h Ha F W H M of 
3000km s"1 and 6000km s - 1 , respectively. 
s _ 1 and 3180±760km s _ 1 for the [Fe X] F W H M >1600km s _ 1 and <1600km s'1 samples 
respectively). This indicates there is no significant difference i n H a F W H M between 
objects that are expected to be detected ([Fe X] F W H M < 1600km s _ 1 ) and those that 
are less likely to be detected ([Fe X] F W H M > 1600km s - 1 ; based on the results of our 
mock sample). We are therefore confident that the difference between the relative popu-
lations w i t h low H a F W H M for the [Fe X] and control samples is real and has not been 
introduced by selection effects or the fitting routine. 
Having ruled out all l ikely selection effects, we can confirm lhat the [Fe X] lines are 
preferentially produced i n type 1 objects w i t h narrower H a lines. However, Fig. 4.15 
indicates that there is no direct correlation between the strength of the [Fe X] lines and the 
F W H M of H a . Instead, this plot shows that although broad line objects are apparently 
restricted to producing weak [Fe X] (relative to other emission lines), this restriction does 
not exist i n narrow line type objects (wi th weighted H a F W H M < 3600km s - 1 ) - they 
are capable of producing very strong [Fe X] lines relative to the other, less highly ionised 
emission lines. To ensure that the dearth of broad line objects w i t h strong [Fe X] lines 
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Figure 4.15: [Fe X ] / [ 0 m] ratio plotted as a function of weighted H a 
F W H M . The sources w i t h narrow H a lines (FWHM<3600km s _ 1 ) have 
a much larger spread of relative [Fe X] strength extending to higher val-
ues than the broad line objects. Red points refer to objects w i th S/N>40 
in the continuum. 
is real and is not produced by the lower relative numbers of broad line objects we split 
the [Fe X] detected sample into those w i t h H a F W H M < 3600km s _ 1 and those w i t h 
H a F W H M > 3600km s - 1 . We then performed a KS test on these sub-samples based 
on the [Fe X ] / [ 0 ID] f lux ratio. This revealed that there is a 0.1% probability that these 
two samples are drawn f r o m the same underlying distribution of [Fe X ] / [ 0 HI] values 
making the difference between the two populations (in terms of the [Fe X ] / [ 0 HI] ratio) 
significant at the 3a level. I f we only take those sources w i t h continuum S/N>40, this 
probability increases to 1% and the significance reduces to 26a. 
4.6.2 FHIL l u m i n o s i t y / f l u x correlat ions 
In Chapter 3 we investigated the correlations that exist between the FHILs and other 
emission lines i n a smaller sample selected purely on the [Fe X] line. We now briefly 
revisit some of these correlations using the larger, more homogeneously selected sample 
presented here. Furthermore, as one of these new samples has been selected based on 
the detection of the [Fe V I I ] line (rather than only the [Fe X] line) we are now able to 
determine how the method of selection effects these correlations. 
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Figure 4.16: Line lunimosity-luminosity plots (left) and ratio his-
tograms (right) for the [Fe X] sample. Blue points/ bars refer to type 1 
A G N , red points/lines refer to type 2 A G N and magenta points/lines 
refer to type 1.9 A G N . The error bars i n the plots refer to random errors 
associated w i t h the measurements. The black error bars i n lower right 
of the scatter diagrams show the typical size of the systematic error de-
scribed in the text. 
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The difference between the [Fe VH]:[Fe X] f lux ratio between type 1 and type 2 A G N 
was one of the main conclusions of the previous chapter. In Fig. 4.16 we show the 
equivalent plot for the objects i n our larger sample in which both these lines have been 
detected. The difference i n this f lux ratio between type 1 and type 2 is again evident. A 
KS test indicates the likelihood that the type 1 and type 2 objects were drawn f rom the 
same underlying population (in terms of [Fe X]:[Fe W ] f lux ratio) is <0 .01%. The same 
test reveals that the type 1.9s are better described as belonging to the same underlying 
population as the type Is, rather than the types 2s, although the difference is marginal 
(9.5% and 6.9%, respectively). In Table 4.1 (at the end of this chapter) we give the statis-
tics of the samples associated w i t h the measured parameters O n average, the [Fe X] line 
i n type 1 objects is 2h+}n% stronger than the [Fe VTI] line, although there is consider-
able scatter around this value (the errors are derived f r o m the standard deviation of this 
ratio). The [Fe X] line i n type 2 A G N is considerably weaker- having, on average, only 
50^18% of the f lux of the [Fe VTI] line. Furthermore, there is considerably less scatter i n 
this ratio i n the type 2 objects. I n the case of type 1.9 A G N the mean ratio of these lines 
is approximately m i d way between that of type Is and type 2s. 
Fig. 4.16 shows that when a sample is selected based on the presence of the [Fe X] 
line, there is a distinct difference between the [Fe X ] : [ 0 EI] ratio between the type 1 and 
type 2 A G N . The scatter of this ratio is larger than i n the case of the [Fe X]:[Fe V I I ] i n 
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both type I s and 2s making the distinction between the two population less clear. A 
KS test still reveals that the chance that these two populations are drawn f rom the same 
underlying sample (in terms of this line ratio) is <0.01%. The same test shows that 
the type 1.9 A G N are significantly more likely to be a subset of the same underlying 
population as the type 2 A G N (15% likelihood, as opposed to 0.7% likelihood they are 
a subset of type Is). Again, the mean ratios show that the [Fe X] line is stronger (wi th 
respect to [O HI]) i n type 1 A G N than type 2s. 
In the previous chapter we showed that when the FHIL emitting sample is selected 
based on the presence of the [Fe X] line, there is no significant difference between the 
[Fe VTI]:[0 HI] ratio i n type 1 and type 2 A G N . We f ind that this remains to be the case 
in this larger sample (see Fig. 4.16). However, i f we now turn to the sample selected on 
the detection of the [Fe VTI] line, we f ind that there is a significant difference between 
the type 1 and type 2 population in terms of the [Fe VH] : [0 HI] ratio (a KS test reveals a 
•CO.01% probability that the two types are drawn f rom the same underlying population 
in terms of the [Fe VTI]:[0 HI] ratio). This is shown in both plots of Fig. 4.17. The statistics 
of the [Fe VH] sample are given in Table 4.2. The mean [Fe V H ] / [ 0 HI] ratio of the type 
1 A G N is a factor of 2.5 higher than the type 2s. This is in agreement w i th the findings 
of Murayama and Taniguchi (1998) and Nagao et al. (2000). A further KS test (and the 
histogram in Fig. 4.17) supports the suggestion that the type 1.9s are a subset of the type 
2 A G N , rather than type Is, i n terms of the [Fe VTI]:[0 HI] flux ratio (27.9% compared to 
0.05%, respectively). 
4.6.3 FHIL k i n e m a t i c s 
One of the main advantages of our f i t t ing routines is that the use of Gaussian compo-
nents provides information on the kinematics of the emitting region. In Fig. 4.18 we 
show the distribution of [Fe X] F W H M i n our [Fe X] selected sample and how this prop-
erty relates to the [Fe VTI] F W H M in the three classes of A G N we distinguish between. It 
is evident i n both plots of Fig. 4.18 that the [Fe X] F W H M shows considerable scatter i n 
type 1 A G N , whereas i n type 2s the [Fe X] line is typically restricted to <500 k m s - 1 . The 
two type 2 A G N w i t h [Fe X] F W H M significantly greater than this l imit were inspected 
ensure that the measurements were valid. Both of the type 2 outliers i n this plot have 
broader than average [O HI] w ing components (~1000 k m s _ 1 , compared to the average 
of 710 k m s _ 1 ) . It is therefore feasible that we are seeing the [Fe X] line being produced in 
a region wi th similar kinematics as that responsible for the [O HI] wing in these objects. 
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Figure 4.18: [Fe X] kinamatics: Left: [Fe X] F W H M plotted against [Fe 
VTI] F W H M . Right: Distribution of [Fe X] F W H M among the studied 
A G N types (blue: Is, red:2s, magenta:1.9s). 
There is no significant correlation between the [Fe X] and [Fe VII] F W H M i n any of the 
classes of objects we have identified. Furthermore, we see no correlations between the 
FHIL F W H M and the F W H M of any of the components of the other measured emission 
lines. 
I n Fig. 4.19 we show the velocity shift distribution of the [Fe X] and [Fe VI I ] lines for 
our [Fe X] selected sample. These velocities have been normalised w i t h respect to the 
velocity shift of the [O HI] line, which we noted i n the previous chapter is very close to 
the systemic velocity shift of the galaxy determined f rom the [S II]AA6717,6732 doublet. 
We chose to use the core of the [O I I I ] line, rather than [SII] directly, as i t is generally the 
much stronger of these lines, plus our selection criteria guarantees that i t is present in all 
our spectra. We f ind that, i n the case of all A G N classifications considered here, both the 
[Fe VTI] and the [Fe X] lines are blueshifted w i t h respect to systematic (or, more precisely, 
the core of the [O HI] line) i n the vast majority of sources. We note that there is a slight 
tendency for the [Fe X] line in type 1 A G N to be more blueshifted than the [Fe VTI] line 
(see Fig. 4.19 and Table 4.1), although there is considerable scatter i n this measurement. 
There is no tendency for the [Fe X] line to be more or less blueshifted than the [Fe VII ] 
line i n either type 2 or type 1.9 A G N . A Spearman's rank test indicates that the [Fe X] 
and [Fe VII ] shifts i n type 1 A G N are correlated, although this correlation is not strong 
(p=0.66). 
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Figure 4.19: Velocity shifts of the FHILs: Upper left: [Fe X] shift plotted 
against [Fe VII ] shiift. Shifts are relative to the [O HI] core defined in the 
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Figure 4.20: [Fe X] f lux plotted against soft X-ray f lux determined f r o m 
ROSAT detections. Red points refer to type 2 A G N , magenta to type 
1.9s. We have split the type Is into to subsamples to enable comparison 
w i t h the results presented i n the previous chapter (see text): dark blue 
to type Is w i t h [Fe X] F W H M > 1100km s _ 1 a n d light blue to type Is 
w i t h [Fe X] F W H M < 1100km s"1 
4.6.4 C o m p a r i s o n w i t h X-rays 
In the previous chapter we noted that a strong correlation exists between both the [FeX]/X-
ray fluxes and luminosities. We now wish to explore this relationship further using the 
new, larger sample. The X-ray fluxes were determined by assuming an intrinsic spectral 
model w i t h spectral index T=1.6 and a hydrogen column density, N h , of 5x 1 0 2 0 c m - 2 . In 
Fig. 4.20 we plot the [Fe X] flux against the X-ray flux of the 90 sources of the 142 in our 
[Fe X] sample that have ROSAT detections. In our larger sample, we do not see a good 
correlation between [Fe X] and X-rays fluxes. To investigate the loss of this strong cor-
relation, we returned to the previous sample to determine i f there were any significant 
differences between the two samples that could cause this difference. The [Fe X] F W H M 
of the larger sample extents to considerably larger values than the smaller sample (up to 
2700 k m s _ 1 compared to 1100 k m s _ 1 ) . When we overplot the objects f rom the larger 
sample w i t h [Fe X] F W H M < 1100 k m s - 1 we reduce the scatter of this plot (the p value 
of a Spearman's rank test increases f rom 0.3 to 0.6) and the remaining points lie i n a sim-
ilar region of the plot as occupied by the smaller sample (the 'narrow [Fe X ] ' points of 
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the larger sample are coloured light blue i n Fig. 4.20). 
Turning to the X-ray luminosities, we note that the [Fe X] line luminosity is more 
highly correlated w i t h the X-ray flux than both the H a and [Fe VII ] line luminosities 
(Fig. 4.21; Spearman's p= 0.72, 0.68 and 0.58, respectively). This echoes a similar result 
based on the smaller sample described in the previous chapter. Again, we note a number 
of outliers in the H a -X-ray plot that do not appear as outliers in the [Fe X] vs. X-ray (top 
right and top left plots of Fig. 4.21). Two of these outliers are the same as those in Fig. 
3.7 and are those w i t h the narrowest H a lines of even this larger sample. Added to these 
original outliers are three others. Although the widths of the H a lines i n these objects 
means they are classed as NLSls, they are not amongst the narrowest objects i n this 
group, having H a F W H M in the range of 1700-2000 k m s _ 1 . 
4.7 Discussion 
One of the major advantages of the selection method described here (over that described 
in the previous chapter) is that i t has enabled the comparison the properties of the [Fe 
X] and [Fe VII ] detected objects w i t h a set of control samples containing spectra selected 
f rom the same init ial sample. These comparisons have led us to the conclusion that the 
objects w i th detected FHIL emission are not significantly different f rom the rest of the 
A G N population in terms of the relative strengths of the other permitted and forbidden 
lines we measured. We do note a tendency for objects w i t h detected FHILs to also have 
stronger [O m]A5007 lines (in both relative and absolute terms). However, this does not 
reflect a constant FHIL:[0 HI]A5007 ratio; i n all types of A G N explored here, the strengths 
of the FHILs relative to [O HI]A5007 spans a continuous distribution across almost two 
orders of magnitude. As we have explored in this and the previous chapter, this large 
range in relative FHIL strengths can in part be explained in terms of (observer-source) 
orientation and the extent of the FHIL emitting region, although, as we w i l l see in the 
fol lowing chapter, the shape of the ionising SED also has a strong effect on the relative 
strengths of these lines. Unfortunately, we are currently unable to determine which of 
these influencing factors have the strongest effect. 
Our detailed treatment of the relative widths of the permitted lines of our FHIL 
detected and control samples indicates that these lines are preferentially produced in 
objects w i th narrower permitted lines (Ha FWHM<3500, although the strongest FHIL 
emitters have H a FWHM<2000). This supports the concept that the FHILs respond to 
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the stronger soft X-ray emission that is typically found in objects w i t h narrow permitted 
emission lines (NLSls, ;Boller et al. 1996). Indeed, our Fig. 4.21 shows the soft X-rays are 
more strongly correlated wi th the [Fe X] line than either Ha or [Fe VI I ] . 
Our results derived f rom the FHIL-FHIL correlations in general corroborate the main 
results f rom the previous chapter. Again, we see a striking difference in the [Fe X]:[Fe 
VII ] ratios between type 1 and type 2 A G N . Furthermore, the increased size of the sam-
ples has enabled the identification of 11 type 1.9 A G N w i t h detected [Fe X] lines (i.e. 
those that show some degree of absorption between the H a and H/3 lines). Although 
this remains a relatively small subsample, initial results indicate that these A G N have 
FHIL properties between types 1 & 2, both in terms of line ratios and kinematics. This 
further supports the claim that the differences in FHIL properties between type 1 & 2 is 
orientation based- w i t h the [Fe X] emitting region becoming increasingly obscured as we 
move f rom type Is, through 1.9s to 2s. 
A major difference between the results presented in this and the previous chapter is 
that a sample derived f rom the [Fe VII ] line, rather than [Fe X], shows a similar distri-
bution of [Fe V I I ] : [ 0 HI] ratios as that presented in Murayama and Taniguchi (1998) and 
Nagao et al. (2000). This result is a clear example of the role that selection effects can play 
in work of this type. By selecting on the [Fe VII ] line we obtain a more complete sample 
of [Fe VI I ] emitters, rather than preferentially obtaining those wi th strong [Fe VII ] by 
selecting on [Fe X] . The results f rom this chapter therefore support the model of Nagao 
et al. (2000) - that the [Fe VII] emitting region is somewhat obscured by obscuration in 
type 2 A G N , but in the case of type Is we observe the f u l l [Fe VH] emission. 
The lack of correlation between the FHIL F W H M and the F W H M of H a suggests 
that both the [Fe X] and [Fe VII ] emitting regions are not linked to the broad line emitting 
region. In our final chapter we w i l l discuss i n more detail the origins of the FHIL emitting 
regions. As wel l as a strong tendency for the FHILs measured here to be blueshifted 
relative to systematic, there is some weak evidence that the outflow of velocities of the 
[Fe X] and [Fe VI I ] regions are linked. However, i t is not necessarily the case the [Fe X] 
line is blueshifted more than the [Fe VI I ] . This suggests that the FHIL emitting clouds 
fo rm part of the same general outflow, but the spatial separation of the [Fe X] and [Fe 
VI I ] emitting regions (evident f rom the suppressed [Fe VI I ] and [Fe X] emission in type 
2s) is caused by the various FHILs being preferentially produced at different radii. 
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4.8 Summary 
In this chapter we have extended the work described in Chapter 3 by using our own 
fi t t ing routines to directly search for the presence of the [Fe VII ] and [Fe X] in SDSS 
spectra. This has considerable advantage over using the results of the SDSS pipeline as 
we no longer rely on the blending of the [O I]A6363 wi th the [Fe X] line to detect the 
presence of the latter line. This removes the influence of a number of selection effects 
that were inherent in the previous, smaller sample. In particular we have been able 
compile separate samples containing sources wi th detected [Fe X] lines and sources wi th 
detected [Fe VII] lines, i.e. we no longer rely on the presence of [Fe X] to f ind [Fe V I I ] . 
Furthermore, as the [Fe X] f i t t ing routine we have implemented in this chapter is more 
robust against the curvature of the spectrum around [Fe X] due to the presence of a broad 
H a wing, our sample is no longer constrained to objects w i th narrow (FWHM < 50A) H a 
lines. We are therefore able to fu l ly investigate the relationship between FHIL emission 
and the widths of the permitted emission lines. It should be noted that, although some 
selection effects are still present wi th in our samples, we have been able to mitigate their 
influence on our final conclusions, which are summarised below 
• In terms of relative line luminosities, our FHIL detected A G N show no significant 
difference f rom the A G N wi th undetected FHILs (based on H / 3 / [ 0 I I I ] vs. H a / [ N 
II] ratio plots). 
• The range of FHIL:[0 I I I] ratios cover a large range of values (typically spanning 
~ t w o orders of magnitude). This, and the fact that our samples of FHIL emitting 
A G N have systematically higher [O III] fluxes than the control samples, strongly 
suggests that all A G N emit FHILs at some level, but they are too faint to detect in 
objects w i th generally weaker emission lines. 
• When compared against our control samples, we note that we detect a higher pro-
portion of FHIL emitters in A G N wi th narrow permitted lines (i.e. weighted Ha 
F W H M < 2000km s _ 1 ) . After careful consideration of the selection effects that 
could effect this result, we f ind that at least 17% of the [Fe X] emitters have H a 
F W H M < 2000km s _ 1 , compared to just 6% of the control sample. On investiga-
tion of the causes of this increased proportion of [Fe X] emitters in the lowest H a 
F W H M bins, we note that the [Fe X] luminosities (relative to [O III]) are not anti-
correlated wi th the wid th of the permitted lines. However, we note that large [Fe 
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X] : [0 III] ratios (i.e. >0.1) are only measured in objects w i th weighted Ha F W H M 
< 3500km s _ 1 . 
• We f ind a strong systematic weakening of the [Fe X] line relative to [Fe VII] in the 
type 2 A G N compared to the type Is, confirming our results f rom the previous 
chapter. A similar, although not as large, difference in the FHIL ratios in the type 
1.9s of our samples provides increased evidence that this disparity is caused by 
obscuration effects, rather than differences intrinsic to the sources or method of 
detection. 
• We note that by selecting a sample of FHIL emitters based on the presence of the 
[Fe VII] line (rather than the selection criteria employed in the previous chapter) 
we obtain [Fe V I I ] : [ 0 III] ratio distributions similar to those presented in previous 
work (Murayama and Taniguchi 1998 and Nagao et al. 2000). The work presented 
in this chapter therefore supports the main conclusion of these earlier works: that 
a proportion of the [Fe VII] emission is obscured f rom our view by the dusty torus 
in the case of type 2 (and type 1.9) A G N . 
• Although the correlation between [Fe X] and X-ray luminosities is weaker in the 
sample derived here compared to that defined in the previous chapter, we still 
note that the the soft X-ray luminosities are more strongly correlated with [Fe X] 
luminosities than wi th either H a or [Fe VII ] . This strongly supports the concept 
that the FHIL emitting region is photo- rather than collisionally ionised. 
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A G N Classification 
Parameter Type 1 Type 1.9 Type 2 
[Fe X]-[Fe VII ] 
log-log Fit Gradient 1 0.97±0.01 0.65±0.05 0.76±0.02 
log-log Spearman's Rank 2 (0 .86,1 .2xl0" 2 6 ) (0.96,1.8x lO" 6 ) (0.94, 5 .6x10- 1 4 ) 
M e a n l o g ( T M ] ) 0.1 -0.1 -0.3 
* l ° g ( l f i i j ) 0-3 0-3 0.2 
Max(,gJg I) 8.5 3.3 1.4 
M i n ( I M ] ) 0.3 0.4 0.2 
[Fe X ] - [ 0 III] 
log-log Fit Gradient 1 0.65±0.01 0.53±0.03 0.59±0.02 
log-log Spearman's Rank (0.7,1.2x10- 1 S ) (0.65,0.03) (0.7, 3 .3xl0~ 5 ) 
Meanlog(gjj) -1.1 -1.5 -1.7 
alog(fg^) 0.4 0.3 0.4 
Max (|gg|) 1.3 0.1 0.3 
M i n 0.01 0.01 0.002 
[Fe X] kinematics 
Mean F W H M (km/s) 940 500 4703 
a F W H M ( k m / s ) 570 170 2804 
Mean shift (km/s) -220 -136. -110 
a shift (km/s) 160 67 100 
Mean [Fe X]-[Fe VII] shift (km/s) -50 -6 -6 
a [Fe X]-[Fe VII] shift (km/s) 120 60 60 
Table 4.1: Various parameter statistics associated wi th each A G N clas-
sification in our [Fe X] detected sample. Gradient of the linear fit to 
the log-log plot of the data. 2 ( p , significance), p is a measurement of 
the strength of the correlation (values of -1,0,1 refer to strongly anti-
correlated, no correlation and strongly correlated, respectively) and the 
significance gives the probability (between 0.0 and 1.0) that the nul l 
hypothesis is true (i.e. that the correlation could arise by the random 
selection of points f rom an evenly distributed underlying population). 
3&4 Mean reduces to 400km/s and a reduces to lOOkm/s, respectively, 
on exclusion of outliers. 
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A G N Classification 
Parameter Type 1 Type 1.9 Type 2 
[Fe VII]- [0 III] 
log-log Fit Gradient 1 0.71 ±0.02 0.58±0.01 0.83±0.02 
log-log Spearman's Rank (0.83 3 . 5 x l 0 - 3 7 ) ( 0 .77±1 .2x l0 - 6 ) (0.83, 7 . 6 x K T 2 2 ) 
Mean log ( ^ j 1 ) -1.2 -1.5 -1.6 
a l o g ( ^ ) 0.3 0.4 0.3 
M a x (Tom]1) 1 0 0 7 0 2 
M i n ( ' H ) °-01 °- 0 7 °- 0 0 3 
[Fe VII ] kinematics 
Mean F W H M (km/s) 630 520 6803 
CT F W H M (km/s) 220 270 2804 
Mean shift (km/s) -220 -104 -90 
o shift (km/s) 150 93 140 
Table 4.2: As for Table 4.1 but for the [Fe VII] detected sample. 
C h a p t e r 5 
Photoionisation models of 
the FHIL emitting region 
5.1 Introduction 
Along wi th the rapid development of telescope technology in the last four decades, the 
study of astronomy has greatly benefitted f rom the advancement of computer process-
ing power and software development over the same period. Modern astronomy relies 
heavily on the availability of fast (often parallel) processors to perform simulations of 
complex physical processes, the results of which are compared w i t h observations. The 
ability to test hypotheses via the production of 'simulated universes' is one of the most 
powerful tools today's astronomers can use to develop their understanding of the Uni-
verse. 
In previous chapters we have concentrated on results based purely on observations. 
In this final science chapter we w i l l turn to computational photoionisation models to 
help interpret some of the results we have already outlined. This chapter is organised 
into two distinct sections. The first is based on our investigations into how the FHIL 
emission is affected by changes in the shape of the ionising SED. Following this, we 
choose to concentrate on an individual object, Ark 564, in an attempt to determine what 
physical processes are at work in producing the observed profiles of the strong FHILs in 
the spectrum of this object. 
5.2 FHILs and the shape of the ionising S E D 
The development of space-based astronomy and huge advancements in detector tech-
nology has opened up virtually the whole of the electromagnetic spectrum to today's 
astronomers. However, irrespective of detector or telescope location, there w i l l always 
remain a region of the electromagnetic spectrum that is hidden from view. Between the 
121 
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extreme ultraviolet and soft X-ray wavebands, neutral gas within our own Galaxy be-
comes highly opaque as the effective atomic cross sectional area increases dramatically 
at these wavelengths . This has the result of effectively obscuring all the radiation wi th in 
this broad waveband (13.6eV < hv < 300eV). 
Although the issue of EUV-SXR absorption affects all multiwavelength astronomical 
observations, the problem is particularly acute for A G N . Within this obscured region 
of the spectral energy distribution (SED) the big blue bump (BBB) apparently reaches its 
maximum luminosity before falling to join the observed X-ray continuum beyond 300eV. 
As it is believed that the BBB is emitted directly by the accretion disk, our inability to 
determine its point of turnover means we are currently unable to place strong constraints 
on the total energy radiated by an A G N . 
Some work has been done in exploring the obscured region of the A G N SED as it 
shifts into the observable windows in highly redshifted sources (see Telfer et al. 2002). 
This method has, however, a number of shortfalls, not least that at increasingly high 
redshifts, the observed fluxes of these objects become vanishingly small. This has the 
result that only the most intrinsically bright sources can be studied at photon energies 
deep into the obscured region of the spectrum, thereby introducing a considerable se-
lection effect. Furthermore, UV to X-ray photons w i l l also be absorbed by gas intrinsic 
to the source meaning the observed flux w i l l not be a true representation of the radia-
tion produced by the central engine. Finally, as emitted photons are redshifted into our 
observable windows, we lose information on the soft X-ray emission of individual ob-
jects as photons in this waveband are, in turn, redshifted into the obscured region of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. 
The problem of placing constraints on the bolometric luminosity of A G N is further 
complicated by the presence of an apparent excess of X-ray emission when the hard 
(2-10keV) X-ray power law is extrapolated to lower energies (0.3-2keV) (e.g. Turner and 
Pounds 1988). This so-called soft excess (SXS) is particularly strong in narrow line Seyfert 
Is (NLSls)- a class of A G N that show narrow permitted lines and strong emission f rom 
more highly ionised species (e.g. Stephens 1989, Pogge 2000). The magnitude of the 
SXS, up to a factor of ~6 above the extrapolated X-ray power law in some A G N (e.g. 
KUG 1034+398 described in Pounds et al. 1995), implies that i t could, depending on its 
spectral extent, provide a significant contribution to the bolometric flux of the A G N . 
In early studies (e.g. Pounds et al. 1986), it was suggested that the SXS was the high 
energy tail of the BBB. However, at present, there is no general agreement on what is 
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producing this strong feature. As the SXS extends into the region of the SED obscured 
by Galactic absorption, we are unable to determine whether it is a localised feature on 
the A G N SED (e.g. blackbody emission f rom a hot accretion disk corona), or whether 
it extends to much lower energies to join the BBB. By being able to place constraints on 
the spectral extent of the SXS, we would be in a much better position to determine the 
physical source of the feature. 
As Galactic obscuration is strongest between ~20eV and ~300eV the potential exists 
to use the relative strengths of the FHILs emitted in the optical and near-infrared wave-
bands to determine the form of the EUV-SXR continuum, as the species responsible for 
these lines have ionisation potentials between lOOeV and 300eV. With this in mind we 
w i l l use the photoionisation code Cloudy (v. 07.02.01; last described in Ferland et al. 
(1998)) to test how the FHILs react to changes in the form of the obscured SED. 
In the fol lowing sections, we describe the details of our models, including the form of 
the input SEDs (§5.3.1) and analyse how the FHILs are affected by changes in the shape 
of the obscured SED (§5.3.2). We provide a sumary of our results in §4.8. 
Throughout this chapter we use the convention that [Fe VII ] refers to the [Fe VII] A6087 
line (ionisation potenial: lOOeV), [O III] to [O III]A5007 (35eV), [Fe X] to [Fe X]A6374 
(235eV) and [Fe XI] to [Fe XI]A7892 (262eV). 
5.2.1 The models 
We have based our input SEDs on the observed continuum properties of the NLS1, Ark 
564. This A G N was chosen as i t is known to have very strong FHILs that have been mea-
sured in both the near infrared and optical wavebands (e.g. Erkens et al. 1997, Mullaney 
and Ward 2008, Riffel et al. 2006, Landt et al. 2008) and therefore provides one of the 
best objects on which to test the hypothesis that FHILs can be used as a diagnostic to the 
EUV-SXR continuum. As well as emitting strong FHILs, Ark 564 also displays a strong 
SXS that has recently been discussed by Dewangan et al. (2007), who show it as rising by 
a factor of three (at 0.3keV) above an extrapolated power law fi t (T = 2.5) constrained by 
the 2-10keV emission. 
Cloud Geometry 
We take as a model emitting clouds i n a series of thin, concentric spherical shells of 
radius, R (cm), f rom the continuum source (here, we define ' th in ' as cloud thickness, 
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Figure 5.1: SED for Baseline model, which consists of a BBB compo-
nent w i t h Tfau = 1.2 x 105 and a soft X-ray power law of F = 2.5 
(uFv <x v~0b) 
t = R/10). As the luminosity of any individual SED was fixed, the area density of the 
incident ionising photons on the front face of the cloud is defined solely by R. For each 
SED modelled, we varied log(R) between 15.5 and 20.5 (~10 - 3 pc to ~100pc) in steps of 
Alog(i?)=0.0414, corresponding to AR = 0.1R (requiring 121 separate models for each 
value of TIH and SED shape). The lower and upper limits of R were chosen based on the 
inner l imit of the typical size of the broad line region and the outer l imi t of the traditional 
narrow line region, respectively. 
As each model was performed independently, no self-sheilding was taken into ac-
count. In §5.3.2 we show that this is a reasonable assumption as any FHIL emitting 
clouds heavily absorb the ionising continuum. Although modelling a f u l l gas shell is 
likely to overestimate the covering factor of the FHIL emitting region, as we compare the 
model results w i th observed FHIL ratios rather than absolute fluxes, the covering factor 
w i l l be divided out during the analysis stage. 
Cloud density 
In their paper, Ferguson et al. (1997) showed that theFHJLs are most effectively produced 
in clouds wi th a wide range of densities (2<log(n//)<10). Therefore, we chose to model 
this region of the log(n//) parameter space here. For each value of R, we performed 40 
simulations covering 2.0<log(n// (cm~ 3)<10.0 in steps of Alog(n//)=0.2. Therefore for 
each modelled SED we performed 40 x 121 = 4840 simulations covering {nn,R) param-
1 
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Figure 5.2: Hot BBB wi th high energy tail of the BBB extending far 
enough into the X-rays to (partially) account for the SXS. The soft X-
ray power law is the same as in the Baseline model. 
eter space. 
SEDs 
To test whether the FHILs could be used as a diagnostic of the EUV-SXR A G N contin-
uum emission, we initially chose to model the FHIL emission f rom a set of three widely 
differing SEDs. Each of the SEDs (with the exception of the baseline model, which does 
not attempt to account for the observed SXS) are potential solutions to the observed con-
t inuum features of Ark 564 in the EUV and SXR wavebands. 
1. Baseline (Fig. 5.1): A n accretion disk BBB peaking at a characteristic temperature 
of 1 .2xl0 5 K (~13.6eV, log(i/)~15.5). From FUSE/HST observations, we know that 
the BBB rises to at least this point. This SED therefore represents the lowest possible 
temperature BBB. We have not attempted to recreate the SXS in this SED. Instead, 
we have simply modelled the soft X-ray emission by extrapolating the 2-10keV 
power law (T = 2.5, vFu oc v~° 5 ) to meet the BBB. We have normalised the X-ray 
emission at IkeV relative to the UV emission according to the observed fluxes in 
these bands (i.e. V\JF\J/i>xFx ~10). 
2. Hot BBB (Fig. 5.2): With this SED, we have attempted to model the SXS as the 
high energy tail of the BBB. It should be noted that studies of SXR variability now 
disfavour this theory as an explanation of the SXS. In this work, we would like to 
determine whether the optical FHIL fluxes also rule out this possible explanation 
• 
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Figure 5.3: Baseline model + SXS represented by a simple black body 
spectrum at Ts s=1 .5x l0 6 which introduces an inflection to the EUV-
SXR continuum. 
for the SXS. Here, we increase the peak temperature of the BBB {Tjau) to the point 
where the total soft X-ray flux rises above the extrapolated 2-10keV power law by 
a factor of ~3 at 0.3keV. This was found to be the case at T/ a/i=6.0x 10 5K. However, 
it should be noted here that this model does not accurately predict the f u l l broad 
extent of the SXS. Observations show that the SXS in Ark 564 extends upwards in 
energy to 2keV, whereas this model cannot account for any SXS beyond ~500eV. 
The photon index of the X-ray power law was held at T = 2.5. 
3. Thermal SXS (Fig. 5.3): In order to produce a more realistic representation of Ark 
564's SXS, the last of our initial SEDs models consists of a Baseline+thermal com-
ponent. Here, we have attempted to reproduce the SXS wi th a simple black body of 
characteristic temp, TBB- The form of the SXS in Ark 564 required T B a = 1 . 5 x l 0 6 K . 
Although this model does not accurately reproduce the observed SXS (over-predicting 
the X-ray flux at 500eV), it is a much better representation than that provided by 
the 'hot BBB' model. Again, T was held at 2.5. 
Other input parameters 
The results of this study are dominated by variations in the input parameters described 
above. However, we varied a small number of the other input parameters f rom their 
default values to be more consistent w i t h properties expected in the gas surrounding 
A G N . These are: 
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Figure 5.4: Transmitted spectrum f r o m the baseline model. Spherical 
cloud, 3.2 x 10 1 8 cm (~ lpc) f rom central f lux source, 3.2 x 10 1 7 cm thick. 
Black lines show various transmitted SEDs for varying cloud densities: 
2.0 < log(n#) < 7.0. The densities are shown where the lines are resolv-
able f rom the incident spectrum. 
• A background SED provided by the CMB at z=0. This is negligible compared to 
the ionising flux, but ensures that there is non-zero f lux across the whole of the 
modelled spectrum. 
• The models are stopped i f the temperature of a cloud falls bebw 3000K. 
• The models are stopped i f the column density of a cloud reaches iV#=10 2 4 cm~ 2 . 
A t this point the cloud is considered to be optically thick to the ionising radiation. 
• Assumed solar metallicities. 
5.2.2 Results 
Transmitted spectrum 
In Fig. 5.4 we present the transmitted spectrum f r o m a set of models produced by the 
baseline SED. This plot shows that for high density clouds, the radiation capable of pro-
ducing the most highly ionised species is severely attenuated, meaning that any FHIL 
emission arising f rom dense clouds is produced on the side facing the continuum source, 
as described by Murayama and Taniguchi (1998). I t should be noted that the degree of 
absorption produced by the log(n#) = 6 and log(n#) = 7 wou ld be easily detected in 
the 0.3-10 keV SXR emission f r o m Ark 564. The fact that i t is not detected implies that 
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such clouds are unlikely to lie along our line of sight to the active nucleus (the expected 
source of soft x-ray continuum) unless they have a very low covering factor. The strik-
ing difference between the absorption f rom the log(n#) = 5 and log(n//) = 6 clouds is 
largely the result of the fraction of ionised hydrogen at the back edge of the respective 
cloud. I n the case of the \og(nn) = 5 cloud, > 99% of this hydrogen is ionised, hence the 
lack of a strong Lyman absorption feature f rom these clouds. Conversely, i n the case of 
the log(n//) = 6 cloud, only 2% of the hydrogen at the back edge of the cloud is ionised 
resulting in the strong absorption feature at 13.6eV. 
Comparing the modelled transmitted spectrum wi th the modelled fluxes of [Fe VII]A 
6087 (Fig. 5.5) reveals that the region of the nn, R parameter space that produces the 
strongest FHILs is also the region that causes significant absorption of the SXR contin-
uum. This implies that either the FHIL emitting region does not lie along our line of 
sight, or that i t has a very low covering factor, such that the potential absorption f rom 
these clouds is heavily diluted by the strong SXR continuum emission. I t has been shown 
that the FHILs are broadened to a FWHM~1000km/s (e.g. Erkens et al. 1997, this the-
sis). If they d id indeed lie, or even temporarily pass, along our line of sight to the source 
of the SXR continuum, the predicted absorption signature of the strong FHIL emitting 
clouds wou ld be easily detected in the 0.3-10keV waveband. This signature has yet to be 
detected in any A G N observed in the X-rays. 
Emitted FHILs 
The models described in §5.3.1 produce a prediction for the FHIL line luminosity emitted 
by every spherical cloud shell considered in our parameter space (L(ntf ,#)) . In figs. 5.5-
5.7 we present contour plots indicating the luminosity (relative to the peak luminosity) 
for each of the FHILs modelled. Each plot includes data f rom all three modelled SEDs. 
Points are used to show the position wi th in the parameter space at which the luminosity 
of the line peaks. We present the coordinates of these positions along w i t h the corre-
sponding luminosities i n Table 5.1. Contours are used in figs. 5.5-5.7 to show the regions 
of the parameter space at which the line luminosity is greater than 10% of the peak l u -
minosity. In the fol lowing discussion, we refer to the region enclosed by these contours 
as strongly producing the FHIL i n question. 
I t is clear f rom figs. 5.5-5.7 that changing the shape of the ionising SED has l imited 
effect on the extent of the region of parameter space that can produce any of the FHILs 
strongly. In particular, the range of densities at which these lines are strongly produced 
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F H I L LP. Tier ->pk 
Baseline 
Rpk 
HotBBB 
Rpk npk 
ThermalSXS 
Lpk Rpk "pfc 
[FeVH] 
[FeX] 
[FeXI] 
[Si VI] 
[SiX] 
[S VIII] 
[SIX] 
99eV 
235eV 
262eV 
170eV 
351eV 
281eV 
328eV 
7.3 
9.7 
41.7 
42.2 
10.4 41.6 
8.8 41.3 
8.8 41.7 
10.6 41.1 
9.4 41.6 
19.1 
17.9-18.2 
18.0-18.1 
18.9 
18.3 
18.4 
18.9 
5.6 43.0 19.5-19.6 
6.0-6.6 42.9 18.3-18.7 
6.0-6.2 42.2 
42.5 
42.1 
42.0 
42.1 
6.6 
5.8 
6.6 
5.2 
18.4-18.5 5.6-5.8 
19.4 6.4 
18.6-18.7 
18.8-19.1 6.0-6.6 
5.6 42.0 19.1-19.2 5.6^.8 
5.6-6.4 427 18.2-18.5 5.8-6.4 
421 18.4 5.8 
41.6 18.9 6.8 
5.4-5.6 42.2 18.7 5.4 
19.1-19.5 4.6-5.4 
41.4 18.5-ia6 6.8-7.0 
42.0 19.0-192 5.0-5.4 
Table 5.1: Peak luminosities i n log(ergs/s) (Lpk) and the correspond-
ing densities (npk; l og (cm - 3 ) ) and radii (Rpk', log(cm)) of the FHILs 
discussed i n this chapter. We also give the ionisation potential of the 
species responsible for each line (LP.) and each lines' critical density 
(taken f r o m Rodrlguez-Ardila et al. (2002)) 
Boswini 
H o t B B B 
Figure 5.5: [Fe VH]A6087 emission line strength. The points refer to 
the position of the peak luminosity, which are given i n Table 5.1. The 
contours show the region i n which the line luminosity is greater than 
10% the peak value. 
changes lit t le, even between the two most extreme SEDs modelled here (baseline and 
hot BBB). Where any change occurs i t is generally parallel to the radius axis of figs. 5.5-
5.7. Although the magnitudes of these changes are dependent on the FHIL i n question, 
i n general, the radius of the strongly emitting region increases as the incident f lux at 
O.lkeV < his < IkeV increases. 
The position of the peak luminosity wi th in the parameter space is dependent on the 
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Figure 5.6: Same as Fig. 5.5 but for the [Fe X] (left) and [Fe XIJ (right) 
lines. 
shape of the input SED. The density at which the peak luminosity is produced, npk, 
decreases as the ionising flux increases (Baseline—•ThermalSXS—>HotBBB). This shift to 
lower density values is more prominent for more highly ionised species. I t should also 
be pointed out that for all the SEDs and lines modelled here, npk -C ricrit, indicating that 
emission lines are not produced most efficiently at or near their critical densities. 
A l l the lines modelled here show that the radius at which their luminosities peaks, 
Upk, increases w i t h ionising flux. Notable is the factor of three increase i n Rpk between 
the Baseline/ThermalSXS and the HotBBB models for the lower ionisation lines ([Fe VI I ] 
and [Si VI]) . This is principally due to the difference between the Baseline/ThermalSXS 
and the HotBBB SEDs being greatest around the ionisation potentials of these species. 
A similar effect is seen for the higher ionisation lines ([Fe X] , [Fe XI] , [Si X] , [S VD3] and 
[SIX]) between the Baseline and the ThermalSXS/HotBBB SEDs. The figures presented 
here therefore indicate that the radius of the dominant FHIL emitting region (i.e. that 
radius at which a particular FHIL is emitted most strongly) is dependent on the incident 
flux at hv ~I.P. and therefore the shape of the incident SED. 
A l l the SEDs used here reflect the results of Ferguson et al. (1997), i.e. that Rpk de-
creases w i t h ionisation potential. This agrees w i t h observational evidence derived f rom 
the relative luminosities of the FHILs emitted f rom type 1 and type 2 A G N (under the 
assumption that some of the FHIL emitting region is obscured f r o m our view by the pu-
tative dusty torus; see chapters 3 and 4). The difference in Rpk between the higher and 
lower LP. lines modelled here is dependent on the shape of the incident SED. For exam-
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Figure 5.7: Same as Fig. 5.5 but for the [Si VI ] (left) and [Si X] (right) 
lines. 
pie, the Baseline model predicts a (maximum) factor of ~13 difference between the Rpk 
values for the [Fe X] and [Fe VII ] lines, whereas the ThermalSXS and HotBBB models 
predict a factor of ~10 and ~20, respectively. I f we assume a scale height of the cen-
tral torus of ~ l p c (or 3.085x 10 1 8 cm; as observed by Gallimore et al. 1997 and justified 
theoretically i n Krol ik and Begelman 1988) all the SEDs used here produce Rpk values 
that are consistent w i t h the concept that a significant proportion of the higher ionisation 
lines (e.g. [Fe X] , [Fe XI] etc) are produced wi th in the region bounded by the dusty torus, 
whereas the luminosities of the lower ionisation lines peaks at regions outside the torus. 
The peak luminosity (Lpk) of various emission lines is highly dependent on the shape 
of the incident SED. Table 5.1 indicates that, for example, the predicted peak luminosity 
of the [Fe VI I ] line changes by a factor of ~20 between the Baseline and HotBBB models. 
This reflects the factor of ~30 difference between the incident f lux of these SEDs around 
the ionisation potential of [Fe VI I ] . A more modest change in Lpk between the different 
SEDs is noted for the higher ionisation lines- the [Fe X] and [Fe XI] change only by a 
factor of ~3 (Baseline/ThermalSXS) and ~5 (Baseline/HotBBB). This strong response to 
the incident SED lends weight to the possibility that the ratios of the FHIL emission lines 
could be used to constrain the SED i n the region of O.lkeV < hv < IkeV. This is discussed 
further i n the fo l lowing section. The results discussed i n mis section show that all of the 
FHILs referred to i n this chapter can be produced, to some extent, by all the modelled 
SEDs. In particular, our results produced using the baseline SED shows that a strong soft 
excess is not a requirement for the production of FHILs, although its presence w i l l boost 
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the luminosities of these lines considerably, thus making them more easily detectable i n 
such objects. 
Comparison with observed FHIL ratios 
One of the major findings of the previous two chapters was that the [Fe X]:[Fe VII ] ratio 
was systematically lower i n type 2 A G N than in type Is. We concluded that was due to 
a significant proportion of the [Fe X] emission being produced within a region obscured 
by the same dusty torus structure that blocks our view of the BLR in type 2 A G N . From 
the results presented above, we can now test whether our photoionisation models of 
the FHIL emitting region can reproduce these observations. Furthermore, as we have 
determined the response of the emitting species as a function of a changing SED, we can 
also examine the influence the SED has on the observed FHIL emission in both type 1 
and type 2 A G N . Throughout the fol lowing analysis we w i l l concentrate on only the [Fe 
X]:[Fe VII ] line ratio; both Chapter 3 and the results described in this section indicate that 
the [Fe XI] line largely follows the [Fe X] line in terms of its f lux/luminosity. 
By surnming the total [Fe X] line and [Fe VII] line luminosities produced by the pho-
toionisation models over all values of n# and R, we can determine the overall [Fe X]:[Fe 
VII ] predicted by a given model. These values are given in the 'Total' column of table 5.2. 
These values clearly show that the [Fe X]:[Fe VI I ] line ratio is heavily dependant on the 
incident SED. Both the Baseline and ThermalSXS models significantly overproduce the 
[Fe X] relative to [Fe VH] compared to the observed mean value of ~1-1.25 determined 
i n earlier chapters. However, we note that those observed [Fe X]:[Fe V I I ] ratios showed 
significant scatter about these values, and ratios of >5.0 were detected. It is possible that 
these extreme ratios are the direct result of different incident SEDs; an indication that 
the underlying continuum of these objects possess either a strong, localised soft excess 
(i.e. ThermalSXS) or a soft X-ray power law continuum combined w i t h a low tempera-
ture BBB (i.e. Baseline). The input SED that most closely reproduces the mean observed 
[Fe X]:[Fe VII ] ratio is the HotBBB. However, this model slightly uncferproduces [Fe X] 
relative to [Fe VI I ] . A better agreement w i t h the observations can be obtained by the re-
duction of the relative strength of incident flux around lOOeV (possibly by using a cooler 
BBB). In terms of the total [Fe X]:[Fe VI I ] ratios, the three SEDs used here (or a combina-
tion of their various features) are capable of producing the f u l l range of values measured 
in the previous chapters. 
In the remaining columns of table 5.2 we give the [Fe X]:[Fe VII] ratios calculated f rom 
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5.3 Dynamic Models 
Early studies of FHILs (e.g. Osterbrock 1981, Penston et al. 1984, De Robertis and Qster-
brock 1984) revealed that their profiles differed f rom the moie prominent low ionisation 
forbidden lines (such as [O III]A5007 and [ N II]A6584) and the permitted broad lines (e.g. 
H/3 and Ha). In addition to having widths between these two extremes, they were often 
observed to be blueshifted wi th respect to the low ionisation lines or to possess an asym-
metric blue wing, suggesting a net f low to the gas producing these lines. Irrespective 
of the interpretation of the source of these kinematics, it is clear that at least part of the 
FHIL emission arises f rom a region of the A G N distinct from the traditional broad line 
and narrow line regions (BLR and NLR, respectively; see Chapter 2 for a more detailed 
discussion of the profiles of emission lines f rom AGN). Further evidence that FHILs arise 
f rom an 'intermediate' region (i.e. between the BLR and NLR) is provided by integral 
field observations of the near infrared FHILs in two of the closest A G N : the Circinus 
galaxy and NGC 4051 (Mueller Sanchez et al. 2006 and Riffel et al. 2008, respectively). 
These studies showed that these FHILs were being emitted at up to 75 pc f rom the nu-
cleus. 
In their study of the FHILs, Ferguson et al. (1997) used photoionisation codes to show 
that a typical A G N spectral energy distribution (hereafter SED) could produce these 
lines i n clouds covering a wide range of distances f rom the central engine (or radii, R); 
from just outside the BLR to the extended NLR. However, as their study focussed on 
the relative positions of the emitting regions of various FHILs it d id not address the issue 
of the source of these clouds or explain the kinematics of these clouds evident in the 
profiles of the lines. 
Here, we extend the work of Ferguson et al. (1997) by presenting the results of a 
new set of photoionisation models that, when combined wi th the observed properties 
of the FHILs, produce a self-consistent picture of the source and kinematics of the FHIL 
emitting clouds around A G N . 
5.3.1 The models 
In a slight departure f rom the input conditions of our static models, for our dynamic 
models we have tried to match the input to the models as closely as possible to the 
observed properties of Ark 564. The reason for this change is that we now attempt to 
reproduce the profiles and strengths of the emitted FHILs rather than simply investigate 
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Model Total R > 18.5 R > 19.0 R > 19.5 
Baseline 2.4 0.9 0.7 0.5 
HotBBB 0.7 0.4 0.3 0.2 
ThermalSXS 4.9 2.1 1.6 1.3 
Table 5.2: [Fe X]:[Fe VII] ratios for each of the SEDs used in our models. 
The 'Total' column is the ratio determined by the integration of lines' 
luminosities across the whole parameter space (R,nn), where as the 
other three columns give the ratios produced by regions beyond typ-
ical scale heights of the torus (in log(cm)). These values are therefore 
indicative of the ratios we would expect to observe in type 2 AGN. 
regions beyond the particular R values that have been selected as representative heights 
for the obscuring torus (between l-10pc). In physical terms, this means we are effectively 
obscuring any line emission from the inner regions of the AGN, as if the dusty torus was 
blocking our view of these regions. These values therefore give some indication of the 
[Fe X]:[Fe VII] ratios we would expect in typical type 2 A G N with the incident SEDs used 
here. We f ind that this ratio changes by a factor < 2 despite, in effect, changing the height 
of the torus by a factor of 10. Depending on the torus height employed, both the Baseline 
and HotBBB SEDs can recreate the mean ratio of 0.5 for the type 2 objects studied in the 
previous two chapters. Again, the scatter about this mean can be explained in terms 
of varying SED shape, but also in terms of size/orientation of the obscuring torus. The 
HotBBB SED, combined wi th a large torus scale height, is capable of recreating the lowest 
[Fe X]:[Fe VII] ratios observed in our earlier samples, whereas the ThermalSXS SED can 
easily recreate the highest [Fe X]:[Fe VII] ratios found in type 2 objects. Differences in 
the scale height of the torus can also explain the increased numbers of type 1.9s (relative 
to type 2s) wi th [Fe X]:[Fe VII] > 1.0. In the case of 1.9s we are likely observing the torus 
at a slightly more pole-on orientation than type 2s, i.e. more like a "grazing" incidence 
angle f rom the edge of the torus to the nucleus. This change in relative orientation is 
effectively the same (in terms of the results presented here) as changing the scale height 
of the torus. The results shown in table 5.2 therefore support the higher (on average) [Fe 
X]:[Fe VI I ] ratios of type 1.9s compared to 2.0s. 
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Figure 5.8: The two SEDs used i n our models. The green line represents 
SED-R04 of Romano et al. (2004). Points surrounded by squares have 
been extrapolated f r o m the observable portions of the SED. The red line 
represents SED-X which was constructed using opt ical /UV/X-ray data 
obtained w i t h the XMM-Newton satellite. Dashed and dash-dot lines 
show the components of SED-X produced by Compton scattering of 
the photons emitted by the accreting system by low and high temper-
ature gas, respectively. Dotted lines indicate the ionisation potentials 
of the species discussed here. Lines showing the 13.6eV and IkeV are 
included for reference. 
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how varying a small number of input parameters effects the FHIL ratios in general. 
Calculations were performed w i t h version 08.00 of Cloudy, last described by Fer-
land et al. (1998), to predict the emission lines shown in the optical spectrum of Ark 564 
taken wi th the ISIS spectrometer on the W H T telescope (see Chapter 2 for more details 
regarding these observations). 
Input S E D 
In their study of the low ionisation lines of Ark 564 Romano et al. (2004) assembled an 
SED (hereafter SED-R04) that was constrained by their observations between the mid-
I R - U V and l - 1 0 k e V (the gap between these wavebands cannot be directly observed 
due to strong attenuation caused by photoelectric absorption by neutral gas). They ex-
trapolated the UV and soft X-ray continuum to fo rm an SED that peaked at ~40eV in vFv 
space (see Fig. 5.8). This was used as our initial input SED. To determine the sensitivity 
of our results to the shape of the strongly absorbed portion of the SED, we assembled our 
own based on X M M observations of Ark 564 taken on the 17 t h June, 2000 (hereafter SED-
X). This SED peaks at approximately the same photon energy, but has a luminosity at 
this energy roughly twice that of SED-R04 (in vLv space). Because the major difference 
between the two SEDs occurs wi th in the unobservable section of the electromagnetic 
continuum, SED-X conforms to the observed fluxes in the optical and X-ray wavebands. 
I t should be noted, however, that SED-X overproduces flux at 1000A as compared to 
SED-R04 by a factor of ~2 , although this can be explained by reddening which is signifi-
cant at these wavelengths. We normalised both SEDs to have a luminosity of 2.64 x 10 4 3 
ergs s"1 at 7000A (Romano et al. 2004). For SED-X this corresponds to an Eddington 
ratio of L/LEM = 3-9 
Cloud geometry and density 
In their work on the line emitting regions of A G N Ferguson et al. (1997) showed that 
FHIL emission peaks along ridges of constant ionisation paramater, U (= LI±itR2nHhvc; 
where R is the distance of the emitting cloud of density nn f rom a continuum source of 
luminosity L ; all other symbols have standard meanings). More specifically, they noted 
that the optical high ionisation iron lines all reached a maximum luminosity around 
R ~ 10 1 8 - 10 1 9 cm (0.3 - 3 pc) and nH ~ 105 - 10 7 c m - 3 for a source of ionising 
luminosity L^JJ = 5 x 10 4 3ergs s _ 1 . These values act as a rough guide to the location of 
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Figure 5.9: [O HI] , [Fe X] and [Fe XI] profiles decomposed into Gaussian 
components, one of which has the same kinematic parameters as the f i t 
to the [Fe VII ] line. This places upper limits on the f lux produced w i t h 
the same kinematics as the [Fe VH] line. 
FHIL Flux a Shift 6 (km s- 1 ) F W H M (km s _ 1 ) 
[OUT] 6.2 -110 507 
4.3±0.3 6 ± 2 133±2 
8.6±0.3 -52±16 193±1 
[FeVH] 1.00±0.03 -110±28 507±7 
[FeX] 1 -110 507 
1.1±0.1 -494±34 620±30 
[FeXI] 0.7 -110 507 
1.1±0.1 -510±31 750±28 
Table 5.3: Component parameters for the emission lines. The [Fe VI I ] 
line was f i t w i t h a single component. The other line fits were then 
forced to contain a component w i t h the same F W H M and velocity shift. 
"Component f lux relative to [Fe V I I ] . 6Velocity shift; negative values are 
blueshifts. 
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Figure 5.10: Contour plot showing the regions of the parameter space at 
which the observed fc-ratios (see §5.3.1) are produced (left column) and 
the [Fe VI I ] and [Fe X] lines are most strongly emitted (right column). 
The dotted blue contours show the log(terminal velocity) of the clouds 
at each point i n the parameter space. 
the FHIL emitters in Ark 564. However, as we include radiative driving i n our models 
which tends to reduce the density of the emitting clouds and the ionising luminosity is 
greater in Ark 564 (4.8 x 10 4 4 ergs s - 1 for SED-R04), we chose to model a large portion of 
the parameter space covering 15 < log(R) < 20.5 and 4 < log(nn) < 11 at low resolution 
(steps of 0.5 i n both R and n#) to ensure we cover all the possible FHIL emitting regions. 
Cloud dynamics 
As the high ionisation emission lines of Ark 564 are blueshifted relative to the systemic 
velocity of the host galaxy (see Mullaney and Ward 2008 and Erkens et al. 1997 for more 
details) any model designed to reproduce the observed line ratios should also be able 
to reproduce the velocity structure of the FHIL emitting region. To account for this we 
included radiative dr iving i n our models by using the ' w i n d ' command in Cloudy and 
assuming a 2.6 x 10 6M© black hole mass for Ark 564 as reported by Botte et al. (2004). 
In adding this feature to the models, Cloudy determines the momentum transfer f rom 
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the incident photons to the absorbing/emitting gas clouds via photon capture, Compton 
and Rayleigh scattering, and free-free absorption. As the incident photons are emitted 
f rom a central source (whereas photons resulting f rom a scattering processes are emitted 
isotropically) a net radial force results. By providing the code wi th an estimate of the 
mass of the central object (in our case the central supermassive black hole) the vector 
sum of the radiative and gravitational forces can be calculated and, in turn, the accel-
eration and resulting terminal velocity determined. If the only source of photons were 
those produced by the central source, these calculations would be relatively straightfor-
ward. Unfortunately, however, the situation is complicated w i t h the consideration that 
the scattered photons also carry momentum that can be absorbed in other regions of 
the absorbing cloud (especially in the case of emission line photons which are readily 
absorbed by neighbouring atoms/ions). With this in mind i t is easy to see that a fu l l 
treatment of the radiative driving process would be a very computationally expensive 
task. Cloudy largely avoids this problem by adopting a large velocity gradient approx-
imation which assumes that the change in velocity of the material is so great that any 
emission line photons are doppler shifted out of the small range of wavelengths that are 
readily absorbed. 
By conservation of mass, the density and velocity of a continuous column of gas is re-
lated such that p0v0 = p\v\, where po,i arid i>0,i represent the density and velocity at two 
points. In including radiative driving we decrease the density of the emitting clouds as a 
function of depth as the gas is allowed to accelerate. This decrease in density allows the 
ionising radiation to penetrate deeper into the cloud. Therefore, by allowing the clouds 
to be radiatively driven, we drastically change the physical parameters of the emitting 
gas as compared to models involving only stationary clouds. This has corresponding 
effects on the modelled line ratios. 
The profiles of the emission lines were used to further constrain our models. By 
decomposing the profiles of the iron FHILs and [O III] into Gaussian components we can 
place upper limits on the luminosity of these lines emitted from a region described by a 
single set of kinematic properties. To do this we f i t the [Fe VII] line w i th a single Gaussian 
(a second component was found to be statistically unnecessary) and force the fits of the 
other emission lines to contain a component w i t h the same F W H M and velocity shift 
(507 ± 7 km s _ 1 and -110 ± 28 km s - 1 , respectively; see Fig. 5.9 and Table 5.3). From 
this analysis we note that our models of the [Fe VII] emitting gas must not produce [O 
III] luminosities greater than ~6 times that of [Fe V I I ] , while the [Fe X]/[Fe VII ] and 
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[Fe XI] /[Fe VII ] ratios of kinematically similar components (hereafter referred to as k-
ratios) should be no more than unity and 0.61, respectively. To account for this and to 
reduce computation time our model calculations were stopped when [O I I I ] / [Fe VII]>6. 
Furthermore, we note that Fig. 5.9 shows little or no [Fe X] or [Fe XI] flux being produced 
at blueshifts lower than the [Fe VII] component. 
Because photons that are most capable of producing Fe 6 + to F e 1 0 + are readily ab-
sorbed, FHILs w i l l be produced nearer the front face of the clouds (i.e. facing the con-
t inuum source) while the lower ionisation lines w i l l be preferentially produced at larger 
depths. By placing an upper l imi t on the flux of the [O III] emission f rom the FHIL 
emitting cloud we can therefore l imi t the size of the modelled cloud. 
Other parameters 
We refer the reader to §5.2.1 for a description of the other input parameters that were 
varied f rom their default values. 
5.3.2 Results 
In Fig. 5.10 we present contour plots showing the regions of the parameter space at 
which SED-R04 and SED-X produce the observed fc-ratios (defined in §5.3.1) and the [Fe 
VII ] and [Fe X] lines are most strongly produced. The [Fe XI] contours lie close to the [Fe 
X] contours and have been removed for clarity. Also shown on these plots is the velocity 
the modelled clouds reached by the end of the calculation. I t should be noted that this 
could represent either the true terminal velocity of the cloud or the velocity that the 
cloud reached at the point when the calculation was stopped because the [O II I ] / [Fe VII] 
fc-ratio reached 6 (these two values may not be the same). Furthermore, the FHILs are 
not necessarily strongest at the terminal velocity- i n general they peak at lower velocities 
(see figs. 5.11 and 5.12). 
Both SEDs are capable of producing the observed fc-ratios along a line of constant 
log(£/)=-0.4 stretching f rom log(n„)=5.0, log(i?)=19.5 to log(n//)=10, log(i?)=17.0. This 
suggests that when kinematics are included in the models, the precise shape of the i l lu -
minating SED has little effect on these ratios. However, since both SEDs were produced 
to match the observed emission of a single object, this does not rule out the possibility 
that FHIL ratios w i l l be affected by the large differences in overall SED shape between 
different A G N . 
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Figure 5.11: Emission line luminosity as a function of gas velocity for a 
cloud at R = 10 1 9 cm w i t h nH = 10 6 c m - 3 i lluminated by SED-X. The 
overproduction of [Fe X] and [Fe XI] at low velocities implies that in 
this model the gas cannot be undergoing acceleration at this R and HH-
Neither SED is capable of (radiatively) dr iv ing the emitting clouds to the observed 
blueshifts of the FHlLs i n the regions of the parameter space where these lines are most 
strongly produced. Even the higher velocities produced by the increased EUV flux of 
SED-X are at least a factor of 2 below the observed [Fe X] and [Fe VI I ] blueshifts i n these 
regions. 
Although contour plots are a useful way of exploring the parameter space for regions 
of interest, they only give a representation of the final results f r o m Cloudy and may con-
ceal important details of the models. In figure 5.11 we show how the FHIL luminosities 
vary as a function of velocity through an emitting cloud at i?=10 1 9 cm and njy=10 6 c m - 3 . 
This shows that i f a cloud were to undergo acceleration f rom 10 k m s _ 1 i n this region of 
the parameter space, the [Fe X] line wou ld be overproduced relative to the [Fe V I I ] line 
at low velocities and the [Fe VII ] line wou ld be observed at higher blueshifts. This is the 
opposite of what is seen i n the spectra (see Fig. 5.9) and implies that the FHIL emitting 
clouds cannot be undergoing acceleration i n the regions of the parameter space at which 
these lines are produced at the observed fc-ratios. Instead, they must have obtained the 
observed velocities prior to reaching these regions. 
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Figure 5.12: Same as Fig. 5.11 but for clouds at R = 10 1 7 and nn = 
3 x 10 9. Although the [Fe X] and [Fe XI] emission peaks at higher veloc-
ities i n this region of the parameter space, these speeds are still lower 
than observed. Furthermore a significant proportion of the line f lux is 
produced at lower velocities. 
Although regions of the parameter space w i t h log((7) = -0.4 can explain the low 
blueshift [Fe X] component and the observed fc-ratios i t cannot account for the higher 
velocity [Fe X] component. A possible source of this emission are regions of the param-
eter space w i t h log(C/)=0.1 (see Fig. 5.12). Here, the luminosity of the [Fe X] and [Fe XI] 
lines peak at velocity v ~160 k m s " 1 . However, the integrated [Fe X] and [Fe XI] f lux at 
v <110 k m s _ 1 correspond to 35% and 70% (respectively) of the total line flux. We would 
therefore expect to see significant flux at low blueshifts even at this higher value of the 
ionisation parameter where the clouds are most strongly driven. 
I n placing limits on the [O HI] flux (relative to [Fe VI I ] flux) we are able to derive 
upper limits on the thickness, AR, of the clouds before this line dominates the emission 
(see §5.3.1). We f ind that in the case of the [Fe VII ] emitting clouds wi th log(J7)=-0.4, 
AR is typically < 1% of R corresponding to a column density NH ~ 10 2 2 cm~ 2 . Prior 
to reaching this depth, the [Fe VI I ] emissivity falls by two orders of magnitude over 
the f inal 70% of the cloud. This implies that no FHIL flux is lost i n introducing the [O 
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I I I ] / [Fe VII] >6.2 l imit . In the case of the clouds described in the previous paragraph 
(with log(C/)=0.1) the models are stopped when the column density l imi t (= 10 2 4 c m - 2 ) 
is reached. As expected, the emissivity of the [Fe X] line drops significantly before this 
depth is reached. 
5.3.3 Discussion 
The results f rom the models described here indicate that both SEDs are capable of pro-
ducing the observed /c-ratios along a narrow range of ionisation parameters. This implies 
that the blue wing of the [O III] emission in Ark 564 can be produced by the same clouds 
as are responsible for the [Fe VII] line and the low velocity [Fe X] and [Fe XI] compo-
nents. However, these models also indicate that neither SED is capable of producing 
sufficient radiative dr iving in the regions of the parameter space where the FHILs are 
most strongly produced. This suggests an alternative launching mechanism is required 
to accelerate the FHIL emitting clouds to the velocities seen in these lines' blueshifts. 
In the previous section we showed that the region responsible for the observed k-
ratios (log(C/)=-0.4) could not be undergoing significant acceleration, otherwise we would 
see the effects of this acceleration in the profiles of the lines; there would be more [Fe X] 
flux than [Fe VII] flux at low blueshifts. These clouds must be accelerated to the observed 
velocities prior to emitting FHILs. A possible location for this accelerating process is in 
the previously mentioned [Fe X] and [Fe XI] emitting clouds with log(f/)=0.1. However, 
despite the [Fe X] and [Fe XI] flux peaking at v ~ 160 k m s - 1 in these clouds, a significant 
proportion of the total line flux w i l l , again, be produced at lower velocities during the 
acceleration stage. Furthermore, our models suggest that even at these increased ion-
isation parameters, radiative driving still has diff iculty in producing the observed line 
blueshifts (~500 km s _ 1 in the case of [Fe X] and [Fe XI]). 
Our results indicate that potential FHIL emitting clouds undergo acceleration to the 
observed velocities prior to these lines being produced. Post acceleration, they then 
move outwards to larger radii unti l the conditions are suitable for FHIL production. 
In Fig. 5.10 we show that radiative driving is capable of producing velocities of the 
order of those seen in the blueshifts of the [Fe X] and [Fe XI] lines at 10 1 7 < fl/cm < 
10 1 8 , corresponding to 0.03 — 0.3 pc. Our models show that, in the case of SED-X, dust 
grains would assume temperatures wi th in the the range of 2500K to 800K; i.e. the same 
temperature a blackbody would have at these radii (the emitting gas at these radii is 
at a much higher temperature than this as the radiative processes taking place in gas 
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clouds means it cannot be described as a blackbody). These blackbody temperatures 
straddles at which dust undergoes sublimation (~1500K, Barvainis 1987) and is therefore 
the region of the inner edge of the putative dusty torus. 
Our models are therefore consistent w i th the concept that an outflow is launched 
f rom the inner wall of this torus by evaporation due to the large flux of high energy 
photons (see later). From there it is driven outwards by radiative driving. As we have 
modelled Ark 564 to be super-Eddington, this wind is quickly accelerated to the terminal 
velocity defined by its launch radius. The profiles of the lines indicate that if these winds 
are launched from 0.03 - 0.3 pc, they w i l l undergo little retardation before the ionisation 
parameter of the gas falls to a level suitable for the production of the [Fe X] and [Fe XI] 
lines. 
Our model facilitates the production of [Fe X] and [Fe XI] in clouds across the large 
range of modelled densities yet showing similar kinematics as the terminal velocity of 
the clouds launched f rom these radii is largely independent of the density of the cloud. 
A launch f rom the torus in Ark 564 can therefore account for the high velocity com-
ponent of the [Fe X] and [Fe XI] lines. Without modification, however, this model would 
also produce the [Fe VII] lines at these same terminal velocities. To account for the lower 
velocity shift of the [Fe VII] line (and the corresponding components in [Fe X] and [Fe 
XI]) a retardation force must be incorporated into this model at R > 3 x 10 1 8 - 10 1 9 cm 
( 1 - 3 pc). Beyond this radius our models indicate that more than 80% of the [Fe VII] 
flux, 37% of the [Fe X] flux and 35% of the [Fe XI] flux is produced, which is in rough 
agreement wi th the observed ratios given in Table 5.3. 
A possible clue to a source of deceleration is that the stellar bulge of the host galaxy 
becomes an important factor at these radii. A fu l l investigation of the influences of the 
host galaxy on the FHIL emitting region is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, an 
estimate of the radius at which the stellar bulge becomes important can be determined 
by assuming a bulge density distribution described by Hernquist (1990), a total bulge 
mass of 4.6 x 10 1 0 M© (Bian and Zhao 2003) and an approximate half-light radius for Ark 
564 ~ 1 kpc (determined f rom 2MASS K-band images; this is similar in scale to the typi-
cal half-light radii for other SBb galaxy bulges found by Kent 1985). This reveals that the 
gravitational potential of the stellar bulge becomes important (i.e. greater than that po-
tential of black hole) at R — 0.03 pc and the gravitational force of the bulge dominates the 
radiative+gravitational force of the black hole/accretion disk at ~10 pc. More generally 
Davies et al. (2007) showed that there is considerable emission f rom young stars wi th in 
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the central few parsecs of an AGN-hosting galaxy. It is thus reasonable to consider that 
the kinematics of the outer FHIL emitting region can be affected by the host galaxy at 
radii of a few parsecs f rom the central engine. 
A number of studies have suggested that winds could be launched f rom the inner 
edge of the torus (e.g. Krolik and Begelman 1986, Krolik and Begelman 1988). Recently, 
Dorodnitsyn et al. (2008) used hydrodynamic models to show that an outflow wi th ve-
locities ranging f rom <500 km s _ 1 to 1000 k m s _ 1 can be launched f rom the inner edge 
of an X-ray illuminated torus. The results presented here suggest that these same winds 
produce FHIL emission once they reach the optimal ionisation parameter for their pro-
duction. 
5.4 Summary 
In this final science chapter we have attempted to use photoionisation models to repro-
duce the observed features of the FHILs discussed in previous chapters. The main results 
of this work can be summarised as follows: 
• The clouds that are capable of producing the strongest FHILs are also strong ab-
sorbers of the soft X-ray photons. We use this result to deduce that the FHIL emit-
ting clouds either do not lie along our line of sight to the continuum, or have a very 
low covering factor. 
• The FHIL luminosities are highly sensitive to the shape of the ionising SED emitted 
by the central engine. A weaker dependence on the shape of the ionising SED is 
seen in the and R values at which emission of a given line peaks. In particular, 
the density at which a given FHlL's emission peaks is almost independent of the 
shape of the ionising SED. 
• After summing the FHIL luminosities over the f u l l parameter space, we can con-
clude that modest variations on the SEDs presented here would be capable of pro-
ducing the f u l l range of FHIL ratios measured in the previous chapters (for both 
type 1 and type 2 AGN). 
• The FHIL emitting clouds must be accelerated to the velocities measured in the 
blueshifts of the lines prior to their emijsior^of these lines. There is insufficient 
radiative driving in the regions where the FHILs are most strongly produced for 
these clouds to be accelerated f rom rest to the observed velocities at these radii. 
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• The observed blueshifts of the FHILs in Ark 564 suggest they are accelerated f rom 
a region that straddles the dust sublimation radius of this AGN. This therefore 
supports the concept that potential FHIL emitting clouds are launched f rom the 
inner edge of the dusty torus. These clouds then flow outward and emit FHILs as 
they pass through the radii at which these lines are most efficiently produced. 
• The lower velocity shift of the [Fe VII] line relative to that of the [Fe X] line (in the 
spectrum of Ark 564) suggests that the FHIL emitting clouds undergo decelaration 
between the radii at which these lines are most efficiently produced. We specu-
late that this retardation could be the result of the increasing influence of the host 
galaxy's stellar bulge at the larger of these radii. 
Chapter 6 
Concluding Remarks 
In this thesis we have seen how the study of emission line regions, in particular those 
that produce FHILs, can be tackled using three different techniques. In the first science 
chapter, we saw how we can utilise high S / N spectra to precisely determine the kine-
matics of these various regions, whereas i n chapters 3 and 4 we utilised the vast resource 
of spectra in the SDSS database to determine general trends associated w i t h the FHILs 
(and other prominent emission lines). Finally, in chapter 5 we used the power of pho-
toionisation codes to help interpret the results f rom the previous chapters in terms of 
physical models for the FHIL emitting region. In this concluding chapter, we provide a 
summary of the major findings and suggest possible lines of future work that may lead 
on f rom the studies presented here. 
6.1 An overview of presented work 
6.1.1 Properties of the BLR of N L S l s and other A G N 
One of our main findings f rom the first chapter was that to f i t the profiles of the permitted 
lines of the NLSls in our sample requires the inclusion of a third, broad component w i t h 
F W H M typical of the permitted lines of BLSls. We interpret this as evidence that the 
broad line regions of NLSls contain some clouds that are travelling at velocities similar to 
those of the BLRs of typical BLSls, but that the emission f rom these clouds is suppressed 
in NLSls. We propose that this suppression may be the result of the destruction of this 
very broad line region by an energetic wind , or the the increased high energy photon 
flux that is commonly observed in NLSls. 
6.1.2 The FHIL emitting line regions of A G N 
The majority of the work in this thesis has focussed on the the study of the FHILs emitted 
by A G N . The results presented here significantly enhance our knowledge and under-
standing of the regions in which these lines are produced. 
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Our study of the FHIL strengths and profiles using new data of a small sample of 
10 A G N described in chapter 2 revealed that the [Fe VII] and [Fe X] lines are produced 
in two kinematically distinct regions, neither of which have similar kinematics to either 
the traditional BLRs of NLRs. In general we found that the FHILs were blueshifted wi th 
respect to the systematic velocity of the lower ionisation lines; this was interpreted as 
evidence that the FHIL emitting region is in outflow. We also noted that, despite the 
[Fe X]:[Fe VII] ratio wi th in this sample having a relatively constant value of ~2, the [Fe 
XI]:[Fe X] ratio spanned a much larger range of values (between 0.03 to 1.0). We suggest 
that this is evidence that the [Fe XI]:[Fe X] ratio is sensitive to the shape of the (obscured) 
extreme UV to soft X-ray portion of the SED, and that it may be possible to use this ratio 
as a diagnostic for the obscured extreme UV to soft X-ray continuum of A G N . 
The work described in chapter 2 was extended using the much larger samples de-
fined in chapters 3 and 4. Comparison of the FHIL luminosities f rom both types 1 and 
2 A G N revealed a strong systematic weakening of the [Fe X] line relative to [Fe VII ] in 
the latter type. We rely on the standard model of A G N structure (BLR, Torus, NLR etc.) 
to determine that (on average) 50% of the [Fe X] line is produced within a region of the 
A G N that is obscured f rom our view by the dusty torus in type 2 AGN. This indepen-
dently supports the results of earlier studies which indicate that a proportion of the [Fe 
VII] line region is obscured f rom our view in type 2 A G N . In our final science chapter, 
based on the results of the photoionisation models, we found that we could recreate the 
fu l l range of [Fe VII]:[Fe X] ratios observed in both type 1 and type 2 A G N by using 
various different shapes of ionising SED and relative orientations of the obscuring torus. 
Throughout this thesis we have made extensive use of the profiles of the FHILs to de-
termine both the kinematics of the regions in which these lines are produced and further 
constrain the relative locations of these regions. In particular, we note that the F W H M 
of these lines suggest that the [Fe VII] line is produced in a region that is kinematically 
distinct f rom the [Fe X] and [Fe XI] emitting regions. However, although the results de-
rived f rom the relative strengths of the [Fe X] and [Fe VII] lines (see above) suggest that 
the former is produced in a region closer to the central engine than the latter, there is 
no trend for the [Fe X] line to be broader than the [Fe VII] line. This is significant as it 
indicates that the broadening of these lines is not dominated by Keplarian motion under 
the gravitational influence of the central supermassive black hole, otherwise we would 
expect the [Fe X] line to be more broadened (on average) than the [Fe VII] line. 
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6.1.3 Outflows from A G N 
A l l our results derived f rom the velocity shifts of the FHILs indicate that the region re-
sponsible for their emission is, in general, outf lowing f rom the central source (based on 
the assumptions laid out in our introduction). Although there is evidence of the more 
highly ionised FHILs ([Fe X] and [Fe XI]) being more strongly blueshifted in a small 
number of individual objects (see chapter 2), when these shifts are measured in the gen-
eral FHIL emitting population, there is no evidence that the [Fe X] line is necessarily 
more blueshifted than the [Fe VII] line. There is, however, some evidence in the larger 
samples that the [Fe XI] line is more strongly blueshifted than the other, lower ionisation 
iron lines. We interpret this in terms of a continuous f low of material travelling outwards 
f rom the inner regions at almost constant velocity. The various FHILs are produced as 
this outf lowing gas passes through the radii at which line is emitted most efficiently. 
This model is similar to that proposed in the second half of chapter 5 to explain the de-
tailed line profiles of the FHILs and [O III]A5007 line in the NLS1 A G N , Ark 564. The 
results of the photoionisation models described in that chapter support the concept that 
this outflow is launched f rom the inner edge of the dusty torus and, in the case of Ark 
564, is decelerated by the growing influence of the stellar bulge at the radii at which 
[Fe VII] is most strongly produced. This hints that the FHIL emitting region spans an 
important transition point in A G N ; f rom deep wi th in the central void of the obscuring 
torus to across the point at which the gravitational influence of the host galaxy becomes 
important. 
6.2 Future work 
The work described in this chapter has the potential to lead onto a number of different 
studies, which are summarised below: 
• There are a number of objects in each of the samples derived in chapters 3 and 
4 wi th FHILs that are particularly strong or have interesting profiles (e.g. strong 
asymmetries, particularly broad, etc.). It is hoped that these w i l l form the basis of a 
dedicated observation programme to obtain further information on the kinematics 
and location of the FHIL emitting region (possibly via the use of integral field spec-
troscopy). With this in mind, we hope to publish our lists of FHIL emitting objects 
derived f rom the SDSS database as a resource future studies of the FHIL emitting 
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region. 
• We have recently obtained access to near infrared (NIR) integral field spectra of 
the local type 1 A G N NGC 3783 w i th the intention of studying the spatial and 
kinematic properties of the NIR FHIL emitting regions in this object. We expect that 
this w i l l give us a much clearer impression of spatial extent of the FHIL emitting 
regions in type 1 A G N . 
• The work described here has mainly focussed on the study of the FHlLs emitted 
at optical wavelengths. A logical development of the work presented here would 
therefore be the study o(FHILs emitted in the near infrared portion of the spectrum 
to determine if measurements of these lines corroborate the results described here. 
• We hope to search our samples of FHIL emitters for evidence for the other [Fe 
VII] lines in the optical waveband (A3758, 5720). As the ratios of these (and the 
A6087) lines can be used as density and temperature diagnostics, their measure-
ment w i l l provide us w i t h vital further information on the physical properties of 
the FHIL emitting region. For example, Fosbury and Sansom (1983) showed that 
the relative strengths of the [Fe VII]A3758,5720 lines could be used to show that the 
gas responsible for these lines had a temperature that suggested that photoionisa-
tion (~40,000K) rather than shocks (>10 6 K) were responsible for the production of 
these FHILs in Tololo 0109-383 and I I I ZW 77. Unfortunately these lines are typ-
ically much weaker than the [Fe VII]A6087 line and have only been measured in 
a small number of individual cases. Our large sample of FHIL emitters enables a 
systematic search of these lines which could drastically increase the numbers of 
objects wi th [Fe VII]A3758, 5720 measurements. 
• As mentioned in our introduction, considerable work has been done on studying 
the outflows of A G N evident in the blueshifted absorption lines present in high 
spectral resolution UV spectra (see Crenshaw et al. 2003 for a review). Further-
more, some work has been done by Casebeer et al. (2006) in using the broad O 
VIA1032 line (emitted in the U.V. part of the spectrum) to determine the intrinsic 
shape of the emitted A G N SED. It would be interesting to use the data derived 
f rom these types of studies wi th those presented here to determine whether they 
all point to a consistent physical model of the inner regions of A G N . 
• Although our main conclusions are focussed astrophysical processes, the results of 
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this thesis have been arrived at by the development of robust emission line f i t t ing 
routines. It is hoped that these routines w i l l be useful in similar lines of study 
based on the accurate measurement of emission lines in large numbers of spectra 
(as promised by the next generations of spectral surveys). 
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Appendix A 
Additional plots from 
Chapter 2 
In the following plots of the line profiles, we only show the spectra for the galaxies 
in which the line is detected and measured. In each panel, the vertical dashed lines 
show the rest wavelength of the line of interest. Dotted lines reveal where we have 
removed a blended line to assist component fitting. Colour coding- Red: Full line model, 
Magenta, Green, Blue: Individual lines components (broadest to narrowest), Orange: 
Blended component not associated with measured line (e.g. [NII] blended with Ha) 
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Figure A . l : For the case of Ha , shown here, we have removed the [ N 
I I ] lines i n Mrk573, as described in the text. 
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Figure A.2: H/3 & [O EI] - Dotted lines show where we have removed 
the [O HI]A4959 line i n order to more accurately f i t the H0 lines. In the 
case of VIIZW118, we have also removed the He IA4922 that forms a 
strong red shelf i n this spectrum. 
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Figure A.3: He IA5876-IIZW136 appears to show evidence of a strong 
He I line, but unfortunately i t could not be accurately measured, as its 
profile is interrupted by a gap introduced by the limited spectral range 
of each CCD. 
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Figure A.4: He IIA4686- We have deblended this line f r o m the unknown 
line at ~4670A, which is clearly a separate feature i n a number of our 
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Figure A.6: [Fe X]A6374- Dotted lines here are used to show where we 
have removed both the [O I ] line that is blended w i t h the [Fe X] line. 
Redward of some of the [Fe X] lines we have removed the blue wing of 
the H a line that contaminated the [Fe X] line i n some of the 'broader' 
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Figure A.8: [Fe XTV]A5303- For Ark564, we have attempted to deblend 
this line f r o m the [Ca V ] line at 5309A (shown here i n orange). 
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